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Abstract 
Nanostructured, Electroactive and Bioapplicable Materials 
Shan Cheng 
Advisor: Yen Wei 
 
 
 
Novel nanostructured porous sol-gel materials, nanocomposites, electroactive and 
bioapplicable materials have been successfully developed for a wide range of perceivable 
applications. Several versatile nonsurfactant templated sol-gel pathways have been 
developed to prepare nanostructured porous materials and composites with different 
morphologies (e.g., monoliths, nanospheres, nanoparticles, and thin films), structures, 
compositions and properties. The synthetic conditions were systematically studied and 
optimized. The template effects on pore structure as well as synthetic process, especially 
template removal steps, have been investigated. The composition and pore structures 
were thoroughly studied with various spectroscopic and microscopic methods such as IR, 
TGA, SEM, TEM, BET and XRD. The obtained mesoporous materials usually exhibit 
high surface area, large pore volume and narrowly distributed pore diameter. The 
porosity can be fine tuned simply by adjusting the template concentration. The 
convenient synthesis as well as the distinctive structure and physical-chemical properties 
render these sol-gel materials great suitability for a wide range of potential applications, 
such as chemical and biological sensors, catalysts, drug delivery and functional coatings. 
Biocompatible and electroactive nanocomposites have been prepared through a 
biological agent (i.e., collagen) templated chemical polymerization of aniline monomers. 
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The resultant polyaniline-collagen complexes exhibit well controlled doping-dedoping 
electroactivity and much enhanced solubility. Demonstrated with cell growth studies, the 
polyaniline-collagen complexes show improved biocompatibility in comparison to 
polyaniline. The new materials can be used to fabricate scaffolds, with which the effect of 
electrical stimuli on cell growth and differentiation can be evaluated with the hope of 
ultimately using electrical signal to stimulate controllable cell and tissue regeneration. 
Aniline derivative substituted quinoline ligand compounds and their complexes 
have been prepared and investigated as potential electroluminescent materials. 
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Preface 
The overall objective of this dissertation is to develop new advanced materials, 
more specifically, nanostructured porous materials, nanocomposites and electroactive 
materials, for potential applications in electrooptical devices, biosensors, drug delivery 
and tissue engineering. Among others, two main considerations are present throughout 
this research work. Firstly, it is always desirable to have versatile and controllable 
synthesis processes and products. Of our special interest is the versatility of the newly 
developed nonsurfactant templating sol-gel pathway. Aiming at a variety of potential 
applications, it is desired that a broad selection of templates can be used, materials with 
different morphologies and compositions can be produced, and the entire process can be 
fine-tuned. Secondly, due to the special requirement of bio-applications, these materials 
and/or their synthetic reagents and conditions need to do no harm to biomolecules and 
cells, and this property is described as “biofriendly” in this dissertation. 
The organization of the dissertation is as follows. 
Chapter 1 is an overview of nanostructured porous sol-gel materials. Based on an 
introduction of fundamental sol-gel chemistry, mesoporous materials (i.e., with pore 
diameter of 2-50 nm) obtained from both surfactant and nonsurfactant templated sol-gel 
methods are described in detail. Discussions include the template species, templating 
mechanisms, reaction conditions and the characteristic microstructures of porous 
materials. Description of general characterization and testing methods for porous 
materials is provided with an emphasis on gas sorption measurement. 
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Chapter 2 presents a study focused on the synthesis of mesoporous materials with 
a new category of nonsurfactant template, i.e., thermal decomposable compounds. With 
this new class of templates, conventional high temperature (i.e., 500-600 °C) calcination 
template removal process can be avoided. The materials with typical nonsurfactant 
templated mesoporous structure are prepared with a template removal process at a 
relatively low temperature (e.g., 150 °C). The materials synthesis and characterization are 
described. The template removal process is discussed in detail. 
Chapter 3 describes the development of a synthetic route to prepare mesoporous 
nanospheres with uniform size and shape. The study demonstrates the morphological 
controllability of the nonsurfactant templating method. The experimental method, 
material characterization and template effect on pore structures are discussed. In this 
work, fructose was selected as the nonsurfactant template because it has been proven by 
our group previously a very effective and biofriendly template, among over one hundred 
other nonsurfactant molecules examined (e.g., glucose, maltose, soluble starch, 
cyclodextrins, glycerol, oligopeptides, tartaric acid, etc.). With well-defined morphology 
and nanostructure, the nanospheres are potentially useful for a variety of applications, 
such as drug delivery, bio-sensor and catalyst. 
Chapter 4 presents the studies on gold nanoparticle dispersion in mesoporous 
silica matrices for the perceivable chemical and biological sensing applications. The 
gold-silica nanocomposites were prepared through a nonsurfactant templated sol-gel 
pathway with a gold sol as the source of metal particles. The obtained nanocomposites 
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exhibit mesoporosity of the silica framework as well as the unique size dependent optical 
properties of the second material phase, i.e., gold nanoparticles. The characteristics of the 
materials such as composition, morphology, porosity, and optical properties are discussed. 
An effort to fabricate organic-inorganic nanocomposite thin films with ordered 
nanostructured domains is reported in Chapter 5. The nanocomposite thin films were 
studied for their composition, morphology and layer ordering behavior. The studies 
involved the use of both spectroscopic and microscopic methods, such as IR spectroscopy 
and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The self-assembling of two-dimensional ordered 
array of mesoporous nanospheres is also described. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to the development of electroactive and biocompatible 
materials. The background introduction of conductive polymers as well as a review of 
applications of conducting polymers in biotechnology is provided. Using the preparation 
of polyaniline-collagen complex as an example, the bio-templated synthetic route is 
demonstrated, which aims at simultaneously improving both biocompatibility and water 
solubility of conductive polymers. The properties of the complex material (e.g., solubility, 
electroactivity, and morphology) are evaluated and reported based on comparison with 
the component materials. The improved biocompatibility is demonstrated with cell 
growth studies. With improved processability, biocompatibility and controlled 
electroactivity, the materials will be used as a scaffold material for tissue engineering 
applications. 
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Chapter 7 is focused on the synthesis and characterization of two aniline 
derivative substituted quinoline ligand compounds and their metal complexes, as 
potential electroluminescent materials. The feasibility of obtaining new ligands and 
metaloquinolates through molecular design was demonstrated. 
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation with summaries of the results and 
outlook for future work. It should be noted that although this thesis work is a continuation 
of Dr. Wei’s research effort, I have been involved in planning, formulating and 
conducting the experiments. As an example of my independent discoveries in this thesis, 
in the pursuit of making mesoporous nanoparticles, I developed a novel method to make 
mesoporous nanospheres. In addition, I am the first to explore the use of thermally 
sensitive compounds as nonsurfactant templates and to obtain gold-silica mesoporous 
nanocomposite materials by the nonsurfactant templating pathway. 
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Chapter 1.  An Overview to Nanostructured Porous Sol-Gel Materials 
 
1.1. Introduction 
The discovery in 1930s of the synthetic microporous zeolites, a series of 
aluminosilicate materials with frameworks analogous to those formed geologically, has 
brought up tremendous opportunities in many areas of advanced materials, from 
fundamental scientific research to diverse industrial applications.1-4 In the past few 
decades, considerable efforts have been devoted to developing nanostructured (i.e., 
structures roughly in the 1-100 nm size range) porous materials with a wide range of 
porosity, morphology and composition. The chemical and mechanical mechanisms that 
influence porosity during and after the synthesis process have been extensively studied. 
Advanced characterization methods and instruments have been developed, which greatly 
facilitate the research in the field. With their unique structural properties, nanostructured 
porous materials have been widely used as catalysts,5,6 separation media,7,8 sorption 
materials,9 ion-exchangers and bioreactors.10 
In the early 1990s, a surfactant templated synthetic route has been developed by 
researchers at Mobil Corporations.11,12 Known as M41S, silicon and other metal oxides 
with periodic nanoporous structures have been obtained. While M41S has tunable pore 
diameters of 1.5-10 nm, this was the first time that the pore size of synthetic porous 
materials was expanded to the mesoscopic range. This breakthrough discovery created an 
innovative strategy for the synthesis of nanostructured porous materials. Soon after, this 
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surfactant templated method was extended to the synthesis of a wide range of porous 
silica materials, as well as many other metal oxide species. 
In 1998, our group reported a general nonsurfactant templated sol-gel pathway.13 
The syntheses of bulk mesoporous silica materials have been achieved through sol-gel 
reactions in the presence of nonsurfactant organic compounds. This exciting discovery 
conceptually expended the categories of the template compounds available for the sol-gel 
synthesis of porous materials. The process has been demonstrated to be convenient, mild 
and biofriendly. The mesoporous materials prepared with nonsurfactant templates have 
been successfully used for enzyme and protein immobilizations.14 A major part of my 
research work has been focused on further developing this nonsurfactant templated 
pathway, and exploring new opportunities to tailor the structure-morphology and 
properties-function relations of the new nanostructured porous materials and composites 
for a range of potential applications. For the convenience of further discussion, it is 
necessary for us to briefly introduce the sol-gel chemistry, clarify some terminologies and 
review the templated sol-gel methods. Due to their importance to reveal and verify the 
structural properties of synthesized porous products, major porosity characterization 
methods will be discussed in a separate section with an emphasis on gas adsorption 
measurements. 
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1.2. Fundamental Sol-Gel Process 
The overall sol-gel process, as the name implies, usually involves two stages: 
precursors initially form high molecular weight but still soluble poly-intermediates, a sol, 
and the intermediates further link together to form a three-dimensional network, a gel.15 
The precursors for a sol-gel reaction could be either inorganic salts or organic compounds, 
known as metal alkoxides. The formation of a gel from both types of precursors will be 
illustrated in the following with silica as the primary example, since most of our 
understanding of the sol-gel process is derived from silica composition. 
 
1.2.1. Inorganic Salt Precursors 
Porous silica gels can be prepared with inorganic salts, such as sodium silicates or 
potassium silicates.16 In this method, two types of chemical reactions are involved: 
soluble silicates hydrolyze to monomeric Si(OH)4 under acidic conditions, reaction 1-1, 
followed by polymeric condensation of the silicic acid, reaction 1-2.  
 
            (1-1) 
 
 
(1-2) 
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The porous structure of the silica gel prepared with this method is affected by the 
composition of the silicate precursor, temperature, pH, aging and drying conditions, 
among which pH and the drying condition are the most important ones. 
 
1.2.2. Alkoxide Precursors 
An alternative method to silica gel involves the hydrolysis and condensation 
reactions of tetraalkoxysilanes in the presence of water and appropriate catalysts.15,17 
Firstly, silicic acids are produced by hydrolysis of an alkoxysilanes, as in reaction 1-3. 
The silicic acids then undergo either self-condensation, reaction 1-4, or condensation 
with an alkoxide as in reaction 1-5. Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and tetramethoxysilane 
(TMOS) are the most commonly used alkoxide precursors in the preparation of silica 
containing gels due to their controllability in reaction kinetics. In the case of inorganic 
silicate precursors, salts such as NaCl or KCl are formed as by products, and it is quite 
difficult to completely remove these salts from the gels. In contrast, the gelation reactions 
of alkoxysilanes lead to the release of alcohol and water molecules, which can be readily 
removed by drying process. Therefore, the alkoxide precursors are preferred for making 
porous materials with high purity, and in most of our syntheses, metal alkoxide 
precursors are used. 
    (1-3) 
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(1-4) 
(1-5) 
 
According to the application demands, sol-gel products can be prepared under 
appropriate conditions into various forms, such as monoliths,18-20 particles,21,22 thin 
films23-25 and fibers.26,27 Besides product versatility, the sol-gel process also offers many 
other advantages such as the simplicity and convenience of the synthesis procedure, 
flexibility of solution chemistry, low coast in starting materials, and good product 
purity.28 
 
1.3. Mesoporous Materials from Surfactant Templated Sol-Gel Methods  
Based on pore size, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
(IUPAC) classifies porous materials into the following categories:29 
− Microporous: with pore diameter less than 2 nm 
− Mesoporous: with pore diameter between 2 and 50 nm 
− Macroporous: with pore diameter greater than 50 nm 
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Before early 1990s, with a pore or channel diameter of 0.7-1.2 nm, there seems a 
natural limit for the synthetic porous solid. Most of the zeolites and sol-gel materials are 
microporous.15,30 A breakthrough point has been reached in 1992 when Kresge et al. 
announced the surfactant templated synthesis of a series of periodic mesoporous silica 
and aluminosilica oxides, known as M41S family.11 Using alkyltrimethylammonium 
cationic surfactants as pore structure directing agents, porous materials were obtained 
with a hexagonal arrangement of uniform mesopores in the range of ~1.5-10 nm. The 
pore size is controllable by varying the length of the alkyl chain of the template 
molecules or with the aid of auxiliary organic compound as additives, spacers and pore 
fillers. Three typical periodical mesophase structures of M41S family are illustrated in 
Figure 1-1: hexagonal phase, a one-dimensional system of hexagonally arranged 
cylindrical channels; cubic phase, a three-dimensional bicontinuous porous frame 
structure; and lamellar phase, a two dimensional system of layered sheets structure.12,31 
Other structures with random array of pores were also observed. All of these mesoporous 
materials are characterized by high surface area, large pore volume and narrow pore size 
distributions as compared to microporous materials. 
The formation mechanism of this mesoporous family of molecular sieves was 
proposed as liquid-crystal templating (LCT).32,33 The so-called “templating” here is a 
process during which an organic species functions as a central structure, surrounded by 
inorganic oxides forming a framework. As illustrated in Figure 1-2,32 long chain 
surfactant molecules arrange themselves through micelle self-assembly to form liquid-
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crystalline phases. Silicate species deposit between surfactant “rods” and then condense 
to form the inorganic network. The interaction of the surfactant and silicate species 
mediates the hexagonal ordering. After removing the surfactant templates from the as-
synthesized sample, materials exhibit mesoporosity with pore size of 2-10 nm. In general, 
the overall LCT mechanism is directed by two features. One is the dynamics of surfactant 
molecules to form assemblies, micelle, and ultimately crystalline structure, which 
functions as template. The other is the ability of the inorganic oxide to undergo 
hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions to form network around the organic template. 
Since the discovery of M41S family, the surfactant template hydrothermal 
pathway has been extensively studied and expanded to sol-gel process.32,33 A wide 
variety of surfactant molecules with different sizes, shapes, functionalities and charges 
have been subsequently demonstrated to be able to effectively function as pore structure 
directing agents. These surfactant molecules can be classified based on their head group 
chemistry and charge as follows. 
− Cationic surfactants: the hydrophilic group carries a positive charge, e.g., 
tetraalkylammonium salts34 (CnH2n+1)(CH3)3NX, n = 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16,18, 
20, 22; X= OH, Cl, Br, HSO4; and (CnH2n+1)(C2H5)3N, n = 12, 14, 16, 18). 
− Anionic surfactants: the hydrophilic group carries a negative charge, e.g., 
sulfates35 (CnH2n+1OSO3 (n =12, 14, 16, 18), sulfonates36 (C16H33SO3H and 
C12H25C6H4SO3Na), and phosphates (C12H25OPO3H2, C14H29OPO3K). 
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− Neutral surfactants: the hydrophilic group is not charged, e.g., primary 
amines37 (CnH2n+1NH2) and poly(ethylene oxides)38,39 (PEO).  
It is necessary to point out that in neutral surfactant templating systems where 
strong electrostatic interactions are absent, LCT mechanism may not be suitable to 
describe the mesophase formation. Instead, neutral surfactants have much stronger 
tendency to form aggregations in solution.40 Those aggregations of surfactant molecules 
and the hydrogen bonding interactions may play an important role in directing the 
mesophase formation in the case of neutral surfactant templates. 
The surfactant templated approach has also been extended from silicates and 
aluminosilicates41-44 to a wide range of metal oxides. With this method, a variety of 
mesoporous inorganic oxide frameworks, some of which may have important 
technological applications, have been achieved, including: titanium oxide,45,46 zirconium 
oxide,47,48 vanadium oxide,49 tungsten oxide,50 and so forth. 
Porosity control during the surfactant templated sol-gel synthesis has been 
considerably studied. The pore geometry is controlled primarily by the template 
concentration, charge of the surfactant and the processing conditions.32 For example, 
mesoporous materials prepared with charged surfactants usually exhibit ordered 
hexagonal porous structure, while the materials obtained with neutral surfactants 
sometimes lack a long range ordered channel arrangement and exhibit both 
complementary textural and framework-confined mesoporosity.37 Pore size, recently 
being expanded up to 30 nm,51 can be controlled by the size of the surfactant, addition of 
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auxiliary organics, aging conditions and template removal method.32,33,52 The wall 
thickness, which greatly affects the thermal stability of the material, is controlled by the 
charge of the surfactant and the formation mechanism. Materials prepared with neutral 
surfactants usually exhibit a greater wall thickness and furthermore a higher thermal 
stability than that obtained with ionic surfactants, due to the absence of electrostatic or 
charge-matching effects.37 
 
1.4. Mesoporous Materials from Nonsurfactant Templated Sol-Gel Methods 
A novel nonsurfactant templated sol-gel route to mesoporous materials has been 
developed by our group.53,54 Unlike the surfactant template pathway, the non-surfactant 
organic compounds, such as glucose, maltose, and dibenzoyltartaric acid, were employed 
as templates or pore structure directing agents during a sol-gel process under room 
temperature. The template can be easily removed by solvent extraction. The obtained 
materials exhibit mesoporosity with pore diameter of ~2-6 nm, which is controllable by 
simply varying the nonsurfactant content in the solution. The materials show high surface 
area of ~1000 m2g-1 and large pore volume of ~1.0 cm3g-1. The pore structure is not 
highly ordered, which is similar to that of some neutral surfactant templated mesoporous 
materials. A framework filled with interconnected wormlike pores is observed. The initial 
study of the nonsurfactant template pathway involved the formation of silica mesophases 
under acidic conditions. Subsequent efforts have shown these structures can also be 
formed in basic or near neutral media.53 
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The mechanism of nonsurfactant templating to mesophase formation was not yet 
fully understood. It was proposed that during the nonsurfactant templated sol-gel process, 
nonsurfactant aggregates and the aggregate assemblies may function as the organic 
templates. The interactions between the organic templates and the silicate intermediates, 
such as hydrogen bonding, may also play an important role in directing the mesophase 
formation prior to and/or during the gelation. 
Through the nonsurfactant templated sol-gel pathway, mesoporous silica oxide, 
alumina oxide and titanium oxide have been successfully prepared.55 Mesoporous zinc 
phosphate has been obtained with the glucosamine molecules as nonsurfactant template.56 
The process has been extended to prepare various advanced materials including organic-
inorganic hybrid materials57 and mesoporous bio-composites with enzyme/protein 
immobilized.14 
In comparison to the surfactant templated sol-gel method to mesoporous materials, 
the nonsurfactant templated pathway is mild, less expensive, environmentally friendly 
and biofriendly. In this method, easy removal of template by solvent extraction can avoid 
the structure damage by calcination. The framework thickness from the non-surfactant 
route (~4 nm) is much larger than that of M41S (0.8-1.5 nm), which contributes to 
superior thermal stability. Porous silica by the non-surfactant route exhibits much fewer 
defects than that from neutral surfactants. Moreover, a vast diversity of organic 
compounds provides possibilities to form macroscopic nanostructured sol-gel materials. 
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1.5. Characterization Methods for Porous Materials  
Reliable porosity characterization methods are important for developing porous 
materials. To evaluate exact pore parameters such as pore size, size distribution and 
surface area, the most commonly used methods include, among others, gas sorption 
measurement, mercury porosimetry, small angle X-ray scattering, fluid flow methods 
(permeation and diffusion), flow microcalorimetry and electron microscopy. 
The gas sorption measurement is a widely used nondestructive method to analyze 
pore size and distribution. Its best working range is from micropores up to 200 nm pore 
width.58 Gas sorption measurement is one of the most applicable methods for sol-gel 
silica materials which are either mesoporous or microporous. This method will be 
reviewed later in more detail. 
Mercury porosimetry59 is a method of measuring pore size and pore size 
distribution by injecting mercury into pores. Due to the high pressure involved (up to 400 
MPa) and the limiting size of pores for penetration by pressurized mercury (~2 nm), this 
method is more suitable to characterize mesoporous or macroporous materials. Safety 
requirement and sample disposal are major concerns for this technique. 
In small angle X-ray scattering measurement, X-rays from a source are focused 
into a fine beam and directed on to the sample. A small fraction of the beam is scattered 
and detected. The intensity and the way the intensity varies with the scattering angle are 
determined by the variations of electron density within a sample, which originate from 
the structure of the sample. The electron density is high in the solid wall area and falls to 
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zero in a pore. Structural information can therefore be deduced from the knowledge of 
scattering intensity and angle.60,61 For example, approximated as the repeating distance in 
the porous materials, the sum of a pore diameter and a pore wall thickness can be 
estimated base on the d spacing calculated from the Bragg equation (1-6). The 
measurement obtained with this method reflects all interfacial situations, including closed 
porosity which is not accessible to adsorption techniques. 
     (1-6) 
A fluid flow method59 can be used to measure the pore size of porous materials. 
The size of penetrating pores can be evaluate by flow rate and pressure drop across 
porous materials. The result measured by this method is strongly affected by pore shape 
and the tortuosity of the network.62 
The operational principle for the flow microcalorimeter used to characterize the 
surface porosity is that gas or liquid adsorption occurring on the solid surface is 
associated with the evolution or absorption of heat.63 The usefulness of this method 
greatly depends on the availability of a correlation between the porosity and the heat of 
adsorption of certain adsorbate molecules on the porous surface. For example, 
preferential heats of adsorption of n-butanol from n-heptane solution have been 
successfully used to measure polar surface areas. It is found that for polar surfaces, 1 
joule of the adsorption heat of n-butanol corresponds to 6.7 m2 of the surface areas 
obtained from the polar sites in graphite.64 
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To analyze and interpret data, most of the porosity characterization methods adapt 
structural model assumptions and mathematical approximations. As a result, sometimes 
they may not be able to reveal the real pore structure of porous materials. Based on image 
analysis,65 microscopic observation provides a straightforward evaluation of pore size, 
shape and distribution.66,67 The major advantage of microscopic characterization is that a 
pore model is not necessary. The method allows a direct observation of the pore 
structures. To ensure statistically representative results, sufficient samples must be 
analyzed with this method. 
Each of these analytical methods has its own advantages as well as suitable 
working conditions. In general, the selection of the approaches should be dependent upon 
the properties and the microstructures of the material under investigation. For the same 
reason, it is normally insufficient for a single method to qualify for a confirmative 
analysis of pore parameters. Therefore multiple analyses should be carried out to 
facilitate a comprehensive understanding of the porosity. In our studies, the major 
approaches used to study the porosity of mesoporous sol-gel silica are gas adsorption 
measurement, small angle X-ray scattering and electron microscopy image analysis. Due 
to its relative complexity and its considerable usage in our experiments, a brief discussion 
on gas adsorption measurement is provided next as a subsection. 
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1.5.1. Gas Sorption Measurement 
As aforementioned, gas sorption measurement is a common nondestructive 
method to analyze microporous and mesoporous materials. The following is a brief 
description of its working rationale. 
In an adsorption process, the amount of adsorbed gas (i.e., adsorbate) at the 
surface of a porous material (i.e., adsorbent) depends on its microstructure, pressure and 
temperature.68 Therefore, the pore structure of the adsorbent can be quantitatively 
evaluated from the gas sorption isotherm. The gas sorption isotherm is a plot of the 
amount of adsorbed gas as a function of gas pressure at a constant temperature, usually 
liquid nitrogen temperature (–196 °C). The pressure is expressed as relative pressure, a 
fraction of saturated pressure. The amount of the adsorbed gas is expressed in volume at 
standard temperature and pressure (STP) relative to the weight of the sample. During the 
measurement, the pressure of the gas increases from vacuum to saturation pressure, and 
then gradually decreases back to vacuum. Along with the pressure variation, two 
branches of the isotherm are obtained, namely adsorption branch and desorption branch. 
 
1.5.1.1. Classification of Adsorption Isotherms 
Depending on the relative strength of the interactions among adsorbate molecules 
and the structure of the adsorbent, the adsorbate-adsorbent system may exhibit monolayer 
adsorption, multilayer adsorption, capillary condensation or a combination. The shape of 
an isotherm indicates the occurrence of these phenomena, and furthermore, reveals the 
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porosity of the adsorbent. According to the IUPAC classification, the majority of the 
adsorption isotherms may be categorized into six types as shown in Figure 1-3.29 
Type I reversible isotherms are typical in microporous solids with relatively small 
external surfaces. Monolayer adsorption occurs significantly at relatively low partial 
pressures < 0.5 P/P0. 
Type II reversible isotherms describe the gas sorption with a non-porous or 
macroporous solid in which multi-layer adsorption forms due to a strong interaction 
between adsorbed molecules. 
Type III reversible isotherms are convex towards the relative pressure axis. This 
type of isotherm originates from both non-porous and microporous solid. These isotherms 
are characteristic of weak adsorbate-adsorbent interactions. 
Type IV isotherms exhibit a plateau with a characteristic hysteresis loop. The 
presence of hysteresis loops is associated with mesoporous solid, where capillary 
condensation occurs. 
Type V isotherms are related to the Type III isotherms in that the adsorbate-
adsorbent interactions are weak. Type V isotherms are usually obtained from 
microporous or mesoporous solids. 
Type VI isotherms are stepwise, which represent multilayer adsorption on a 
uniform non-porous surface. 
Gas adsorption measurements of most of mesoporous sol-gel silica materials we 
studied present type IV isotherms with a characteristic hysteresis loop at around 0.5 P/P0, 
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which is usually associated with capillary condensation in mesoporous structure. In 
general, the hysteresis loops may exhibit a variety of shapes and sizes, which are affected 
by pore shape, size of the network and degree of interconnection. 
 
1.5.1.2. Adsorption Hysteresis 
Classified by IUPAC, there are four typical types of isotherms, which are shown 
in Figure 1-4.29 
Type H1 loop is often associated with pores with regular shape and narrow size 
distribution. 
Type H2 loop used to be attributed to ink-bottle pores, which have narrow necks 
and wide body. Now it has been well recognized that network effect also play an 
important role in the loop formation. 
Type H3 loop is observed with aggregates of plate-like particle giving rise to slit-
shape pores. 
Type H4 loop is usually associated with narrow slit-like pores.  
Additional network structural information can be also revealed by the shape and 
the size of the isotherm hysteresis loops.69 For example, a narrower hysteresis loop can be 
observed with materials with higher connectivity. Another example can be found in 
observations that; for porous solids with bidispersed structure, the sharpness of 
desorption isotherm knee describes the size of the solid particles. 
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Figure 1-1. Three structure types proposed for silica-surfactant mesophases and the X-
ray diffraction patterns: (a) MCM-41 (hexagonal); (b) MCM-48 (Cubic); (c) MCM-50 
(Lamellar). 
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Figure 1-2. Proposed schematics of the liquid-crystal templating (LCT) mechanism. 
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Figure 1-3. IUPAC classification of physisorption isotherms. 
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Figure 1-4. IUPAC classification of hysteresis loops. 
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Chapter 2.  Mesoporous Sol-Gel Material Prepared Using Thermal Sensitive 
Templates: New Opportunities to Convenient Synthesis 
 
2.1. Introduction 
The concept of template has been introduced into the synthesis of porous 
materials since the successful discovery of MCM-41 family of mesoporous silicate and 
aluminosilicate molecular sieves by Kresge et al.1,2 In their method, using surfactants as a 
pore structure directing agent (i.e., template), porous materials have been synthesized, for 
the first time, with cavity, channel size or layer spaces in the mesoscale under 
hydrothermal conditions. The templated sol-gel pathway has then been extensively 
studied to test various template species, reaction conditions and mechanisms.3 As a 
general templated sol-gel process, organic molecules are introduced into a sol mixture. 
Following the typical sol-gel process (i.e., gelling, aging and drying) under appropriate 
conditions, organic molecules are incorporated into inorganic matrix, forming a template 
containing gel. After removing the template from the as-synthesized organic-inorganic 
composite, the spaces previously occupied by the organic molecules are left behind as 
pores in sol-gel matrices. In contrast to conventional gels which usually have 
microporous structure with wide pore size distributions, porous materials obtained with 
templates usually are mesoporous. The selection of the template, along with its removal, 
plays an important role in the templating method, and specifically, provides 
controllability of porosity and microstructure of the materials. In this chapter, we present 
a sol-gel synthesis using a new category of template, thermal sensitive compounds, to 
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prepare mesoporous silica materials. We show for the first time that with readily thermal 
decomposable templates, mesoporous materials can be obtained after a relatively low 
temperature thermal template removal at around 150 °C. In the following sections, we 
proceed to briefly overview the templating process and removal of templates based on 
two classes of templates, surfactant and nonsurfactant. 
 
2.1.1. Surfactant Templates and Their Removal 
Most mesoporous materials have been synthesized using ionic1,2,4-9 or neutral 
surfactants10-16 as templates. Depending on the hydrophobic character of the surfactant 
and the interaction between the organic template and the inorganic precursor, surfactant 
molecules can either direct the formation of liquid-crystal-like inorganic-surfactant 
nanostructures through micelle self-arrays, or be incorporated into amorphous inorganic 
frameworks based on hydrogen bonding interactions. The detailed mechanisms have been 
discussed in Chapter 1, and therefore here we will focus on the reaction process. In 
general, using different charged surfactant molecules and inorganic solution species, the 
mesophase structure can be synthesized by either direct or mediated pathways under 
certain pH conditions. Six surfactant templating pathways have been identified: S+I-, S-I+, 
S+X-I+, S-X+I-, S_I, and SoIo, where S is the surfactant, I is the inorganic phase, and X is 
the mediating ion. Silicates have been synthesized by S+I-, S+X-I+, SoIo pathways. For S+I- 
synthesis, a cationic surfactant is selected and the pH is adjusted to 9-14, such that the 
silica precursors will be negatively charged. For the S+X-I+ approach, the mesophase is 
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well formed below the isoelectric point of silica when pH is lower than 2. M41S silicates 
have been prepared through both of these methods.5,17 For SoIo the reaction is carried out 
at near neutral pH, which means the silicate ions are partially charged, but the surfactant 
molecules are neutral. For example, mesoporous silicates have been obtained using 
TEOS and polyethylene oxide or primary amines (e.g., dodecyl amine) as neutral 
surfactant templates.10,12,13,18,19 
To provide mesoporous materials, surfactant templates need to be selectively 
removed from mesostructured organic-inorganic precursors. Due to the strong 
electrostatic interaction between the template and the inorganic precursors, especially in 
the case of ionic surfactant templates, the surfactant molecules are usually removed by 
calcination1,2 or hot solvent extraction.18,19 
When being calcined, template containing samples are heated in flowing nitrogen, 
oxygen, or air at temperatures above 500 °C. During the pyrolysis, the organic molecules 
thermalchemically decompose to simple gaseous molecules and escape from the 
inorganic matrices. The templates can be removed completely with this method. However, 
such an aggressive thermal treatment, to some extent, results in an undesirable loss of 
porosity and pore regularity due to pore contraction and pore collapse. The studies of the 
effect of calcination conditions on porosity show that when calcined at 540 °C in air for 
10 h, MCM-41 samples exhibit 10-25 % volume shrinkage depending on synthetic 
conditions.20 
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Hot solvent extraction provides another approach to remove organic groups from 
ionic or neutral surfactant templated materials. Chen et al. reported that almost 100 % of 
the surfactant templates can be removed by extracting MCM-41 with a 1 M HCl solution 
at 70 °C for about 30 h.19 In some other studies, hot ethanol has been used to extract 
neutral surfactant template from silica samples.18,19 In comparison to calcination, hot 
solvent extraction does not appreciably affect the pore volume. However the harsh 
hydrothermal conditions in most synthesis of mesoporous materials still limit the 
usefulness of the process in applications wherein the materials involved are temperature-
sensitive, such as enzymes immobilization and thin film coatings on polymer or metal 
substrates. 
Some synthetic routes with template removal at lower temperature have been 
explored, such as UV-ozone treatment,21-23 ion exchange,24,25 oxygen plasma 
treatment26,27 and supercritical fluid extraction.28 Keene and coworkers reported that with 
an extended exposure to ozone, which is produced by in-situ photochemical reaction or 
by an electric arc, surfactant templates can be removed from bulk MCM-41 type 
materials.21 More recently, Clark et al. extended this room temperature ozone treatment 
to remove the template surfactant from thin film mesophases on various substrates. 
Selective area template removal was demonstrated to afford patterned porous thin film.22 
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2.1.2. Nonsurfactant Templates and Their Removal 
It was recently reported by our group that with nonsurfactant small molecules as 
template, mesoporous materials can be prepared with template removal by solvent 
extraction at room temperature.29-31 Most of the nonsurfactant molecules that have been 
studied are water soluble small organic compounds, including glucose, fructose, hydroxyl 
carboxylic acid, urea, glycerol, hydroxyethylmathacrylate and so forth. To remove these 
organic species, the aged template containing samples are usually ground into fine 
powder or smaller pieces and then extracted with water at room temperature. The 
template molecules gradually dissolve in water and diffuse out from the inorganic 
matrices. Template molecules can be removed up to about 100 % by repeatedly replacing 
the soaking medium with fresh water.29,30 
From the materials processing point of view, the use of water soluble 
nonsurfactant templates provides a mild low temperature synthetic route to prepare 
mesoporous sol-gel materials. The versatility of nonsurfactant template compounds 
should allow us to further explore other types of templates aiming at designing synthesis 
processes suitable for various applications. 
 
2.1.3. Thermal Sensitive Templates 
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report on using thermal sensitive 
compounds as templates to synthesize mesoporous materials. Here, thermal sensitive 
compounds entitle a category of compounds that dissociate or decompose to small 
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gaseous molecules with an increased environmental temperature. In this study, we use 
such thermal sensitive compounds as templates to prepare mesoporous silica materials. 
Due to the thermal instability, this new type of template may offer the opportunities to 
become a useful alternative for efficient template removal at relatively low temperature. 
In addition, the study should expand the range of organic compounds that can act as a 
template, and provide further understanding of the mechanism of non-surfactant 
compound directed mesoporosity formation. 
Benzoin was selected as a sample compound for this study. With a melting point 
of 135 °C and a boiling point of 194 °C at 12 mmHg, benzoin dissociates thermally as 
well as photolytically.32 When being heated, benzoin decomposes and generates gaseous 
products such as carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The synthesis method is based on 
the newly developed nonsurfactant template sol-gel pathway.22-24 The reaction involves 
an acid catalyst sol-gel reaction of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in the presence of 
benzoin at different concentration. The thermal-chemical template removal at varied 
temperatures was studied in detail. We showed that, for the first time, with a thermal 
sensitive template mesoporous materials can be obtained after a thermal template 
removal at around 150 °C. The materials exhibit typical mesoporosity with high surface 
areas and large pore volume, adjustable by simply varying the template concentration. 
The pore parameters are also tunable by controlling the heating temperature and time. As 
an extended study of mesoporous materials via the nonsurfactant template pathway, we 
further discussed the correlation of extent of template removal and materials porosity 
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since controllable partial removal of the template is permitted with this thermal sensitive 
template. 
 
2.2. Experimental  
The synthesis approach of making mesoporous silica materials with thermal 
sensitive compound as template was developed based on the protocol of nonsurfactant 
templated sol-gel pathway developed in our laboratory. Special care is required during 
the drying process due to the large amount of solvent presented in the reactions. Template 
removal was achieved at relatively low temperatures (~150 °C) under a reduced pressure. 
 
2.2.1. Materials 
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Aldrich), benzoin (98 %, Aldrich), benzil (98 %, 
Aldrich), benzoyl peroxide (BPO, 97 %, Aldrich), hydrochloric acid (HCl, Fisher), ethyl 
alcohol (EtOH, Pharmco), pyridine (99 %, Aldrich), ethyl ether (anhydrous, Fisher) were 
all used as received without further purification. 
 
2.2.2. Synthesis of Mesoporous Silica Materials with Thermal Sensitive 
Nonsurfactant Templates 
As a general procedure, TEOS was prehydrolyzed with distilled deionized H2O in 
EtOH using HCl as catalyst. The molar ratio of [TEOS]:[H2O]:[EtOH]:[HCl] was used as 
1:4:2:0.01. The prehydrolyzed sol was then mixed with a template solution, which was 
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pre-prepared by dissolving a designed amount of benzoin in pyridine. Following the 
typical sol-gel process, transparent and monolithic template-containing silica disks were 
obtained after slow drying at room temperature. A series of samples were prepared with 
template content ranging from 20 wt % to 60 wt %, which was calculated based on the 
weight of the final dry product. As a typical procedure to prepare the prehydrolyzed 
TEOS sol, 41.60 g TEOS (0.2 mol), 14.4 g H2O (0.8 mol), 27.60 g EtOH (0.4 mol) and 
1.00 ml 2M HCl (2.0 mmol) were mixed in a 250 ml round bottom flask and refluxed at 
60 °C for 4 h. The sol mixture was prepared in a relatively large quantity for the 
convenience of preparing a series of samples with different concentrations. Upon cooling 
down to room temperature, the sol mixture was mixed with template solution. To prepare 
a sample containing with 40 wt % benzoin (SB40), the template solution was prepared by 
dissolving 1.0 g benzoin (40 wt % based on the weight of silica dioxide and the template 
in the final dry product) in 6.00 g pyridine and then was added into 10.56 g hydrolyzed 
sol mixture, which originally contains TEOS 0.025 mol. The beaker was then sealed with 
a piece of paraffin film. The sol mixture was kept stirred for an additional 1~2 h. Then, 
2~4 pinholes were punched on the paraffin film to allow the evaporation of the solvent 
and volatile byproduct of the sol-gel reaction, such as ethonal and H2O. The sol mixture 
started to gel in ~4 h. Transparent and monolithic template-containing silica disks were 
obtained after the gelation and drying at room temperature up to 2 months. It should be 
pointed out that a fast drying process resulted in phase separation, especially for the high 
template content samples. To obtain mesoporous materials, the as-synthesized samples 
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were ground manually into fine powder and heated in a vacuum oven for 6 h at 150 °C. 
We also investigated other possible thermal decomposable templates, such as 
BPO and benzil. Template solutions were prepared with BPO and benzyl, using ethyl 
ether and EtOH as solvent, respectively. Similar procedures were adapted from the 
preparation of benzoin containing samples to prepared silica samples templated with 
BPO and benzil. However, phase separations observed as precipitates occurred during the 
sol-gel process (usually within 24 h) for both BPO and benzil templated samples, even at 
a template concentration of 30 wt %. This may be attributed to the volatility of the 
solvent employed to prepare the template solutions. 
 
2.2.3. Instrumentation and Characterization 
The N2 adsorption-desorption characterization was conducted on a Micromeritics 
ASAP 2010 surface area and pore size analyzer at –196 °C. Prior to the measurements, 
the samples were degassed at the corresponding calcination temperature and 1 Pa for 6-7 
h. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained on a JEOL 2000 FX 
TEM with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The samples were prepared by allowing an 
ethyl alcohol suspension of the finely ground powder to evaporate on a copper grid 
coated with a holey carbon film. The copper grids were obtained from SPI Supplies. 
Infrared spectra of KBr powder-pressed pellets were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 
1600 FTIR spectrophotometer. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out with 
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a TA Instruments Hi-Res TGA 2950 (Temple University) under oxygen atmosphere with 
a heating rate of 1 °C/min. Before TGA measurement, the samples were dried in a 
vacuum oven at room temperature until a constant mass was obtained. 
 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
Using a thermal sensitive nonsurfactant compound, benzoin, as a pore structure 
directing template, the mesoporous silica materials have been successfully prepared 
through the sol-gel reactions followed by removal of the template with thermal treatment 
at a relatively low temperature. 
To study the thermal stability of benzoin when confined in silica matrices, TGA 
measurements of the as-synthesized samples were compared with that of pure benzoin. 
Figures 2-1 to 2-6 show typical patterns for the weight loss and their derivative over 
temperature during the pyrolysis of pure benzoin and benzoin containing (20-60 wt %) 
silica composite samples. The TGA of pure benzoin exhibits a weight loss close to 100 % 
between 130 °C and 160 °C, which is associated with the pyrolysis of the compound. 
Representing the decomposition rate, the derivative curve of the weight loss with respect 
to temperature shows a relatively sharp peak centered at 150 °C, the decomposition 
temperature of the compound. TGA of the benzoin-containing silica sample demonstrates 
three stages of weight losses: two major ones at around 110 °C and 200 °C, respectively, 
and a minor one at around 340 °C. The weight loss occurring at around 110 °C could be 
associated with the decomposition of surface bonded benzoin and the elimination of the 
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volatile sol-gel reaction byproducts, such as EtOH and water molecules. The second 
major weight loss at around 200 °C arises from the burn-off of the template benzoin. 
Compared to pure benzoin, the template benzoin decomposes at a broader temperature 
range and the maximum decomposition rate appears at a higher temperature due to the 
confinement of the silica matrix. During the calcination, more than 90 wt % of the total 
weight loss occurs below 250 °C. A slight weight loss observed around 340 °C could be 
attributed to the phenomenon that some benzoin molecules are completely wrapped by 
the silica matrix and isolated from other template molecules. Therefore, the 
decomposition products cannot escape until the gaseous pyrolysis products burst out from 
“silica cage” at a higher temperature. This is evidenced by the fact that this minor weight 
loss at around 340 °C is not observed for high benzoin content (i.e., 60 wt %) sample 
(Figure 2-6). In a high benzoin concentration system, template and silica form a 
bicontinuous mesophase structure, and therefore the gaseous decomposition products are 
able to get out from silica matrices easily through interconnected pores or channels. The 
presence of small amount of ethyloxy groups resulted form the incomplete sol-gel 
reactions may also contribute to the slight weight loss at 340 °C. For all the samples, 
above 400 °C, the weight loss becomes insignificant. 
From the TGA data, it is noticed that at around 150 °C, the decomposition 
temperature of pure benzoin, the derivative curve of the weight loss of the benzoin- 
containing silica composite reaches a local minimum. This is undesirable since the 
removal of the template at 150 °C would then take a long period of time. Our experiment 
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data show that about 70 wt % of weight loss (calculated based on the total weight loss at 
550 °C) occurred after being heated at 150 °C for 6 h. To ensure a faster and more 
effective template removal at 150 °C, a vacuum pump was employed to continuously 
remove the gaseous pyrolysis product from the silica matrix. Moreover, benzoin 
vaporizes at a lower temperature under a lower pressure. The isothermal TGA data 
indicate that under a reduced pressure (<1 mmHg), more than 90 wt % of the weight loss 
can be achieved after heating the samples at 150 °C for 6 h, indicating an effective 
removal of benzoin from the silica matrix. After heating at 150 °C for 6 h, the samples 
were measured with TGA again up to 550 °C. The weight loss was less than 10 wt %. As 
previously mentioned, this may be attributed to incomplete decomposition of benzoin or 
to incomplete sol-gel reactions, where some ethyloxy groups remained in the samples. 
Hence, the benzoin removed at 150 °C for 6 h was much greater than 90 wt %. 
The removal of the template compound from the silica composites was also 
monitored by FT-IR analysis. Figure 2-7 exemplifies the IR spectra of the sample SB-40 
before (a) and after (b) the thermal treatment at 150 °C with IR spectrum of pure silica (c) 
as a reference. The strong peaks at 1100-1200 cm-1 are attributed to Si-O bond. The 
spectrum of benzoin-containing sample exhibits two series of characteristic absorption 
bands in the ranges of 1500-1600 cm-1 and 600-700 cm–1, which correspond to aromatic 
C=C stretch vibrations and C-H bend vibrations, respectively. The intensity of these 
peaks decreases dramatically after the template removal by heating at 150 °C. The 
spectrum of obtained porous silica shows the typical absorption bands as pure silica gel. 
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After the thermal treatment at 150 °C, a few aromatic ring C-H absorption bands such as 
708 cm-1 and 640 cm-1 did not disappear completely. This may be attributed to the residue 
benzoin molecules wrapped in the closed silica pores with less accessibility to the 
template removal process. 
The composition of the benzoin containing silica materials prepared with template 
content varied from 20 to 60 % and the pore parameters of the porous silica after the 
template removal by thermal treatment at 150 °C are summarized in Table 2-1. As 
represented by the benzoin concentrations in the as-synthesized materials, the 
compositions measured based on the total weight loss at 550 °C from TGA are 
comparable with the designed feeding concentrations. The discrepancies could be 
attributed to the EtOH and the water molecules tightly bounded to the silica matrix, 
particularly in the case where the sample is prepared at a low benzoin concentration. As 
the benzoin concentration increases, the discrepancy becomes smaller and relatively 
negligible. 
After the template was removed by heating at 150 °C under a reduced pressure, 
the silica materials exhibit a high Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area up to 780 
m2/g, a large pore volume of about 0.5 cm3/g, and a relatively narrow pore size 
distribution with a pore diameter of ~3 nm. Representative nitrogen adsorption-
desorption isotherms at –196 °C for the mesoporous silica samples after the thermal 
treatment are shown in Figure 2-8. With increasing concentration of benzoin, the 
isotherms gradually transform from reversible type I to typical type IV ones with H2 
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hysteresis loop at relative pressure (P/P0) of ~ 0.4-0.8. At a higher template concentration, 
the H2 hysteresis loop becomes greater in magnitude and shifts to higher P/P0. As shown 
in Figure 2-9, the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution curves from the 
desorption branch of the samples exhibit relatively narrow distributions with peak pore 
diameter at 3-5 nm. A larger pore size is observed for a sample with higher benzoin 
content. The effects of template concentrations on pore parameters resemble those we 
observed for other nonsurfactant template compounds.29-31 As the benzoin concentration 
increases, the pore volume and pore diameter of the material tend to increase. As the 
benzoin content increase up to 50 wt %, surface area increases; and after that the surface 
area tends to decrease. As reported earlier, this is a result of competition of the effect of 
increased pore diameter over the effect of increased pore volume.31 
To study the influence of the thermal treatment on the pore parameters, the 
benzoin containing silica materials were, stepwisely, heated at different temperatures for 
the same duration (i.e., 6 h). Table 2-2 summarizes the weight loss of the silica 
composites and the pore parameters of the obtained porous materials after the thermal 
treatments at different temperature under a reduced pressure (i.e., < 1 mmHg), 
represented by the silica sample containing 40 wt % benzoin (i.e., SB40). The TGA study 
shows that, the weight loss can be observed with a thermal treatment temperature as low 
as 50 °C. Furthermore, the extent of template removal increases as the heating 
temperature does, and more than 90 wt % of weight loss occurred after a heating at 150 
°C. A further increasing of heating temperate to 200 °C, which is much higher than the 
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boiling point of benzoin (i.e., 194 °C , 12 mmHg), did not appreciably increase the 
weight loss. These observations confirm that most (~100 %) of benzoin was effectively 
removed from the silica matrices with a thermal treatment at 150 °C. The slight weight 
loss (< 10 %) at higher temperature is mainly due to the incomplete sol-gel reaction. It 
was noticed that the samples exhibited slightly decreased pore surface area and pore 
volume with an increased heating temperature after 150 °C. This may be attributed to the 
pore contractions and collapse during the thermal treatments. 
Figure 2-10 illustrates the typical N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at –196 °C 
for the as-synthesized sample SB40 and porous silica materials obtained by heating SB40 
at different temperatures. The isotherms show a pattern that resembles type IV with an 
H2 hysteresis at P/P0 of ~0.4-0.6. With increasing heating temperature, the well-defined 
H2 hysteresis loop tends to become larger while still remaining at P/P0 of ~0.4-0.6, and 
the isotherms shift up to higher adsorbed volume. Revealed by N2 sorption measurements, 
the as-synthesized benzoin-containing sample before the thermal treatment shows slight 
porosity with small surface area of ~100 m2/g and small pore volume of ~0.09 cm3/g, 
which are typical of nonporous solid. Upon heating, benzoin is gradually removed from 
the silica matrix. After a thermal treatment at 150 °C for 6 h, the obtained porous material 
shows high surface areas (~780 m2 g-1) and large pore volume (>0.5 m3 g-1). At about 3 
nm, the pore diameters of the silica matrices appear to be relatively unchanged with the 
extent of the template removal. Figure 2-11 shows the BJH pore size distributions from 
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the desorption branch of the samples heated at different temperatures. The porous silica 
matrices possess narrowly distributed mesopores centered at about 3.7 nm. 
The trend of porosity change with the extent of template removal within the 
samples has been studied in an effort to reveal the mesoscale template distribution inside 
the silica-template composites. The results show that upon a gradual removal of the 
template from silica matrix, the average pore diameter is relatively unaffected and 
remains at around 3 nm, while both BET surface area and pore volume increase along 
with the amount of template being removed. The net BET surface area is defined as the 
difference of the surface area between the as-synthesized sample and the one with the 
template partially removed. The net BET pore volume is similarly defined as the pore 
volume difference between these two samples. It is revealed in Figures 2-12 and 2-13 that 
the net BET surface area and the net BET pore volume are, with good correlation 
coefficients of R2 = 0.93-0.94, linearly dependent on the amount of template removed. 
This further confirms that the pores or the channels observed in the silica materials after 
removing the template come from the space previously occupied by the template 
molecules. This partial template removal and porosity correlation study provides us a 
better perception on the real picture of mesophase distribution inside the template-silica 
samples. 
The pore diameter values determined from the BJH method have been found in 
favorable agreement with those obtained from TEM image. A representative TEM image 
for the sample SB40-150 is shown in Figure 2-14. There are numerous wormhole-like 
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interconnected pores or channels with a regular diameter of about 3-5 nm. This image is 
quite similar to that of the mesoporous materials prepared by using other nonsurfactant 
templates.29,31 
 
2.4. Conclusions and Remarks 
In summary, we have described the convenient synthesis of mesoporous silica 
materials using benzoin as a thermal sensitive nonsurfactant template. In contrast to the 
conventional high temperature calcination for template removal, which employs 
temperature of 400-500 °C, in this synthesis route, the template can be efficiently 
removed from silica gels with a low temperature treatment at about 150 °C. Removal of 
the template provides silica matrices well-defined mesoscopic morphology with large 
surface area (ca. 780 m2/g) and pore volume (ca. 0.5 cm3/g). The pore structure can be 
fine-tuned by the template concentration. The amount of template being removed is well 
controllable by the heating temperature and heating time. 
This study expanded the range of nonsurfactant templates to a new type of 
compound, thermal sensitive compounds that can function as pore structure directing 
agents as well as provide opportunities for a convenient template removal with low 
temperature thermal treatment. By carefully selecting template compounds, a variety of 
convenient and efficient template removal process may be developed. For example, using 
light decomposable compounds as templates, template removal may be achieved by a 
photo-chemical process. This would allow for possible photolytic patterning of the 
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mesoporous materials. We have carried out preliminary experiment using UV light to 
remove the benzoin template. However, the results are not conclusive yet. Further 
experiments are ongoing in our lab. 
The versatility of nonsurfactant compounds allows further explorations on 
designing diverse and convenient synthesis of mesoporous materials for a wide rang of 
potential applications, especially for biological applications wherein the mild synthetic 
conditions are desirable, such as protein immobilizations, biosensors, and drug delivery, 
etc. 
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Table 2-1. Composition and pore parameters of the sol-gel silica samples prepared in 
the presence of 20-60 wt % benzoin template and heated at 150 °C (i.e., SB -150 
samples). 
 
Benzoin (wt %) SBET VPORE DBETc DBJHd micropore e sample 
codea calcd. found b (m2g-1) (cm3 g-1) (Å) (Å) surface area (m2 g-1) vol. (cm3 g-1) 
SB20-150 20 30 568 0.341 24 24 55.287 0.03 
SB30-150 30 36 684 0.460 27 28 - - 
SB40-150 40 42 783 0.586 30 28 - 0.02 
SB50-150 50 51 727 0.666 37 31 - - 
SB60-150 60 59 523 0.733 53 43 - - 
 
a The numerical figure in the sample code denotes respectively the benzoin concentration 
(wt %) in the materials before thermal treatment and the heating temperature. b Values 
from the weight loss of the samples, which represent total content of volatile compounds, 
at 550 °C based on TGA measurement. c The sample average pore diameter calculated 
from 4 V/SBET by the BET method. d Determined from the maxima of the BJH desorption 
pore size distribution curve with the Halsey equation. e Values determined from the t-plot 
analysis. 
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Table 2-2. Weight loss and pore parameters of the sol-gel silica sample prepared with 
40 wt % benzoin template (i.e., SB40-) heated at different temperatures. 
 
SBET VPORE DBETc DBJHd micropore e 
sample codea 
weight lossb 
(%) (m2 g-1) (cm3 g-1) (Å) (Å) surface area (m2 g-1) vol. (cm3 g-1) 
SB40-RT - 102 0.088 32 28 - - 
SB40-50 6 274 0.218 32 30 - - 
SB40-75 13 402 0.313 31 32 - - 
SB40-100 26 480 0.364 30 29 - - 
SB40-125 29 596 0.452 30 32 - - 
SB40-150 37 783 0.586 30 30 - 0.02 
SB40-175 38 681 0.513 30 30 - - 
SB40-200 38 653 0.473 28 29 - - 
SB40-550 42 510 0.284 28 26 107.84 0.11 
 
a The first numerical figure in the sample code denotes the benzoin concentration (wt %) 
and the second figure denotes the heating temperature. b Values from the weight loss of 
the samples, which represent content of volatile compounds based on isothermal TGA 
measurement by heating the samples at pre-set temperature for 6 h under reduced 
pressure. c The sample average pore diameter calculated from 4 V/SBET by the BET 
method. d Determined from the maxima of the BJH desorption pore size distribution 
curve with the Halsey equation. e Values determined from the t-plot analysis. 
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Figure 2-1. Typical patterns for the weight loss and its derivative over temperature 
during the pyrolysis of benzoin. 
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Figure 2-2. Typical patterns for the weight loss and its derivative over temperature 
during the pyrolysis of composite sample prepared with 20 wt % of benzoin (SB20). 
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Figure 2-3. Typical patterns for the weight loss and its derivative over temperature 
during the pyrolysis of composite sample prepared with 30 wt % of benzoin (SB30). 
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Figure 2-4. Typical patterns for the weight loss and its derivative over temperature 
during the pyrolysis of composite sample prepared with 40 wt % of benzoin (SB40). 
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Figure 2-5. Typical patterns for the weight loss and its derivative over temperature 
during the pyrolysis of composite sample prepared with 50 wt % of benzoin (SB50). 
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Figure 2-6. Typical patterns for the weight loss and its derivative over temperature 
during the pyrolysis of composite sample prepared with 60 wt % of benzoin (SB60). 
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Figure 2-7. Representative IR spectra of benzoin containing silica (SB40): (a) before 
template removal by heating at 150 °C; (b) after template removal by heating at 150 °C; 
(c) IR spectrum of pure silica gel. 
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Figure 2-8. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at -196 °C for porous silica 
samples prepared with varied concentration of benzoin after template removal by heating 
at 150 °C. 
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Figure 2-9. BJH pore size distributions obtained from the desorption branches of 
nitrogen sorption isotherms at -196 °C for the porous silica samples prepared with varied 
concentration of benzoin after heated at 150 °C. 
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Figure 2-10. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at -196 °C for porous silica 
samples prepared with 40 wt % benzoin after template removal by heating at various 
temperatures. 
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Figure 2-11. BJH pore size distributions obtained from the desorption branches of 
nitrogen sorption isotherms at -196 °C for the porous silica samples prepared with 40 wt 
% of benzoin after template removal by heating at various temperatures. 
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Figure 2-12. Relationship between the net BET surface area and the amount of template 
being removed from Sample SB40 at different heating temperatures. 
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Figure 2-13. Relationship between the net pore volume and the amount of template 
being removed from Sample SB40 at different heating temperatures. 
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(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 2-14. Representative transmission electron micrograph (TEM) for the porous 
silica sample prepared with 40 wt % benzoin after template removal by heating at 150 °C. 
The gray wormlike features are interconnected pores randomly distributed throughout 
silica matrix. (a) A low magnification image. (b) A high magnification image. 
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Chapter 3.  Synthesis of Mesoporous Silica Nanospheres through a Nonsurfactant 
Templated Base Catalyzed Sol-Gel Reaction 
 
3.1. Introduction 
The design of porous materials with desired structure is of ever increasing 
technological importance. Through surfactant templating synthesis, mesoporous materials 
have been prepared with diverse forms and remarkable morphologies under carefully 
controlled conditions.1-3 These technologically important forms of porous materials 
include monoliths or bulk materials, spheres,4 films,5-7 and fibers.8,9 Porous spheres have 
attracted a lot of research interests due to their widespread applications, especially in the 
fields of sensing, catalysis, separation, and controlled drug delivery.1,2 In this chapter we 
present the synthesis of mesoporous silica spheres through the newly developed 
nonsurfactant templated sol-gel pathway.10 This approach is not only defined as a new 
example of the versatility of the nonsurfactant route, but also a new concept that 
illustrates that morphology control can be achieved by adjusting some synthetic 
parameters such as pH. Both the convenient synthetic method along with the possibility 
to control the microstructure, and the well defined morphology of the resulting spheres 
open up the opportunities for nonsurfactant templated preparation for a wide range of 
new mesoporous materials. 
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3.1.1. Silica Sphere from Sol-Gel Process  
Porous silica gel particles have been used as catalyst supports and as packing 
materials for chromatographic separation. The performance of the particles strongly 
depends on their size, texture and porosity. Pore structures of commercial particles 
commonly consist of interstices of secondary silica particles, which are packed and 
annealed at high temperature. However, for better chemical stability and mechanical 
strength, particles with interconnected pore structure are preferred. 
Many fine silica spheres have been prepared by the sol-gel method using different 
techniques.11 A commonly used one is spray drying small droplets of pre-prepared sol 
solution.12 Silica spheres with diameter of 0.1-5 mm can be obtained by varying the size 
of the droplets. As an alternative, silica sol droplets can be also sprayed into an 
immiscible liquid and gelled by heating or chemical methods.13,14 The silica source can 
be either an alkylorthosilicate such as TEOS or a concentrated sodium silicate solution.15 
The gelled silica particles are collected, washed, and dried. Then a high-temperature (i.e., 
450 °C) calcination is applied to tune the porous structure. 
Solid silica spheres can be also made by the controlled hydrolysis and gelation of 
alkylorthosilicates in an emulsion medium.16,17 For example, in the presence of water and 
alcohol, poly(ethoxysiloxane) is pre-hydrolyzed under acidic condition forming an 
emulsion, and the pH is then adjusted by adding NaOH or NH4OH to afford gelled silica 
particles. The obtained silica spheres have tunable pore diameters ranging from 3 to 80 
nm. The porosity and size of particles are critically dependent on careful control of 
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preparation conditions. In general, the silica spheres prepared by the above methods have 
a irregular shape, a broad pore size distribution and relatively low specific surface areas 
(30-690 m2/g).18 
 
3.1.2. Porous Spheres from Surfactant Templated Sol-Gel Pathway 
Templating with surfactant compounds, which could be ionic, nonionic or mixed 
ionic-nonionic, spherical or near spherical silica spheres with meso/marco-pores have 
been prepared with the size ranging from submicrometer to millimeter.19-21 The control 
over the size and porosity of the porous spheres has been demonstrated under various 
synthesis conditions, such as template concentration, pH, and stirring/static condition. 
Hirose et al. reported a polyethyleneglycol (PEG) templated sol-gel synthesis of spherical 
porous silica by the reaction of tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) in water/oil (W/O) 
emulsions.22 The interconnected pore structure was made by thermally eliminating PEG 
from gel particles at 500 °C. By changing the molecular weight or the concentration of 
PEG, the pore size can be controlled in the region from mesopore to macropore. Since the 
discovery of ionic surfactant micelle templated monolithic mesoporous molecular 
sieves,23,24 many groups have succeeded in expanding this new method to other material 
forms such as spheres. Using quaternary ammonium surfactants, good structure directing 
agents for the formation of MCM-41 and MCM-48 silicas, hard mesoporous silica 
spheres were prepared.20,25-27 The process was found to be pH dependent with a low 
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acidity environment favoring the sphere formation. The pore size of the obtained silica 
spheres is dependent on the alkyl chain length of the surfactants employed. 
The possibility of using non-ionic surfactants such as polyethylene oxide-based 
ones to prepare porous silica spheres was also demonstrated. The syntheses led to 
agglomeration of particles with wormhole mesoporous structure.28,29 Most of these 
syntheses were performed at neutral pH. A double step non-ionic surfactant templated 
process was developed by Boissière et al. with utilization of a mild acidic medium as 
intermediate step.30 With this approach, the hydrolysis step and assembly step were 
clearly separated as two distinct steps. Mesoporous silica particles with perfectly 
spherical shape and relatively wide particle size distributions were obtained. 
In an effort to prepare mesoporous spheres with modified morphology, a mixed 
ionic-nonionic surfactant templating route was developed by Qi and coworkers.31 
Mesoporous silica spheres ranging from 2 to 6 µm in size were prepared under static 
acidic conditions. Through this method, the pore structure can be adjusted from 
hexagonallike to more wormlike disordered structure by varying the nonionic/cationic 
surfactant ratio, while severe aggregation of spherical particles was observed at high 
nonionic/cationic surfactant ratios. A more generalized aerosol-based process for solid, 
well-ordered spherical particles was established by Lu et al.32 The method relies on 
evaporation-induced interfacial self-assembly confined to spherical aerosol droplets. The 
surfactant templates, which could be cationic, nonionic, or copolymers, were successfully 
employed in this method to prepare silica spheres with stable mesoporous hexagonal, 
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cubic, as well as vesicular structures. These various pathways to the preparation of 
mesoporous spheres so far all involve a severe calcination step for the purpose of 
removing surfactant templates. 
In addition to the solid mesoporous silica spheres, some research groups reported 
the strategies to develop mesoporous spheres with core/shell structures. By a delayed-
neutralized surfactant templated sol-gel process33 or templating the sol-gel precursors 
against organic polymer colloidal particles,34 hollow mesoporous spheres have been 
obtained with a controllable wall thickness ranging from 30 to 100 nm. On the other hand, 
the synthesis of particles with solid core/mesoporous shell structure has also been 
achieved by a sol-gel reaction involving sequential seed growth and surfactant templating 
process.35 
 
3.1.3. Morphology Studied of Nonsurfactant Templated Sol-Gel Pathway 
With the possibility to remove template by solvent extraction, the nonsurfactant 
route offers the advantage of mild synthetic conditions.36,37 As a newly developed 
synthetic pathway, the research efforts devoted to the nonsurfactant templating sol-gel 
route have been mainly focused on controlling the porosity and varying the composition 
of the mesoporous materials. Few studies have been carried out to tailor material 
morphologies. With nonsurfactant templated method, materials are typically prepared as 
monolithic disks through a sol-gel reaction under acidic or near neutral conditions. The 
dried template containing monoliths, usually transparent, are then ground into fine 
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powders and subjected to solvent extraction or calcination to remove the template. So far, 
most porous materials prepared through nonsurfactant templated sol-gel pathway are in 
the form of fine powders. Pang et al. reported a preparation of monolithic mesoporous 
silica with dimensions in millimeter scale.38 In their synthesis, instead of being ground to 
fine powder, the template containing samples were directly subjected to an extensive 
solvent extraction to afford monolithic mesoporous materials with high surface area and 
large pore volume. Izutsu and coworkers synthesized millimeter-sized mesoporous silica 
spheres from the reactions of TEOS with tartaric acid in cyclohexanol by the sol-gel 
process.39 An emulsion polymerization mechanism was proposed for sphere formation. 
In this chapter, we present a successful synthesis of mesoporous spheres using a 
nonsurfactant compound, fructose, as template. The template can be easily removed from 
as-synthesized fructose-silica composites by water extraction at ambient temperature. The 
obtained silica particles exhibit well-defined spherical shape and uniform size with a 
diameter of around 420 nm. After the removal of template, the silica spheres show 
mesoporosity with a relatively narrowly distributed pore size at around 3 nm, a surface 
area of greater than 470 m2/g, and a pore volume at about 0.4 cm3/g. The porosity of the 
obtained silica spheres can be fine-tuned by adjusting the template concentration in the 
starting sol mixture. 
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3.2 Experimental 
The synthesis approach of making mesoporous spherical silica particles was 
developed based on the nonsurfactant templated sol-gel pathway to mesoporous bulk 
materials. Fructose was used as template due to its demonstrated templating ability and 
biofriendly properties in the synthesis of enzyme immobilized bulk porous silica 
materials.40 
 
3.2.1. Materials 
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 98 %, Aldrich), fructose (98 %, Aldrich), ethyl 
alcohol (EtOH, 200 proof, absolute, Pharmco), Kerosene (Aldrich), sorbitan monooleate 
(Span 80, Aldrich), aqueous ammonia (NH4OH, 29.2 wt %, Fisher) and hydrochloric acid 
(HCl, Fisher) were all used as received without further purification. 
 
3.2.2. Synthesis of Mesoporous Spherical Silica Particles through a Nonsurfactant 
Templated Pathway 
In general, the mesoporous spherical silica particles were prepared through a 
cohydrolysis and subsequent condensation of TEOS and a nonsurfactant template, 
fructose, in a mixture of EtOH, H2O and NH4OH. To prevent the formation of particle 
clusters, a TEOS/solvent (v/v) ratio of 1:40 was employed. By adding various amount of 
fructose aqueous solution into the starting sol mixture, a series of samples were prepared 
with different template concentrations. As a typical procedure to prepare mesoporous 
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spherical silica particles with 50 wt % template in the starting sol, TEOS (5.2 g, 0.025 
mol) and EtOH (200 ml) were mixed in a 400-ml beaker at room temperature under 
magnetic stirring. Into the TEOS/EtOH solution, was added 7.5 g fructose aqueous 
solution (30 wt %), which contains 2.25 g of fructose. The mixture was stirred for 
additional 30 min till a homogeneous clear solution was obtained. As catalyst, NH4OH 
(29.2 wt %, 4.0 ml) was added. The pH of the mixture was ~8 (tested by pH paper). The 
beaker was then covered with a piece of paraffin film. In about 30 min, a white colloidal 
suspension appeared progressively, which was indicative of the particle formation. The 
reaction mixture was kept stirred at room temperature overnight. Wet silica product was 
separated from the mixture by centrifugation. After washing with EtOH, the product was 
dried in vacuum oven at ambient temperature for 3 days. Fructose containing silica 
spheres were obtained as yellowish fine powder with a yield of 50 % (calculated based on 
the sum of the theoretical weight of silica and the weight of fructose). To remove the 
template, the as-synthesized composite was extracted with water. About 0.5 g of sample 
was immersed in 15 ml of distilled deionized water under agitation for 2-3 h. The mixture 
was then centrifuged and the water was decanted. The sample was repeatedly washed in 
the same manner for 10 times. Upon drying in a vacuum oven for 3 days porous silica 
spheres were obtained as white powder. 
For the purpose of comparison, a control sample was also synthesized in the 
absence of template under otherwise identical conditions. 
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3.2.3. Synthesis of Mesoporous Spherical Silica Particles through a Two- Step 
Water-in-Oil Method 
Mesoporous silica spheres with large size were prepared through a two-step water 
in oil method. The template containing sol mixture was pre-hydrolyzed first and the 
emulsifier was introduced to form a water in oil system. As a typical procedure to prepare 
spheres with 50 wt % template, TEOS (2.6 g, 0.0125 mol) and EtOH (5 ml) were mixed 
in a 50-ml beaker at room temperature under magnetic stirring. Into the TEOS/EtOH 
solution, was added 3.75 g fructose aqueous solution (30 wt %), which contains 1.125 g 
of fructose. The 0.0625 ml of 2M HCl (0.125 mmol) was added to catalyze the pre-
hydrolysis. The beaker was then covered with a piece of paraffin film. The mixture was 
stirred for additional 45 min followed by the addition of pre-mixed Kerosene (26.1 g) and 
Span 80 (11.2 g). The mixture was then heated up and maintained to 40 °C for 3 days, 
during which white precipitate was gradually formed. Wet silica product was separated 
from the mixture by centrifugation. After washing with acetone, the product was dried in 
a vacuum oven at ambient temperature for 3 days. Fructose containing silica spheres were 
obtained as a yellow cream colored fine powder with a yield of 46 %. The template was 
removed with water extraction follow the procedures described in section 3.2.2. 
 
3.2.4. Instrumentation and Characterization 
The nitrogen adsorption-desorption characterization was conducted on a 
Micromeritics ASAP 2010 surface area and pore size analyzer (Micromeritics, Inc. 
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Norcross, GA) at –196 °C. Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed at 100 
°C and 1 Pa for 6-7 h. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on an 
AMRAY 1830 (Bedford, MA) microscope, with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The 
samples were deposited on double sided carbon tape supported with a sample holder. The 
samples were gold-coated before the SEM characterization. The IR spectra of KBr 
powder-pressed pellets were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1600 FTIR spectrometer. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained from a JEOL-2000FX 
electron microscope operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV (Lehigh University). 
The samples were prepared by evaporation of ethyl alcohol suspensions of the sample 
powder on copper grids coated with holey carbon film. The copper grids were obtained 
from SPI Supplies. Both as-synthesized silica spheres and finely ground samples were 
characterized with TEM. 
 
3.3. Results and Discussion 
Mesoporous silica spheres have been prepared with the sol-gel reaction of TEOS 
in the presence of fructose as a template followed by the template removal through water 
extraction. The synthesis route is closely related to the nonsurfactant template sol-gel 
pathway to prepare mesoporous silica monoliths.9,10 The major difference is that a proper 
amount of basic catalyst, NH4OH, is introduced to the sol-template mixture to obtain the 
desired morphology. During the hydrolysis and condensation of the sol-gel reactions, 
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fructose is incorporated into the spherical silica matrix and directs the mesophase 
formation within the spherical fructose-silica composite. 
The shape and the size of silica spheres (a) before and (b) after template removal 
were investigated with SEM and typical images are shown in Figure 3-1. The as- 
synthesized template containing silica particles show regular spherical shape. With a 
mean diameter of ~420 nm, the spheres present a uniform size, which is not appreciably 
affected by the template concentration. After template removal with water extraction, the 
product retains the spherical shape with little evidence of fracture and breakage (Figure 
3-1(b)). 
The template removal from the as-synthesized composite sample was monitored 
with FT-IR spectroscopy. Figure 3-2 shows the representative IR spectra of the silica 
spheres (a) before and (b) after water extraction. The IR spectrum of pure silica gel (c) is 
displayed as a reference. The spectrum of fructose containing sample exhibits a 
characteristic strong absorption band at 1400 cm-1 and a broad one at 2940 cm –1, which 
correspond to aliphatic C-H bending and stretching vibrations respectively. After water 
extraction, these two bands disappear and the spectrum shows the typical absorption 
bands as those in pure silica gel, which indicates that the template has been completely 
removed from porous silica matrix. The complete removal of fructose from silica matrix 
is also evidenced by the fact that calcination of the extracted sample to 600 °C showed no 
appreciable weight loss in the TGA measurement. 
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Table 3-1 summarizes the composition of the fructose-containing silica particles 
prepared with a variety of template concentrations and the pore parameters of the porous 
silica nanospheres upon template removal by water extraction. In the final dried template-
containing silica samples, the fructose content determined from TGA experiments 
increases as the feed concentration of the fructose is increased in the starting reaction 
solution. It is noted that the final template content is generally lower than that in the feed 
concentration. The discrepancies could be attributed to the fact that in addition to being 
incorporated into the silica particles upon the phase separation, partial amount of the 
fructose still remains in the solvent during the sol-gel reactions. This phenomenon also 
serves as evidence of the existence of certain interactions between the template molecules 
and the sol-gel intermediates, so that even in the presence of a good solvent, the template 
can still be incorporated into silica beads upon a phase separation. 
After the template removal by water extraction, mesoporous silica nanospheres 
were obtained. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption measurements were used to characterize 
the porosity of the extracted spheres. The pore parameters were found to be comparable 
with those of the mesoporous silica bulk materials prepared with acid catalyzed 
nonsurfactant templated sol-gel reactions. Representative nitrogen adsorption-desorption 
isotherms at –196 °C for the mesoporous silica spheres are shown in Figure 3-3. At a 
fructose content ranging from 19 to 45 wt %, all the isotherms resemble type IV 
isotherms with H2 hysteresis loops at a relative pressure (P/P0) of ~0.5, which is 
indicative of mesoporosity.11 The initial part of the type VI isotherm at low P/P0 (<0.4) is 
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mainly attributed to the monolayer-multilayer adsorption occurring on the pore surface. 
The adsorption isotherm goes up drastically after P/P0 of ~0.4, which suggests the 
occurrence of the pore filling by capillary condensation of nitrogen in the framework 
confined mesopores. The small H3 hysteresis loop observed at high P/P0 is indicative of 
the presence of narrow slit-like pores, which could be attributed to the exterior pores of 
the particles and the voids among the porous spheres. With increasing concentration of 
fructose, the H2 hysteresis loop becomes greater in magnitude and the isotherms exhibit 
larger final adsorbed volumes at P/P0 ≈ 1, indicating the increasing pore volumes. The 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas calculated according to the Kelvin equation 
are also found to increase with template concentration (Table 3-1). At the fructose 
content of 45 wt %, the extracted silica spheres show a relatively large BET surface area 
of 630 m2/g, a pore volume of around 0.5 cm3/g. Based on the t-plot analysis data, the 
contributions from the micropores to the total surface area and pore volume are almost 
negligible. 
Revealed by type IV nitrogen isotherms with H2 hysteresis loops, the mesopores 
inside the spheres most likely have a structure similar to interconnected narrow-necked 
ink bottle shape, in which the nitrogen adsorption and desorption processes can be 
deciphered as follows. The adsorption starts on the surface of the wide part inside the 
bottle and followed by a pore filling-up process. The desorption process occurs through 
the narrow neck of the bottle. Therefore the pore size distribution derived from the 
desorption branch of the isotherm may be attributed to the size of the neck due to this 
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bottle neck blocking effect. The representative Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size 
distribution curves from the desorption branch of the nitrogen sorption isotherms are 
shown in Figure 3-4. Prepared with the fructose content of 30-70 wt %, the extracted 
silica spheres possess narrowly distributed mesopores in the range of 3-5 nm. The pore 
size distribution curves seem not significantly affected by the template concentration. 
Despite of the complexity and the uncertainty in using the gas sorption measurement to 
determine the pore size and distribution, this method still provides us a good indication of 
the pore structures of the samples. The pore diameters determined form the BJH method 
have been found in favorable agreement with those values obtained from the TEM 
images. 
A representative low magnification TEM micrograph for the as-synthesized 
porous spheres is shown in Figure 3-5. Particles exhibit regular spherical shape with a 
relatively uniformed size. These observations are consistent with SEM measurements. 
The morphology and porous structure are further revealed by high magnification TEM. 
The typical micrographs of an as-synthesized particle and a finely ground one are 
displayed in Figure 3-6 (a) and (b). From the image of a thin section of ground sample, 
Figure 3-6 (c), interconnected worm like channels and pores can be clearly observed. By 
image analysis, the average pore/channel diameter is about 3-4 nm, which is well in 
agreement with the value calculated from nitrogen sorption measurements. Revealed by 
the nitrogen sorption measurements and TEM characterization, the pore structures of 
silica spheres are comparable with those of the mesoporous silica monoliths prepared 
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with nonsurfactant templates at different pH (normally around 7 or lower).36,37 This 
further indicates that the pore structure formation mainly depends on the characteristics 
of the nonsurfactant template and the template/silica interactions, but is not obviously 
affected by the sol-gel process. Yet we do not completely understand the function of 
nonsurfactant compound in directing the mesophase formation in the silica spheres. It 
might be similar to the case wherein monoliths are produced with the nonsurfactant 
templates, template aggregation and hydrogen bonding between the template and 
intermediate silicates play important roles.36,41 
It is of particular interest that the TEM images of the as-synthesized spheres 
(Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6(a)) show relatively bright centers, which may suggest a low 
silica density in the center part of the spheres, or most likely a hollow core. The similar 
structural inhomogeneities have been previously reported in the preparation of large size 
spheres with a surfactant template.1,33 Such a hollow center structure was also observed in 
other experiments to synthesize porous silica spheres with varied sizes under different 
conditions. 
Shown in Figure 3-7, are the typical SEM micrographs of particles prepared with 
50 wt % fructose and a TEOS/solvent (v/v) of 1:10 ratio. The sample consists of spherical 
particles with diameters of ~1 µm. In comparison to the well separated particles obtained 
with TEOS/solvent (v/v) of 1:40 ratio, most of the particles in this sample had 
agglomerated into clusters (Figure 3-7(a)). This aggregation was probably due to 
condensation of hydrolyzed surface groups of different spheres when they had a higher 
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possibility to come into contact with each other in a lower solvent content system. These 
particles are in fact hollow in the core. The void center can be clearly observed From the 
SEM image of some broken particles (Figure 3-7 (b)). The shell of the particles possesses 
a uniformed thickness of ~200 nm. Hollow spheres with large size (i.e., ~30 µm) were 
obtained through a two-step water in oil synthesis. The typical SEM images of the sample 
consisted of thin-walled large spheres are shown in Figure 3-8. Most of particles were 
popped open during the drying and washing steps or during introduction into the high 
vacuum of SEM. The hollow core structure is evidenced by broken particles, as well as 
pieces of bowl shaped fragments throughout the sample. 
We suggested the formation of such a hollow/low-density center structure is the 
result of incomplete hydrolysis/condensation reaction inside the spheres. During the 
phase separation of the sol-gel process, the intermediate silicate droplets formed. The 
hydrolysis and condensation of the droplet proceed rapidly from the surface due to the 
sufficient contact with water and basic catalyst. The gradually gelled and hardened shell 
causes a slow feeding of water into the spheres as well as a slow release of the organic 
byproduct from the inner part, which in turn results in an incompletely hydrolyzed core. 
In the case of water in oil synthesis, the presence of surfactant may contribute to the 
stabilization of large prehydrolyzed sol droplets. 
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3.4. Conclusions and Remarks 
In the presence of a nonsurfactant small molecule, fructose, nanometer-sized 
mesoporous silica spheres were prepared with a base-catalyzed sol-gel reaction from the 
mixture of tetraethoxysilane, ethanol and water. As the pore structure directing template, 
fructose can be conveniently removed from the spherical silica matrices by water 
extraction under mild conditions. After the template removal, the silica spheres exhibit 
mesoporosity with a high surface area up to 630 m2/g, a pore volume of around 0.5 cm3/g 
and narrowly distributed pore size with a peak pore diameter at ~3-4 nm. The pore 
structure, such as surface area and pore volume, can be fine-tuned by simply changing the 
template concentration in the starting sol mixture. The characteristics of pore structures 
of the silica nanospheres are similar to those observed for the porous bulk materials 
prepared via nonsurfactant templating pathway under acidic or near neutral conditions. 
The spheres have a low density core which could be attributed to the incomplete 
hydrolysis/condensation reactions inside the particles. As an alternative to prepare 
mesoporous silica spheres, the base catalyzed nonsurfactant templating pathway is 
environment-friendly, low cost and easy in template removal. With various nonsurfactant 
template compounds or different metal alkoxides, the versatility of this synthetic route 
could further be extensively demonstrated. With both the mild, convenient synthetic 
process and the well defined morphology and nanostructure, the obtained mesoporous 
spheres are suitable for further investigation as the matrix materials for sensor and 
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catalyst development. The hollow core/porous shell structure are of special interests for 
drug delivery applications. 
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Table 3-1. Composition of the sol-gel spherical silica samples prepared in the 
presence of 30-70 wt % fructose templates and the pore parameters of the porous silica 
nanospheres after template removal of fructose by water extraction. 
 
Sample Fructose (wt %) Surface area Pore Vol. BET pore BJH pore Micropore 
code calcda found b 
SBET,  
(m2g-1) 
V, 
(cm3 g-1) 
diameter(Å)c diameter(Å)d 
surface area 
(m2g-1) 
Vol.  
(cm3 g-1)e
SF30 30 19 114 0.127 44 44 6.79 0.004 
SF50 50 31 340 0.270 32 34 25.97 0.015 
SF60 60 40 472 0.422 35 37 16.46 0.085 
SF70 70 45 627 0.516 32 35 29.24 0.016 
 
a Designed fructose content in the template containing silica, as calculated from the feed 
composition based on the assumptions that TEOS transformed into SiO2 with a 100% 
yield and fructose was completely confined in the SiO2 matrices. b Values from weight 
loss at 550 °C based on TGA measurement. c The average pore diameters calculated from 
4 V/SBET by the BET method. d Determined from the maxima of the BJH desorption pore 
size distribution curves with the Halsey equation. e Values determined from the t-plot 
analysis. 
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(a) 
 
  
(b) 
Figure 3-1. Typical SEM images of the silica spheres (SF50). (a) Before the template 
removal by water extraction. (b) After the template removal by water extraction. 
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Figure 3-2. Representative IR spectra of silica spheres (SF50). (a) Before template 
removal by water extraction. (b) After template removal by water extraction. (c) IR 
spectrum of pure silica gel. 
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Figure 3-3. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at -196 °C for the water 
extracted silica spheres prepared with fructose concentration ranging from 30 to 70 wt %. 
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Figure 3-4. BJH pore size distributions obtained from the nitrogen desorption 
isotherms at -196 °C for the water extracted silica spheres prepared with fructose 
concentration ranging from 30 to 70 wt %. 
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Figure 3-5. Representative TEM images for the porous silica spheres: Low 
magnification TEM showing the uniform spheres with average diameter of 420 nm. 
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(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) 
Figure 3-6. Representative TEM images for the porous silica spheres. (a) High 
magnification TEM of one silica sphere revealing the low density core. (b) TEM picture 
of an ultra-thin section of a ground silica sphere showing the overall porous structure. (c) 
High resolution TEM image of the edge area of the sphere shown in (b). The sample 
exhibits interconnected wormlike pores with diameter of ~3-5 nm. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3-7. Typical SEM images of the silica spheres prepared with 50 wt % of 
fructose and TEOS/EtOH (v/v) ratio of 1:10. (a) Particles aggregated into clusters. (b) 
Broken particles exhibit hollow cores. 
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(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) 
Figure 3-8. Typical SEM images of the silica spheres prepared with 50 wt % of 
fructose through a two-step water in oil method. (a) Particles without breakage. (b) 
Particle with broken pieces around. (c) Broken particles from a cluster showing the 
hollow core. 
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Chapter 4.  Synthesis of Mesoporous Gold-Silica Nanocomposite Materials via Sol-
Gel Process with Nonsurfactant Templates 
 
4.1. Introduction 
In addition to being successfully applied to prepare porous sol-gel materials with 
different morphologies, the nonsurfactant templating pathway also provides a convenient 
synthetic route to the preparation of composite materials. It has been well demonstrated 
that using polymerizable compounds such as vinyl monomers as template, polymer-silica 
nanocomposite can be prepared with the nonsurfactant templating sol-gel process 
followed by a post polymerization.1,2 As the results of the fine morphology obtained from 
the sol-gel method, the composite materials exhibit excellent mechanical and optical 
properties. In this study, we explored the application of the nonsurfactant templating 
route from another point of view: using this method to prepare mesoporous metal-silica 
nanocomposite. By introducing a second sol component such as metal colloidal solution 
into the silica precursor solution, metal-silica nanocomposite materials were obtained 
through a one-step sol-gel reaction in the presence of nonsurfactant compound as pore 
structure directing agent. After the template removal, the composite materials exhibit 
mesoporosity. In this study we are particularly interested in gold nanoparticles, and next 
we proceed to describe the rationale behind it, beginning from the overview of some 
unique characteristics of gold. 
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4.1.1. Gold Nanoparticles in Sol-Gel Matrices: Properties 
Gold is widely recognized for its usefulness in modern technologies due to some 
of its unique physical and chemical properties, such as excellent conduction of electricity 
(σ = 446.4 S/cm), malleability, ductility, and excellent resistance to corrosion and 
tarnish.3,4 More recently, nanoscale dispersed gold particles in metal oxide sol-gel 
matrices have attracted great research interests due to their distinctive optical,5-7 
electrical8 and chemical properties9, which are dramatically different from bulk gold 
materials.10-15 
In comparison to other noble metals such as platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd), 
gold was found to be less catalytically active. This phenomenon was theoretically 
illustrated by its high ionization energy and the low chemical adsorption energy on the 
surface.16 Haruta et al. discovered that when supported on metal oxides such as titanium 
oxides, gold ultrafine powder with diameter in nanometer scale may function as an 
extraordinarily active catalyst for low-temperature combustion, partial oxidation of 
hydrocarbons, hydrogenation of unsaturated hydrocarbons and reduction of nitrogen 
oxide.17 The activity and selectivity of gold catalysts are tunable by varying the support 
materials, the preparation methods, and particularly the size of the gold particles.18 For 
example, at a critical diameter of 2 nm, the product in the reaction of propylene with 
oxygen and hydrogen catalyzed by supported gold particles switches from propylene 
oxide to propane.19 In the low-temperature oxidation of CO on supported gold particles, 
the reaction rate increases notably as the diameter of the gold particles decreases to ~3.5 
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nm, and the reaction reaches the highest rate at ~3 nm. A further decrease in particle 
diameter below 3 nm leads to a decrease in gold activity.20 Not yet fully understood on 
the atomic level, the wide range of tunability of catalytic properties of nanodispersed gold 
particles in sol-gel metal oxide matrices opens opportunities in the chemical industry and 
environmental applications. 
The linear and nonlinear optical behavior of nanoscale gold particles dispersed in 
sol-gel silica matrices are strongly depends on the particles size. These properties have 
been extensively studied and applied for sensing applications.21,22 Surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) is characteristic of mesoscale (2-50 nm) particle surfaces.23,24 At this 
dimension, the electron cloud can oscillate on the particle surfaces and absorb 
electromagnetic radiation at a particular level of energy.25 However smaller nanoparticles 
(< 1-2 nm) do not display this phenomenon since their electrons exist in discrete energy 
levels, and bulk gold has a continuous absorbance in the UV/Vis/IR region. SPR of gold 
nanoparticles usually exhibit a spectral peak at about 500–550 nm, which can be used to 
determine the particle size as well as to rapidly monitor changes in environment.26 For 
example, with methyl-orange-modified 50 nm gold particles supported in silica matrices, 
the presence of HCl vapor can be observed by the SPR spectrum change within a few 
seconds.27 Samples cast as thin films exhibit even faster response time. Surface enhanced 
Raman radiation is also an important characteristic for gold nanoparticles,28,29 which is 
extraordinarily useful in optical sensing.30,31 The Raman scattering of the molecules 
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absorbed on a nanoparticle surface can be usually enhanced by a factor of 103 to 106, 
which consequently lowers the detection limits. 
Not only interesting from the size-dependent properties of gold nanoparticles, the 
sol-gel derived supporting matrix materials also exhibit distinctive advantages for 
practical sensing32,33 and catalysis applications.34-36 Some of the reasons are as follows. 1) 
The high porosity of sol-gel matrix (silica, titania, and zirconia) allows for a fast mass 
exchange between active sites and surroundings. 2) The optical properties of the 
nanocrystalline dispersant are only slightly affected by the transparent matrix. 3) 
Materials may be readily cast as a variety of forms (e.g., monolith, thin film, coating, and 
so forth) due to the convenient sol-gel process.37,38 
We have been interested in the dispersions of noble metal (Au or Ag) 
nanoparticles in mesoporous sol-gel materials. With a pore size range of 2-50 nm, the 
mesopores permit ingress by molecules and guests physically excluded from microporous 
materials, and provide a high surface area available for sensing and catalysis. In 
comparison to macroporous materials, the pore size can be made small enough to prevent 
the active species (i.e., nanosized particles) from leaking out of the matrices. 
 
4.1.2. Gold Nanoparticles in Sol-Gel Matrices: Synthesis 
Several general strategies were reported for the encapsulation of metallic colloids 
in sol-gel matrices. Using an inverse micelle technique, spherical nanosized metal-silica 
composite particles were prepared via a sol-gel reaction within the metal alkoxide 
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microemulsion.39 Martino et al. reported the synthesis of metal nanocluster dispersed 
silica monoliths, by diffusing the metal clusters into pre-existing wet monoliths formed 
through a sol-gel reaction.40 Silica thin films and bulk materials containing metal colloids 
were also prepared by diffusing metal salt solution into silica matrices, followed by a 
reduction of the metal salt, which could be chemical, photo-chemical or sono-chemical 
reduction.41,42 Using a two-step sol-gel procedure, Whilton et al.43 synthesized porous 
silica-supported metal nanoparticles. Prefabricated metal-polymer microgel hybrids were 
incorporated in a silica matrix. In this method, the spherical functionalized polymer 
microgels function as both nanosized exo-templates for controlled growth of metal 
colloids, and endo-templates for porous sol-gel silica. It has been noticed that the 
morphology and properties of the metal-silica composite were greatly affected by the 
preparation methods. 
In this work, we have successfully applied the convenient nonsurfactant-
templating approach to the synthesis of mesoporous gold-silica nanocomposites. 
Composite monoliths were synthesized through a one-step sol-gel reaction in the 
presence of a colloidal gold sol and a nonsurfactant template in the starting precursor sol 
mixtures. After the template was removed through calcinations, the materials exhibited 
mesoporosity with a high surface area up to 600 m2/g, a pore volume of ~ 0.5 cm3/g and 
relatively narrow pore size distributions with a pore diameter of 3-4 nm. Gold particles 
ranging in diameters of 2-8 nm were homogeneously dispersed throughout the silica 
matrix. The gold-silica composites are nanoscopic materials in which the optical and 
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physical/chemical properties of gold nanoparticles are coupled with the high surface area 
and the high porosity of the silica framework. 
 
4.2. Experimental 
The synthesis approach of making mesoporous gold-silica nanocomposite 
materials was developed based on the protocol of nonsurfactant templated sol-gel 
pathway developed in our laboratory. A gold sol was introduced into the sol mixture as 
the source for gold particles. 
 
4.2.1. Materials 
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Aldrich), tetrahydrofuran (THF, Aldrich), 
dibenzoyl tartaric acid (DBTA, Aldrich), hydrochloric acid (HCl, Fisher), Liquid Bright 
Gold 5154TM (Engelhard Corporation) were all used as received without further 
purification. 
 
4.2.2. Synthesis of Mesoporous Gold-Silica Nanocomposites 
Mesoporous gold-silica nanocomposites were synthesized through a simple one-
step sol-gel process in the presence of DBTA as a nonsurfactant template. With a 
stabilizing agent, Liquid Bright Gold 5154TM is a colloidal gold solution, which contains 
5 wt % metallo-organic gold compound in cyclohexanone. It is widely used for gold 
coating on glass and ceramics with good adhesion properties. To prepare the composite, 
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the colloidal gold sol was combined with a pre-hydrolyzed silica sol and the template 
solution. As the sol mixture gelled, the gold sol was incorporated into the three-
dimensional silica network. After being aged and dried at room temperature, the resulting 
material was subjected to calcination to remove the template and to anneal the gold-silica 
composite. By fixing the DBTA template concentration at 50 wt %, which is calculated 
based on the weight of silicon dioxide and the template in the final dry product 
(excluding gold content), a series of samples with different gold contents were prepared. 
In this work the DBTA template content was fixed at 50 wt % since the effect of 
nonsurfactant template on pore structure of silica matrix has been established and 
previously reported.21,22 The amount of gold sol used was varied from 10 to 25 wt %, 
based on the weight of TEOS employed. The exact gold content of the final composite 
materials was determined by elemental analysis with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX). As 
a typical procedure to prepare the sample GS50-10 containing with 10 wt % gold-sol, 
4.16 g TEOS (0.02 mol), 8.79 g THF (0.12 mol), 1.44 g H2O (0.08 mol) and 0.100 ml 2M 
HCl (0.20 mmol) were mixed in a 50 ml beaker and magnetically stirred at room 
temperature for 4 h. The template solution was prepared by dissolving 1.20 g DBTA (50 
wt % based on the weight of silica dioxide and the template in the final dry product) in 
1.00 g THF and then was added into the hydrolyzed TEOS sol. After 30 minutes under 
gentle stirring, 0.42 g Liquid Bright Gold 5154TM (10 wt % based on TEOS) was added. 
The resulting dark brown mixture was homogeneous and slightly translucent. The beaker 
was then covered with a piece of paraffin film. After 1-2 hours, the beaker was removed 
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from the stirring plate. Approximately 15-20 pinholes were punched on the paraffin film 
to allow the evaporation of the solvent and volatile byproducts of the sol-gel reactions, 
e.g., ethanol and water. The sol-gel reaction proceeded at room temperature for about 8 
days. On drying, dark-brown opaque and monolithic DBTA-containing gold-silica gel 
was obtained. The sample was further dried under vacuum for 10 days, during which it 
broke into smaller, but crack-free, pieces. Two control samples were prepared in the 
absence of either gold-sol or DBTA template under otherwise identical conditions. 
To get mesoporous gold-silica composites, the as-synthesized samples were 
ground into a fine powder and subjected to calcination in air for a period of 16 h at 550 
°C, with a heating rate of 0.5 °C/min. After the calcination, the sample turned a wine-red 
color because of the surface plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles. 
 
4.2.3. Instrumentation and Characterization 
The N2 sorption characterization was conducted on a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 
surface area and pore size analyzer (Micromeritics Inc., Norcross, GA) at –196 °C. All 
samples were degassed at 200 °C and 1 Pa for at least 6 h prior to N2 adsorption–
desorption isotherm measurement. Powder XRD patterns were recorded on a Siemens 
D500 diffractometer equipped with a rotating anode and using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 
0.15418 nm). EDX elemental analysis and X-ray mapping were conducted on an EDX 
interfaced AMRAY 1830 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The instrument was 
operated at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The samples were deposited on sample 
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holders with adhesive carbon tape. TEM images of the gold-silica nanocomposites were 
obtained with Hitachi H-9000 HRTEM operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. 
The TEM samples were prepared by evaporation of ethyl alcohol suspensions of the 
finely ground sample powder on a copper grid coated with holey carbon film. The copper 
grids were obtained from SPI Supplies. Solid state UV-visible reflectance spectra of the 
as-synthesized samples were measured with a Perkin Elmer-330 Spectrophotometer. The 
baseline of the instrument was calibrated with magnesium carbonate powder. The 
samples were prepared by spreading a layer of silica-gold nanocomposite fine powder on 
the top of a layer of magnesium carbonate in a quartz sample holder. All the spectra were 
obtained at a scanning rate of 180 nm/min. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
In the presence of DBTA as a nonsurfactant template, mesoporous gold-silica 
nanocomposite materials were prepared using a sol-gel process, combining a gold sol and 
a pre-hydrolyzed silica sol. As nano-sized gold phases dispersed in the three-dimensional 
mesoporous silica network, the composites were prepared with various gold contents. 
The compositions and pore parameters of porous gold-silica composites are summarized 
in Table 4-1. The compositions were determined by elemental analysis with the EDX 
technique (Figure 4-1). The results show that in the final composite materials the gold 
content is increased from 6.9 to 11.4 (wt %), which is consistent with the trend of gold 
sol stoichiometry in the starting sol mixture. To examine the confining ability of the 
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porous silica matrices over the gold particles, the gold contents of the composites were 
investigated after extracting the mesoporous gold-silica samples with tetrahydrofuran in a 
Soxhlet apparatus for 5 h. The results are also summarized in Table 4-1. For all the gold-
containing samples, after solvent extraction, more than 85 % of the gold particles are not 
washed out and are still retained in the porous composite. This indicates a good 
confinement of active species (i.e., gold nanoparticles) in the mesoporous silica matrices 
with a low leaking level. 
Representative nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at –196 °C for the 
porous gold-silica nanocomposite samples after the calcinations are shown in Figure 4-2. 
All the samples show type IV like isotherms with H2 hysteresis loops at P/P0 of ~ 0.4-0.8. 
The isotherm of the control sample in the absence of gold (i.e., SG50-0) containing 50 wt 
% DBTA is similar to that of typical nonsurfactant templated mesoporous silica materials, 
which we reported earlier.44 With the gold content at 10.1 wt % or lower, the pore 
structures of the composite samples are comparable to the control sample in the absence 
of gold. These materials exhibit mesoporosity with a pore diameter of 3-4 nm, a high 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area up to 600 m2/g and a large pore volume of ~ 
0.5 cm3/g. Based on the t-plot analysis, the contributions from micropores to the pore 
volume are relatively small (Table 4-1). It should be noticed that with the gold content as 
low as 6.9 wt %, the composite sample (i.e., GS50-10) shows a higher BET surface area 
than the gold-free control sample (i.e., GS50-0). This phenomenon is not unexpected. 
During the sol-gel process, the organic moieties in the starting liquid gold sol might be 
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trapped in the gold-silica matrix, and function as “co-templates” with DBTA. As gold 
concentration increases, the BET surface area of the composite samples is found to 
fluctuate around 500-600 m2/g. When the gold content is further increased to 11.4 wt %, 
the pore diameter remains at 3.5 nm. However, the surface area decreases to ~200 m2/g, 
and a smaller value of pore volume (~ 0.17 cm3/g) is observed. This indicates that in the 
presence of larger number of gold particles, less number of pores or pore channels is 
formed or preserved in the composite matrix. Besides the effect of gold particle 
occupation of the interior pore space, some other factors may also contribute to this 
phenomenon. A relatively weak interaction between the gold particles and template (i.e., 
DBTA) molecules/aggregations might be one of the reasons. In the nonsurfactant 
templating sol-gel pathway, hydrogen bonding between the template and intermediate 
silicates plays an important role in directing the mesophase formation.44-46 In the presence 
of gold particles, the template-silica intermediate interface is partially replaced by 
template-gold particle interface, which has less interaction between the two phases. As a 
result, less mesophase is formed by template directing during the sol-gel reaction and 
final material exhibits a smaller surface area and pore volume. In addition, the 
introduction of gold into the silica matrix also brings complexities in porosity 
measurement with nitrogen sorption, among which two major ones are electrostatic 
forces between adsorbate (i.e., nitrogen) and metallic surface, and increased material 
density. These two factors also lead to a lower measured surface area and pore volume 
with BET measurement.47 
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In all, with the introduction of gold sol, there simultaneously exist two factors 
affecting, in an opposite way, the porosity of the composite materials. One, as described 
above, results from co-templates, which increase the total pore surface area. The other 
factor is “the presence of gold” that reduces the surface area. The outcome depends on 
the compromise of these two factors: at low gold content, the pore surface area reduced 
by the gold coating is compensated, or even overcome, by the co-templating effect. As a 
result, the composite materials persist in a relatively high surface area and pore volume. 
While as gold content increases, the co-template effect gradually becomes negligible, 
giving rise to decreased surface area. To confirm the co-templating effect, a control 
sample without DBTA, GS0-50, was prepared only with the gold sol (50 wt % of the 
weight of TEOS, corresponding to 17.4 wt % gold in composite) and a pre-hydrolyzed 
silica sol. The nitrogen sorption measurement shows that in spite of shifting to a lower 
adsorbed volume, the isotherm of GS0-50 (Figure 4-2) still resembles a type IV pattern 
with a small H2 hysteresis loops at P/P0 of ~ 0.7, which is indicative of certain porosity. 
Compared with sample prepared only using DBTA as template (i.e., GS50-0), this control 
sample templated only by gold-sol (i.e., GS0-50) shows a slightly larger pore diameter. 
This explains the trend that the pore diameter for all nanocomposites tend to increase as 
the gold sol concentration is increased, even though with the introduction of gold 
particles pore diameter of the composites is over all smaller than the gold-free sample 
(GS50-0). 
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The Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution curves derived from 
desorption branches of the nitrogen isotherms are shown in Figure 4-3. With differential 
volumes plotted against pore diameter, the curves indicate a relatively narrow pore size 
distributions with a peak pore diameter centered at 3-4 nm for all DBTA templated 
samples. The control sample prepared only with gold sol exhibit a broad pore size 
distribution ranging form 3 to 7 nm. The pore size distribution derived from the 
desorption branch of a type IV isotherm with a H2 hysteresis loop is usually believed to 
be associated with the size distribution of the narrow neck of pores with “ink bottle” 
shape. It is now more recognized that this may be over-simplified and the role of network 
effect should be take into consideration when interpreting the pore shape and size derived 
from isotherm measurement.48 Despite of the complexity and the uncertainty in using the 
gas sorption measurement to determine the pore size and distribution, this method still 
provides us a good perception of the pore structures of the sample materials. The pore 
diameter derived from the BJH method has been found in favorable agreement with those 
values obtained from XRD and the TEM images. 
With some variation in the peak intensity, all the mesoporous gold-silica samples 
exhibit similar powder XRD profile, which is exemplified by sample GS50-10 in Figure 
4-4. The XRD pattern shows an intense peak at a d spacing of 6.3 nm along with a broad 
shoulder at low angle rang. A broad diffraction peak centered at 2θ of 21° was observed 
at high angle range. This pattern is characteristic of a mesophase with a porous structure 
lacking long-rang order, which is reminiscent of the disordered worm-like mesoporous 
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silicas prepared by nonsurfactant templating.44-46,49 The analogous XRD patterns were 
also observed from some mesoporous materials obtained with neutral and cationic 
surfactant templates.50-54 In the worm-like porous structure, d spacing obtained from 
XRD could be approximated as the repeating distance from one layer of silica wall to the 
next layer of silica wall crossing a mesopore space. From the difference of the repeating 
distance (6.3 nm) and the pore diameter (3.0 nm), the thickness of pore wall can be 
estimated as 3.3 nm, which is comparable with those of the mesoporous materials 
prepared by non-ionic surfactant templating route,55,56 or cationic surfactant templated 
multi precursors sol-gel method.54 The presence of a single broad peak at 2θ value of 21° 
in high angle range is associated with the amorphous structure of sol-gel.44 
The porous structure of the silica matrices and the morphology of the gold 
particles within the mesoporous composites were further studied using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). As shown in Figure 4-5(a), nearly spherical gold particles 
with the size varying from 2 to 8 nm in diameter were randomly scattered in the silica 
porous matrix. In some area the gold particles co-form the pore wall by partially 
extruding into the pores or by penetrating the pores. The overall composite matrix exhibit 
a disordered, interconnected, warm-hole like pore structure with an average pore 
diameter of 3-5 nm. The observed pore structure is similar to those of the mesoporous 
silica materials prepared with nonsurfactant templates reported in the literature.44,45,49 As 
shown in the insert of Figure 4-5(a), the electron diffraction of the gold nanoparticle 
shows a series of spots symmetrically distributed along concentric rings, which is 
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indicative of a well-defined crystalline structure. Base on the TEM images analysis, the 
diameters of most of the gold particles are estimated to be less than 8 nm. The histogram 
of the gold particle size (Figure 4-5(b)) can be well fit by Gaussian function with a mean 
particle diameter of 3.8 nm. The gold cluster distributions in the bulk composite materials 
were studied using an X-ray mapping technique. A series of X-ray elemental mapping 
images (Figure 4-6) of the as-synthesized samples show that, from a macroscopic view, 
the gold particles are evenly distributed throughout the composite samples. More 
densified gold distributions are observed for higher gold content samples. The 
microscopic studies reveal the porous structure of the composite from a more direct point 
of view. 
The annealed gold-silica nanocomposites retain a distinctive wine red color, 
which arises from the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of gold particles. The UV-visible 
spectra of as-synthesized composite samples show broad plasmon absorbance peaks at 
around 520 nm with full width at half max (FWHM) of 160 nm (Figure 4-7). All the 
spectra are found to be similar. The peak position and the shape are not significantly 
affected by the gold concentration. The absorption maxima obtained in this work are 
comparable with reported spectra of nanosized gold particles dispersed in silica aerogel 
prepared with other methods.57,58 Though dominated by the particle size, the exact 
wavelength and shape of the plasmon absorbance maximum are also known to be 
affected by particle shape, orientation and the environment.38-42,59-63 Therefore, the 
presence of such a well-defined plasmon absorption not only reveals the size scale of 
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gold particles in the nanocomposites, but also contributes to some other morphological 
information: the colloidal gold particles in the composites are more likely to be confined 
in the pore cages, or if co-forming the pore wall with silica, they are more likely to be 
exposed to the pore surface rather than embedded in the silica matrices.37 
 
4.4. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented a facile synthesis of mesoporous gold-silica 
nanocomposites through a one-step sol-gel reaction. Using nonsurfactant compound 
DBTA as pore structure directing template, the synthesis process is environment friendly 
and convenient. The versatility of this method for preparing nanocomposite can be 
demonstrated with a various selection of nonsurfactant compounds and colloidal 
nanoparticles. The pore size and pore structure of the nanocomposite are able to be fine-
tuned by varying the amount of template or using different template compounds. Here, 
with DBTA as a nonsurfactant template and a gold sol as the source of metal 
nanoparticles, mesoporous gold-silica nanocomposites have been successfully prepared 
with this method. Gold particles with the size of 2-8 nm were dispersed throughout the 
porous silica matrices. With a gold load as high as up to 10 wt %, the composite materials 
exhibit mesoporosity with a large surface area, a big pore volume, and relatively narrow 
pore size distributions. The mesoporous silica matrices show little effect upon the optical 
characteristics of gold nanoparticles. Surface plasmon resonance spectra of the gold-silica 
nanocomposites resemble typical plasmon absorption of gold particles with similar size 
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(i.e., 2-50 nm). Combining both high porosity of the silica framework and the unique 
physical/chemical properties (such as conductivity, optical behavior and so forth) of the 
second material phase, nanosized gold particles, the mesoporous gold-silica 
nanocomposite materials are potentially useful for sensors and catalysts. The promising 
application of using these novel nanocomposites to detect the chemical contaminant 
cyanide and other agents with surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy is currently under 
active investigation. The preliminary results show that with the gold nanoparticles 
containing silica samples, the limiting detected concentration of cyanide ion in aqueous 
solution can go down to 10 ppm. The systematic results of this chemical sensing 
application study will be reported separately. 
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Table 4-1. Compositions and pore parameters of the gold-silica composite samples 
prepared in the presence of 50 wt % DBTA template (i.e., GS50- samples) or without 
DBTA template (i.e., GS0-50 sample). 
 
Gold (wt %) b SBET VPORE DBJH micropore vol.
sample codea Before 
extrac. 
After 
extrac. 
(m2/g) (cm3/g) (nm) (cm3/g)c 
GS50-0 0.0 0.0 596 0.48 3.6 0.08 
GS50-10 6.9 5.9 629 0.42 3.0 0.07 
GS50-20 10.1 7.8 573 0.39 3.1 0.09 
GS50-25 11.4 11.4 212 0.17 3.5 0.03 
GS0-50 17.4 15.8 108 0.13 4.2 - 
 
a The numerical figure in the sample code denotes the DBTA template concentration (wt 
% of silica dioxide and template in the final dry product, excluding gold content) and 
gold sol content (wt % of TEOS) in the starting materials, respectively. b Average values 
calculated based on EDX elemental analysis taken at 4 different areas of each sample 
after the calcination. c Values determined from the t-plot analysis. 
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Figure 4-1. Representative X-ray energy dispersive spectra for gold-silica 
nanocomposite. 
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Figure 4-2. N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms at –196 °C for the annealed gold-
silica nanocomposite samples with varied gold content after removal of DBTA template. 
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Figure 4-3. BJH pore size distribution curves of the mesoporous gold-silica 
nanocomposite derived from desorption isotherm branches. 
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Figure 4-4. Powder XRD patterns for the mesoporous gold-silica nanocomposite 
sample GS50-10. 
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                         (a)                                                                           (b)     
Figure 4-5. (a) Representative TEM image of mesoporous gold-silica nanocomposite 
sample (GS50-10). The darkest round spots are gold nanoparticles. The gray framework 
feature is silica matrix with inter-connected wormlike pores. Insert: an electron 
diffraction pattern of gold nanoparticles in the same sample. (b) Size distribution 
histogram of the gold particles dispersed in the mesoporous composite sample shown in 
(a) with Gaussian curve fitted to the data. About 300 particles sampled from 5 different 
areas based on TEM images were employed for this estimation. The presence of some 
gold particles (less than 0.3%) with apparent diameters greater than 8 nm might be 
attributed to aggregation of gold nanoparticles or overlapping images of particles because 
of the sample thickness. 
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  (a)             (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (c)             (d) 
 
Figure 4-6. A series of X-ray mapping images of mesoporous gold-silica 
nanocomposite containing 25 wt % gold (GS50-25). (a) As-made nanocomposite. (b) 
Gold mapping. (c) Silicon mapping. (d) Oxygen mapping. 
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Figure 4-7. Typical solid state UV-Vis reflectance spectrum of mesoporous gold-silica 
nanocomposite. 
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Chapter 5.  Organic-Inorganic Nanocomposite Thin Films Based on Arrays of Vinyl 
Modified Silica Nanoparticles 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Organic-inorganic nanocomposite synthesis, developed based on combining both 
organic and inorganic components at the nanometer scale, is an innovative route to 
advanced materials.1-3 More recently, using specially designed functional organic or 
inorganic materials, organized nanocomposite films have been fabricated for novel 
electronics and optics applications.4,5 In this study, organic-inorganic nanocomposite thin 
films have been fabricated on mica, glass slides and graphite surfaces by solution casting 
and self-assembly of vinyl modified silica nanoparticles followed by an in-situ photo-
initiated free radical polymerization. The obtained nanocomposite thin films were studied 
for their composition, morphology and layer ordering behavior. The studies involved the 
use of spectroscopic and microscopic methods, such as IR spectroscopy, electron 
microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM). These films are of interest because of 
their possible optics and barrier coating applications. Also, knowledge of arrangement of 
organic functionalized inorganic nanoparticles on the substrate provides us insight of 
fundamental mechanisms involved in the formation of the nanostructured composite and 
has practical importance for engineering the materials with advanced interfacial 
properties. 
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5.1.1. Organic-Inorganic Nanocomposite: Opportunities to Advanced Materials 
Conventionally, organic-inorganic composite materials are frequently prepared by 
the mechanical blending of polymers and glass fibers or other inorganic materials to 
improve mechanical and optical properties, or compensate the unfavorable properties of 
each other.6 For example, the properties of a gas barrier of weather proofing of organic 
materials will be improved by adding inorganic fillers,7 and the flexibility and impact 
strength of an inorganic material can be enhanced when hybridized with polymers.8 The 
overall properties of a composite material depend not only on the nature of each 
component, but also on the interfacial phase morphology of the composite. In the 
classical physically blended composites, the organic and inorganic components are not 
dispersed homogeneously at the microscopic level. Due to the organic-inorganic 
thermodynamic incompatibility, mechanical failure occurs often at macroscopic 
interfaces between the inorganic filler and organic matrices. In addition, optical 
properties such as transparency of either inorganic component or polymers may not be 
maintained due to the large domain size. Nanocomposites have attracted more and more 
attention in the field of advanced materials research, due to their potentials to solve these 
interfacial problems, as well as to develop innovative materials for promising 
applications including optics, electronics, mechanics, biology and others. This new class 
of materials has been developed based on organic and inorganic species combined at a 
nanoscale level. Usually, the composite materials with at least one phase below 100 nm 
are considered as nanocomposites.9 
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Nanometer scale phases provide materials with increased interfacial interactions. 
The materials have a high degree of interpenetration between the two dissimilar phases. 
As a result of this high degree of mixing, the ordinarily sharp interfacial zone will be 
blurred and a continuum of the structure and the properties of organic and inorganic 
components could be achieved. Many interesting materials have been prepared with 
improved optical and mechanical properties, which can be tuned between those of glass 
and those of polymers to meet a variety of application demands.10 Moreover, with the 
versatile organic and inorganic components, as well as nanosize dependent properties, 
numerous novel organic-inorganic nanocomposites with unique properties, such as fast 
photochromic responses,11 excellent laser efficiency,12 pH sensibility,13 and so forth, have 
been developed and engineered during the past few years. 
 
5.1.2. Organic-Inorganic Nanocomposite Based on Core-Shell Nanoparticle Arrays 
Various synthetic routes have been developed to prepare organic-inorganic 
nanocomposites.14-16 The organic component can be introduced as (i) a monomer, (ii) a 
polymer (in molten, solution, or emulsion states.), or (iii) a pre-formed organic network. 
The inorganic part can be introduced as (i) a monomer (e.g., a metal alkoxide), (ii) pre 
formed particles, fibers or plates, or (iii) an existed porous matrix.9 In this study, we use a 
monomer (specifically, 2-hydroxyethyl mathacrylate) as organic resource and a 
preformed vinyl modified silica nanoparticles as inorganic species to prepare 
nanocomposite with covalent bond between organic and inorganic phases. 
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We are also interested in the possibility of assembling the monodispersed 
organic/inorganic domains in an organized fashion. Nanocomposites with such periodic 
structure and modulation of mechanical, optical or magnetic properties have potential 
applications in display devices, microelectronics, data storage and nonlinear optics.17-20 
Among others, some frequently used techniques to organize nanoparticles into ordered 
macroscopic structure include the Langmuir-Blodgett technique,21,22 self-assembly,23 
chemical vapor deposition,24 and microcontact printing.25 Recently, there have been 
several reports on the production of nanocomposites based on assembling of colloidal 
particles with a core-shell structure.26 Based on a sequential adsorption method, Caruso et 
al. reported the alternating silica nanoparticles and poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
chloride) composite layers on polystyrene latex spheres.27 The array of the modified 
particles exhibits hexagonally close packing. Ordered three-dimensional polymer 
nanocomposites have been fabricated by Kumacheva and coworkers with core-shell 
structured latex particles.28 In their method, the particles were assembled into three-
dimensional cylinder by particle sedimentation and solvent evaporation. Then a heat 
treatment of the particle compact was applied leading to flow of shells and formation of 
nanocomposite polymer. In these studies, the particles used were in submicrometer size. 
The nanocomposite based on array of particle with nanometer size is still under active 
studies. 
In this study, a solution casting process and a photo-initiated polymerization were 
adapted to fabricate organic-inorganic nanocomposite thin films using pre-formed 
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organic modified silica nanoparticles. The self-assembling behavior of these particles on 
different substrate surface was studied. Using the same technique, the self-assembling of 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles was also demonstrated.  
 
5.2. Experimental 
5.2.1. Materials 
Highlink OG100TM, silica nanoparticles with surface modification of 2-
hydroxyethyl mathacrylate (HEMA), was provided by Clariant Corporation. Benzil 
(Aldrich), butyl alcohol (BuOH, 99.8%, Aldrich), hydrogen peroxide solution (H2O2, 50 
wt%, Fisher), sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 98.08%, Corco Chemical Corp.) were all used as 
received without further purification. Three different substrates were used for film casting: 
Pelco mica sheets (Ted Pella Inc.), glass micro-slides (Gold-seal, Becton, Dickinson and 
Company) and graphite (Structure Probe Inc.). 
Mesoporous silica particles with diameter of ~420 nm were synthesized with 
methods previously described in Section 3.2.2. 
 
5.2.2. Treatment of Substrate Surface 
Before film casting, microscope slide, mica and graphite were pre-treated. The 
microscope slide was ultrasonically washed with acetone, followed with a freshly 
prepared mixture of H2SO4 and H2O2 at a volume ratio of 4:1. The pre-cleaned slide was 
then rinsed thoroughly with deionized distilled water and dried at room temperature. For 
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mica and graphite, the top layer was peeled off with scotch tape to provide a fresh and 
smooth surface ready for the film casting. 
 
5.2.3. Arrays of Vinyl Monomer Modified Silica Nanoparticles and Preparation of 
Nanocomposite Thin Films 
The experimental setup was adopted from that for assembling polymer latex 
nanospheres by solution casting technique.29,30 The nanocomposite thin films were 
prepared with solution casting technique. For a typical procedure to prepare thin films on 
mica surface, 1.00 g of silica nanoparticle/HEMA suspension (30 wt %) was diluted with 
distilled deionized water to a concentration of 10-5 wt %. As photo-polymerization 
initiator, benzil solution containing 0.007 g benzil (1 wt % of the monomer) in 0.1 g of 
water was added into the nanoparticle suspension. With a variable volume micropipette, 
20 µl dilute suspension was withdrawn and spread on the pre-cleaned substrate. The 
substrate was set in a preparation box, which was kept in an ice bath. A low-temperature 
assembling environment was adopted to reduce the rate of the solvent evaporation and 
Brownian motion of the nanoparticles. In the preparation box, a 25 ml beaker filled with 
water was placed in order to maintain a constant vapor pressure in the preparation box 
and ensure a low evaporation rate of the solvent from nanoparticles suspension. With 
casting solution on it, the substrate was kept in preparation box for about 24 h without 
disturbance. During this time, transparent silica nanoparticle/HEMA thin film was 
formed by solvent evaporation and array of the vinyl modified silica particles. 
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To obtain nanocomposite thin film with chemical bond between organic (i.e., 
PHEMA) and inorganic phase (i.e., silica nanoparticles), the pre-assembled film with the 
substrate was placed into a photochemical reactor to initiate a free radical polymerization 
of HEMA monomer. Pure PHEMA thin film, a control sample polymerized from HEMA 
monomer, was prepared under the identical conditions. Reaction kinetics of the 
polymerization was monitored by means of FT-IR spectroscopy by taking out the 
samples from the reactor at different time intervals. 
The arrays on graphite substrate were attempted with similar procedure except 
that BuOH was used as solvent to prepare diluted suspension. 
 
5.2.4. Arrays of Porous and Nonporous Silica Nanoparticles 
Arrays of porous and nonporous silica particles synthesized in our laboratory 
were studied with the similar setup and procedures. Particles were dispersed in water 
(0.02 wt %) and assembled on glass. The environment conditions remained the same as 
that described in Section 5.2.3. 
 
5.2.5. Instrumentation and Characterization 
Photo-initiated polymerization was carried out in a RayonetTM Srinivasan-Griffin 
photochemical reactor. Infrared spectra of KBr powder-pressed pellets were recorded on 
a Perkin-Elmer Model 1600 FTIR spectrophotometer. Atomic force microscopy images 
were obtained with Microscope IIIa scanning probe microscope operated under tapping 
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mode. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on an AMRAY 1830 
microscope, with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The samples were gold-coated before 
the SEM characterization. Energy dispersive X-ray elemental (EDX) analysis was 
conducted with an EDX interfaced AMRAY 1830 scanning electron microscope operated 
at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The samples were deposited on aluminum sample 
holders with adhesive carbon tape prior to EDX analysis. Differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) thermograms were obtained on a Perkin Elmer DSC7 (Norwalk, CT) 
system. Sample weight was 5 mg. All samples were analyzed from 25 °C to 140 °C at a 
heating rate of 20 °C/min under air atmosphere. 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. Organic-Inorganic Nanocomposite Thin Films Based on Vinyl Modified 
Nanoparticle Arrays 
Using pre-formed organic-inorganic nano-phases (i.e., vinyl modified 
nanoparticles), composite thin films with partially organized organic-inorganic structure 
in nanometer scale were fabricated based on the arrays of nanoparticles followed by a 
post photo-polymerization process. The fabrication process was illustrated in Figure 5-1. 
Highlink OG100TM consists in a 30 wt % suspension of spherical silica nanoparticles 
with the size of about 13 nm in diameter in 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA). The 
diluted suspension was first applied on the substrate surface by solution casting. During 
the solvent evaporation, the capillary forces formed between neighboring particles drag 
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the particles together, leading to particle arrays with a relatively ordered structure. The 
surface of these silica nanoparticles is functionalized by HEMA, which can be 
copolymerized with free HEMA in the interstitial space between arrayed particles. After 
a post-polymerization, a covalent bond between organic and inorganic nanophases is 
provided, and a nanocomposite thin film with organized structure is obtained as a result. 
The typical examples of AFM images of particle arrays on mica surfaces before 
polymerization are shown in Figure 5-2. The particle arrays spread out on the substrates 
as interconnected “islands” with domain size of 2-5 µm. The particle arrays covers 
approximately 70 % of the total deposition area (Figure 5-2(a)). The arrays exhibit 
multilayer structure of low-dimensional close packing in the center region and partially 
short-range local ordering around the edge areas. The monolayer array coverage on the 
total film area is about 10 % (Figure 5-2(b)). Confirmed with depth analysis shown in 
Figure 5-3, the average thickness of the film in structured area is about 15 nm, which is 
reasonably close to the diameter of the particles, indicating a monolayer assemble 
achieved in this area. The formation of multilayer aggregation in the center region is 
believed to be a result of combined effects of convection force, integral particle force, 
and the increased suspension hydrophobicity along with water evaporation. After being 
applied on substrate surface, the particles away from the center region are transferred 
towards the already aggregated ones by the convection force arising from water 
evaporation. Due to the small size, the large surface area, and the high number of particle 
interactions, the integral particle forces per volume unit become very large, (e.g., van der 
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Waal’s forces), the agglomeration occurs as a result of particle attraction. In addition, 
along with water evaporation, HEMA containing particle suspension becomes more 
hydrophobic, which may promote the particle aggregation forming multilayered island 
domains. 
The particle arrays on glass slide surface exhibit a similar pattern as on mica 
surface. Particles arrayed on a hydrophobic graphite surface exhibit a strong tendency to 
agglomerate. As shown in Figure 5-4, the particles aggregate into strip-like clusters 
instead of spreading out on substrate surface. No monolayer or obvious ordered structure 
was observed. 
In order to reduce the rate of Brownian motion of the nanoparticles during the 
polymerization, an in-situ photo-initiated polymerization was selected to prepare the 
covalently bonded organic-inorganic nanocomposites. After polymerization, the 
monolayer-edge, multilayer-center particle arrays are well retained. As shown in Figure 
5-5, the surface of obtained organic-inorganic nanocomposite thin films becomes slightly 
featureless, indicating the formation of PHEMA nanophases, filling in the interstitial 
space between inorganic particles. In addition, the improved surface hardness by 
polymerization of the monomers between the particles results in decrease of the 
interaction between AFM tip and the surface, which in turn contributes to the apparent 
increased smoothness from AFM measurement.  
The free radical photo polymerization of HEMA with benzil as initiator was 
monitored by FT-IR spectroscopy. The representative spectra of composite films at 
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different polymerization time intervals were shown in Figure 5-6. The characteristic 
bands at 1720 cm-1 and 1635 cm-1 can be attributed to the C=O and C=C stretching, 
respectively. The peaks at 1100-1200 cm-1 can be assigned to the Si-O bond. Upon 
polymerization, the intensity of the C=C double bond peak at 1635 cm-1 should decrease 
significantly while the carbonyl absorption at 1720 cm-1 should not be affected. Therefore, 
the relative intensity of C=C band to C=O band can be used to qualitatively evaluate the 
extent of the polymerization as a function of time. As observed from the spectra, with 
reaction time increasing, the intensity ratio of these two peaks is decreased. At 
polymerization time of 12 h, C=C band almost disappears, which indicates a high 
conversion of polymerization. 
After being calcined at 500 °C, the obtained composite exhibits 20 % weight loss, 
which provides a good estimation of the organic and inorganic composition in the final 
composite thin films. This increased inorganic content in the composite film (i.e., 80 wt 
%), in comparison with that in the casting solution (i.e., 30 wt %), is most likely due to 
the evaporation of monomer with solvent during assembling process. For the purpose of 
investigating particle arrays, the suspension is diluted with solvent in this study. Instead, 
preparation of thin films with higher organic contents is feasible by adding HEMA 
monomer into the particle suspension. The composition of the nanocomposite sample was 
analyzed with EDX. A typical spectrum is shown in Figure 5-7 revealing the 1:2 molar 
ratio of silicon to oxygen as it in SiO2. 
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A single glass transition temperature (Tg) at ~110 °C has been detected for 
PHEMA control sample. However, no well-defined calorimetric glass transitions are 
observed in the nanocomposite thin films. Absence of Tg in similar situations has been 
reported for several composite systems, which has been attributed to the confinement of 
polymer chains in a small phase domain, thus restricting the large scale cooperative chain 
segmental motions which is required for glass transition.31,32 Specifically, DSC 
measurement may not detect any phase separation at a phase domain smaller than 15 
nm.33 Such absence of well-defined Tg for PHEMA in the transparent nanocomposites 
film confirms the formation of nanosized polymer phases confined by closely arranged 
silica nanoparticles. 
 
5.3.2. An Extended Study: Assembly of Monolayer Mesoporous Nanospheres 
Using the similar solvent casting technique and experimental setup, thin films of 
mesoporous nanospheres prepared with our nonsurfactant templated pathway have been 
fabricated on glass slide substrate surface. 
The representative SEM images are shown in Figure 5-8. The particle assembly 
exhibits a two-dimensional monolayer structure with relatively large domain size with 
randomly occurring round voids of submicrometer size. The coverage of monolayers on 
the total deposition areas is reasonably good (~85 %). The particle arrays display 
apparently good local order. As revealed by a high magnification SEM image (Figure 5-
8(b)), the arrays show small domains of perfect hexagonal order. Based on the image 
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analysis, the degree of ordering appears to depend mainly on the size distribution of the 
particles. The order defects occur when the size of particles in the near neighbor region 
becomes incompatible. The monolayer of mesoporous silica nanoparticles was found 
quite stable without agglomeration even after storage under ambient conditions for a long 
period of time (> 60 days). 
 
5.4. Conclusions 
Organic-inorganic nanocomposite thin films have been fabricated on mica, glass 
slide and graphite surfaces by solution casting and self-assembly of vinyl modified silica 
nanoparticles followed by an in-situ photo-initiated free radical polymerization. Most 
areas of the nanocomposite films have multilayer structure of low-dimensional close 
packing of silica particles, while a portion of the thin films display monolayer particle 
arrays with short-range local ordering. With this method, nanocomposite thin films can 
be prepared with high inorganic species (e.g., silicon dioxide) content up to 80 wt %. The 
obtained transparent films are composed of covalently bonded nanophases of polymer 
and inorganic particles. 
As an extended study, thin films of mesoporous nanoparticles prepared with our 
nonsurfactant templated pathway have been fabricated. Monolayer self-assembly of 
particles with short range of well-defined hexagonal order was obtained. The order of 
particle arrays was found to be size distribution dependent. The thin films fabricated with 
porous particle are potentially useful for gas sensing applications among others. 
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Figure 5-1. Fabrication schematics of organic-inorganic nanocomposite based on self-
array of vinyl modified silica nanoparticles. 
Molecular assembly Nanoparticle solution: 
HEMA modified silica nanoparticles in HEMA 
(30 wt %)
Nanocomposite thin film
hγ 
free radical polymerization of HEMA
solvent casting 
& self assembly 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 5-2. Representative AFM images of vinyl modified nanoparticles assembled on 
mica surface. (a) Interconnected island domains. (b) An edge area with monolayer 
particle arrays. 
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Figure 5-3. Representative AFM image of thin film of monolayer array of vinyl 
modified silica nanoparticles with short range ordering and the corresponding depth 
analysis plot. 
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Figure 5-4. Representative AFM image of PHEMA-silica nanocomposite thin film 
obtained after a photo-initiated polymerization of pre-arrayed vinyl modified silica 
nanoparticles in HEMA suspension on mica surface. 
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Figure 5-5. Representative AFM images of vinyl-modified silica nanoparticles arrayed 
on hydrophobic graphite surface. 
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Figure 5-6. Representative IR spectra of nanocomposite thin films polymerized at 
different time interval: (a) 0 h, (b) 6 h, and (c) 12 h. 
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Figure 5-7. Representative energy dispersive X-ray spectrum for organic-inorganic 
nanocomposite thin film. 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 5-8. Representative SEM images of mesoporous nanoparticles arrayed on glass 
slide by solvent casting at (a) a low magnification, and (b) a high magnification. 
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Chapter 6.  Bioapplicable Conducting Polymers based on a Biological Template 
Guided Synthesis 
 
6.1. Introduction 
Since 1970s electronically conductive and electroactive polymers, such as 
polyaniline, polythiophene, polypyrrole, and so forth, have emerged as a new class of 
advanced materials,1-4 holding tremendous promise for a variety of technological 
applications including microelectronics,5,6 photonic devices,2,7,8 electrostatic dissipation,9-
11 anti-corrosion coatings,12-15 light-weight battery,16-19 and chemical sensors.20-22 This 
field of research has received a highest scientific recognition recently: three pioneers of 
conducting polymers, A. MacDiarmid, A. Heeger and T. Shirakawa, were awarded 2000 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry.23,24 
More recently, conducting polymers have also been studied for a wide rang of 
promising applications in biotechnology.25-27 Based on the alternation in their 
electroactivity in response to changes in the biological microenvironment, advanced 
biosensors have been fabricated with conducting polymers. The sensors have been 
principally developed to mimic the biological functions such as smelling and tasting,28 or 
to monitor the biological processes, for example, metabolism of biocomponents, enzymes 
activity variation, and so forth.29,30 Conducting polymers have been used as carriers for 
controlled drug and biomacromolecule release applications.31-33 By applying programmed 
electrical pulses, release of bioactive species with controlled amount and rate has been 
demonstrated. Moreover, some recent studies in tissues engineering application showed 
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the possibility of utilizing conducting polymers as substrate scaffolds for growth and 
differentiation of different types of cells.34 For example, when cultured on electrically 
conductive polypyrrole films, in the presence of a nerve growth factor (NGF), neuronal 
precursor cells differentiate into neuronal phenotype more readily than cells cultured on 
conventional tissue culture polystyrene surface. It would be especially interesting to 
further explore the possibility to control over cell growth with electrical signals, with the 
hope of ultimately using electrical signal to stimulate cell differentiation and neural 
regeneration. All these biotechnological applications greatly rely on the availability of 
conducting biomaterials that are biocompatible and electronically active.35 In addition, 
lack of aqueous solubility due to their conjugated backbone structure also challenges the 
usefulness of conducting polymers for bioapplications, where organic solvent is not 
desired. In this study we have developed new bioapplicable conducting polymers with 
improved biocompatibility and water solubility aiming at promising applications such as 
bioelectronics, biosensor and intelligent scaffold materials. 
 
6.1.1. Conducting Polymers with Improved Biocompatibility and Solubility 
To address the biocompatibility and solubility problems, structure modified 
conducting polymers have been developed based on syntheses of substituted, grafted and 
copolymerized materials.36-41 Covalently bonded hydrophilic and/or biofriendly 
functional groups/chain fragments, confer improved water solubility and biocompatibility 
upon materials. The structure modification methods are limited by the availability of the 
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starting materials as well as the necessary chemistry. In some cases, the modified 
polymers exhibit decreased electrical activity due to a restrained conjugation 
structure.42,43 
As a major improvement in synthesis of water soluble conductive polymer, 
especially polyaniline (PANI), a template assisted synthetic route was developed by Yang 
et al. in early 1990s.44-46 In this approach, the molecular template such as polyelectrolyte 
(polyanion-) binds the aniline monomers (AN or H+AN) to form TEMP-(AN)n molecular 
complexes. Upon polymerization, the aniline monomers are polymerized to PANI and 
stay attached with the template to form TEMP-PANI. The properties and conformations 
of the obtained complex are greatly affected by properties of the template and the 
interaction between the template and polyaniline. The complexes are either water soluble 
or stable colloidal suspension. It is believed that electrostatic force plays a key role in the 
formation of polymer complexes. This synthesis route has been expanded to various 
template compounds including polyelectrolytes, surfactants and biomacromolecules.47-50 
The template guided synthesis offers opportunities to adjust the morphology and other 
properties of conducting polymers. So far, this method has been mainly adapted to 
prepare water soluble conductive polymers. More recently, through an enzyme catalyzed 
template guided synthesis, polyaniline/DAN intertwined complex has been prepared and 
used to probe the controllability over DNA conformation.51 
Based on template guided method, we developed a synthetic route using a 
biocompatible material (i.e., type I collagen) to simultaneously improve both 
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biocompatibility and water solubility of conductive polymers. The schematics of this 
biological templated polymerization are illustrated in Figure 6-1. Prior to polymerization, 
fibrillar collagen functions as a backbone to pre-align aniline monomers. The attractive 
force between aniline monomer and collagen is mainly hydrogen bonding due to the –OH 
side groups presented along collagen fibril. Other forces, such as electrostatic interactions, 
van der Waals attractions, and hydrophobic interactions may also contribute to form 
aniline-collagen complexes. The polymerization was chemically initiated under an acidic 
condition. Aniline monomers are polymerized into long chain of polyaniline intertwining 
and wrapping the fibril collagen forming a polyaniline-collagen (PANI-Colla) complex. 
The incorporation with collagen renders PANI water solubility under acidic conditions 
while retaining its electrical and optical properties to a certain extent. The electronic 
absorption spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy are used to study the 
characteristics of water soluble PANI-Colla complex. The biocompatibility of the new 
material was examined with cell growth studies. 
Parallel to this study, we have also explored another strategy to improve 
biocompatibility of conducting polymer, in which the polymer is modified with 
biocompatible functional groups or side chains by covalently bonding such groups or side 
chains onto the pre-fabricated polymer substrates or into the conducting polymer 
structures during the synthesis. We have been successfully modified both polyaniline 
backbone and polyaniline films with chloromethyl groups, through which amino acids 
and peptide chains are covalently bonded to polymer surfaces. The improved 
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biocompatibility of these materials has been verified with cell growth studies on various 
amino acid modified polyaniline surfaces. The detailed results of this study will be 
reported by Ms. Elizabeth Guterman in our group.52 
Some background information on the two important materials involved in this 
studies, polyaniline and collagen, will be briefly introduced as follows. 
 
6.1.2. Conducting Polymer: Polyaniline 
Known as a blue dye a century ago, polyaniline nowadays is likely among the 
most useful conducting polymers because of its interesting electrical conductivity, 
electrochemical activity, photochemical stability, multi-color electrochromic effect and 
optical properties.53-55 Polyaniline can be prepared by either electrochemical or chemical 
oxidation of aniline.56-58 Consisting of two main structure units, the benzoid diamine and 
quinoid diimine, the generalized formula of polyaniline is shown as follows.59-61 
 
Depending on the y value, the polymer exists at different oxidation states, which 
are interconvertible chemically or electrochemically. Pernigranline is the completely 
oxidized form (y=0), while leucoemeradine is the fully reduced form (y=1). Emeraldine, 
the common stable base form, contains an equal fraction of both benzoid and qunoid 
forms (y=0.5). Upon being doped with protonic acid, emeraldine base can be converted to 
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emeraldine salt, the unique conducting form of polyaniline. In emeraldine salts, imine 
sites (=N–) are protonated to give bipolarons. Bipolarons further dissociate to form 
delocalized polarons, which function as charge carriers rendering high conductivity in 
polyaniline. The conductivity of polyaniline depends not only on the degree of 
protonation, but also the oxidation state. Illustrated in Figure 6-2,62 polyaniline at 
different forms can be converted to the same conducting material by addition of acids that 
protonate the base sites within the polymer. It is noticed that these doping processes are 
reversible by adding bases to deprotonate. The controllable conductivity makes 
polyaniline one of the most useful conducting polymers. 
 
6.1.3. Biological Template: Collagen 
The word “collagen” is derived from Greek word for “glue”. In the past the 
collagen of bones and tendons was used in industry to produce glue. Collagen is a type of 
protein that enwraps the organs to hold specialized cells together in discrete units. It 
prevents organs/tissues from tearing or loosing their functional shape when they are 
exposed to sudden and strong movements. Besides its structural function in mature tissue, 
collagen plays a regulating role in developing tissue as well. It has a key function in the 
regulation of the proliferation and differentiation of unspecialized cells. Collagen is often 
used as substrate material for tissue engineering applications. In addition, many other 
applications have been developed for collagen proteins. The most popular uses are found 
in cosmetics, nutrition and medical applications such as surgery stitch cotton.63 
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Collagen proteins are composed of a triple helix formed by three polypeptide 
chains. Each chain has a large number of repetitive sequences of Gly-X-Y, where X is 
often proline and Y is often hydroxyproline.64 As a major component of skin and bone, 
collagens are the most abundant proteins in mammals, constituting 25 % of the total 
protein mass.65 Accounting for about one third of total protein mass, collagens are also a 
large diverse family of proteins in vertebrates, as well as in invertebrates’ phyla. To date, 
nineteen different vertebrates collagens referred to type I-XIX have been identified. Each 
type has a special secondary structure formed from three polypeptide segments aligned in 
parallel.66 The most important types are the fibrillar types I, II, III, IV and V, among 
which 90 % is type I collagen. Type I collagen forms the largest and strongest fibrillar 
component that provides tensile strength to bones, skin, tendons and ligaments. Most of 
structure research has been done for type I collagen, especially that extracted from rat tail 
tendon.67 This type of collagen is soluble in water under acidic conditions. In our study, 
we use type I collagen as a biological template in synthesis of conducting polymers, to 
improve their water solubility and biocompatibility. 
 
6.2 Experimental 
6.2.1. Materials 
Aniline (99.8%, Janssen Chimica) was distilled under a reduced pressure before 
use. Collagen (Type 1, from rat tail, Sigma), acetic acid (99.7%, Corco), hydrochloric 
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acid (HCl, 37.3%, Fisher), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 50%, Fisher), were all used as 
received without further purification. 
Rat PC-12 cells (America Type Culture Collection) were used for 
biocompatibility studies. Cells were cultured on Lab-Tek 8 well Permanox chamber 
slides (Nalgen Nunc). Nerve Growth Factor (NGF, Sigma Aldrich) was used to stimulate 
the cell differentiation. 
 
6.2.2. Synthesis of Polyaniline-Collagen (PANI-Colla) Complex Materials 
In the presence of type I collagen, PANI-Collagen (PANI-Colla) complex 
materials were prepared through a low temperature chemical polymerization of aniline 
under acidic conditions. As a typical procedure, in a 50 ml round bottom flask, collagen 
(10 mg) was dissolved in acetic acid solution (0.1 M, 10 ml) under magnetic stirring. 
Aniline monomer (11.9 µl, 0.125 mmol) was added and the mixture was continuously 
stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Before the polymerization, the resultant clear 
solution was cooled down in an ice bath. HCl (3.0 M, 5.0 ml) was added followed by the 
addition of H2O2 (50 wt %, 17.0 µl, 0.250 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred for 
about 3 h and then kept in a freezer at -15 °C. In about 7 days, green PANI-Colla 
complex colloidal solution gradually formed and was visualized as dark green solution 
followed by fibril precipitation. The reaction was quenched with oxalic acid aqueous 
solution (saturated, 1.0 ml) After centrifugation and decantation, PANI-Colla complex 
was separated from the reaction mixture. The product was washed with deionized 
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distilled water. Upon drying in a vacuum oven at room temperature for 72 h, PANI-Colla 
complex was obtained as dark green solid with the gravimetric yield of 87 %. As control 
sample, PANI was synthesized in the absence of collagen under otherwise identical 
conditions. 
 
6.2.3. Cell Growth Studies on PANI-Colla Films 
To examine the biocompatibility of the new complex materials, thin layer of 
PANI-Colla co-polymer films were cast on a culture slide surface for cell growth studies. 
About 5 mg of PANI-Colla was dispersed in 2 ml distilled deionized water under 
sonicating for 20 min. Approximately 0.2 ml of solution was added into each well. The 
plates were then placed in the vacuum oven under ambient temperature overnight. Prior 
to cell-seeding the polymer coated plates were sterilized by exposing to UV light under 
the hood for 10 min. The control PANI-coated culture plates were also prepared with 
PANI dispersion in distilled deionized water. 
In order to assess biocompatibility of the newly synthesized polymer, attachment, 
proliferation and differentiation was studied on a cellular model for neuronal 
differentiation PC12 pheocromacytoma cells. PC-12 cells were cultured in medium 
composed of 85 % high-glucose DMEM, 10 % heat-inactivated horse serum, and 5 % 
fetal bovine serum supplemented with L-glutamine, penstrep and fungizone. Cells were 
maintained in a humid and 5 % CO2 incubator. Prior to being seeded on PANI-Colla 
films, cells were mechanically dislodged from the tissue culture flasks and seeded onto 
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the surface of polymer coated culture plates. In all experiments, 3 ml of medium 
containing 50,000 cells was used in each well. Cells were fed by withdrawing the “old” 
medium and replacing it with 3 ml of fresh medium using pipet every other 3 to 4 days. 
After visually investigating cell attachment and spreading with microscope, cell medium 
was primed with 25 ng/ml of NGF. Flasks were then constantly taken to the microscope 
for visual observation and picture taking. Except when medium was changed and 
microscopic observations were taken, the culture dishes were maintained in a humid and 
5 % CO2 incubator. 
 
6.2.4. Instrument and Characterization 
UV-Vis absorption studies were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 2 
spectrometer. Infrared spectra of KBr powder-pressed pellets were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer Model 1600 FTIR spectrophotometer. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images 
were obtained with Microscope IIIa scanning probe microscope operated under tapping 
mold. The AFM samples were dissolved in acidic acid solution (0.1 M) and cast on mica 
surface. Cell attachment and growth on PANI-Colla films were evaluated using a Nikon 
Diaphot inverted phase contrast microscope and a 10X phase-contrast objective. 
 
6.3. Results and Discussion 
Acid soluble PANI-Colla complex has been synthesized in the presence of type I 
collagen in an acidic aqueous environment. During the reaction, the reaction mixture 
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changed the color from pale green to dark green. After 5 days, dark green precipitate was 
observed probably due to the increased degree of crosslinking of polymer. The 
polymerization was monitored with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The representative spectra of 
the as-synthesized PANI-Colla solution at different polymerization time were recorded 
and shown in Figure 6-3. With an increased reaction time, the UV-Vis spectra of the 
complex solution gradually developed two major absorption bands. The one around 400 
nm is associated with the π-π* transition on the polyaniline chain, and the one after 650 
nm is attributed to polaron of the acid doped PANI and corresponds to electron 
localization. The presence of these two characteristic absorptions indicates the formation 
of the conducting emeraldine salt form of polyaniline. The UV-Vis spectrum of the as-
synthesized solution remains relatively stable after 5 days. In comparison, the 
polymerization carried out in the absence of collagen results in brownish solution 
followed by dark precipitation. After 5 days, the UV-Vis spectrum of control PANI as-
synthesized suspension only shows one absorption peak at 400 nm. It is believed that the 
absence of a typical emeradine salt UV absorption band was due to the poor solubility of 
PANI in water. 
The comparison pictures of the PANI-Colla and PANI as-synthesized solution 
and their re-dispersions in acidic aqueous environments (~ pH 2) are shown in Figure 6-4. 
The control PANI as-synthesized reaction mixture was a slightly brownish green color 
solution with dark green precipitate, while the PANI-Colla one was green solution with 
dark green precipitate. Dispersion of the precipitate resulted from both polymerizations in 
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acidic acid aqueous solution showed that PANI formed a suspension, which settled in a 
few minutes; in contrast, PANI-Colla complex formed green color solution, which was 
stable for months. The formation of PANI-Colla complex incorporates the characteristics 
of both collagen and PANI, and therefore renders the material the increased solubility. 
The formation of PANI-Colla complex was confirmed with FT-IR spectroscopy 
studies. The comparison of IR spectra of PANI-Colla, type I collagen and the control 
PANI samples are shown in Figure 6-5. The spectrum of PANI-Colla exhibits the 
characteristic absorption bands arising from both components, i.e., PANI and collagen. In 
the spectrum of PANI-Colla, the typical aliphatic C-H stretching vibration resulting from 
the amino acids in collagen is observed as a broad absorption band at 2910 cm-1. The 
intense peak at 1636 cm-1 is assigned to the C=O stretching arising from collagen 
components. The broad absorption at around 1530 cm-1 region probably is attributed to 
the aromatic quinoid and benzoid ring stretching (as peaks at 1560 cm-1 and 1490 cm-1 in 
PANI, respectively) from PANI and C-N stretching from collagen. The aromatic C-H 
stretching absorption of polyaniline is observed as a distinctive peak centered at 780 cm-1. 
The FT-IR spectra of PANI-Colla and a physical mixture of PANI and collagen 
are further compared in Figure 6-6. Besides the similarities, the spectra show 
considerable differences in the region of 1100–1600 cm-1, suggesting the existence of 
strong interactions between the two components in the complex. The strong absorption at 
1560 cm-1 in the mixture of polyaniline and collagen was assigned to the C=N stretch of 
the quinoid form of polyaniline. This peak is red shifted in PANI-Colla, observed as a 
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broad band centered around 1530 cm-1, while the absorption band of benzoid ring is blue 
shifted and also broadened in the spectrum of PANI-Colla. The aromatic C-H stretch at 
818 cm-1 resulting from polyaniline in the mixture is also red shifted to 798 cm-1 in 
PANI-Colla. The broadening and shifting of the characteristic peaks in the FT-IR 
spectrum of PANI-Colla, as compared to the counterparts in their simple mixture, 
indicate the presence of certain intermolecular interactions between PANI and collagen in 
the complex, such as hydrogen bonding. 
The doping/de-doping reversibility of PANI-Colla is demonstrated in Figure 6-7. 
Visible absorption of PANI-Colla aqueous solution at pH 4.7 shows a peak at 750 nm, 
which corresponds to polaron in doped emeradine salt form of polyaniline. As dissolved 
in buffers with pH of 6.6 and 10.5, the peak at 750 nm is shifted to much shorter 
wavelength, which is attributed to de-protonation of the polyaniline backbone. Finally 
when dissolved in 0.1 M NaOH, the complex solution shows an absorption at 550 nm, 
arising from the excitation transition of the quinoid rings in emeradine base. This 
behavior is similar to that of the chemically synthesized PANI. The demonstrated 
controllability over doping levels of the complex confirms that the polyaniline obtained 
with collagen as guiding template is a conducting form of polyaniline and the as-
synthesized complex is electroactive. 
The formation of water soluble PANI-Colla complex is strongly dependent on the 
synthesis conditions, especially temperature and pH. The polymerization carried out 
under room temperature renders a brown murky solution immediately after introducing 
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oxidant, indicating the formation of uncomplexed polyaniline with low molecular 
weight.68 To obtain the conducting polyaniline, both chemical and electrochemical 
polymerization of aniline must be carried out in a strongly acidic media. It is expected 
that a low pH medium is also necessary for the synthesis of conducting polyaniline by 
collagen templating method. In fact, our experiments show that if the pH of reaction 
mixture is not adjusted to a highly acidic one with HCl prior to the polymerization, the 
product is obtained as brownish precipitate corresponding to low molecular weight 
branched polyaniline. 
Figure 6-8 shows the AFM images of collagen and PANI-Colla samples deposited 
on mica surfaces by solvent evaporation. The obtained collagen image exhibits clearly 
fibrillar structure with an average diameter of ~80 nm. This result is well compared with 
the reported size of type I collagen in literature.69 The as-synthesized PANI-Colla 
presents a more aggregated while still fibrillar morphology. Estimated from AFM images, 
the diameter of PANI-Colla fibrils is ~170 nm. Increased diameter is attributed to the 
formation of complex structure with polymer intertwined with collagen fibrils as well as 
possible fibrils aggregation through branched polymer chains. 
To evaluate the biocompatibility of the new materials, PC-12 cells were cultured 
on PANI-Colla coated culture dishes. PANI coated culture dishes were employed as 
control. Representative phase-contrast optical micrographs of cells cultured on both 
polymer coated surfaces after addition of NGF for 72 h are compared in Figure 6-9. It is 
apparent that cells are attached and differentiated better on PANI-Colla coated surface 
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than on the PANI coated one. Based on image analysis, approximately 10-15 % of seeded 
cells are attached onto PANI coated surface. The number of cells attached to PANI-Colla 
surface is about 3-4 times as that on PANI surface based on image analysis. The 
improvement of cell attachment on PANI-Colla can be explained by the presence of 
collagen, a well known biofriendly substrate material for cell culture. Moreover, 
enhanced solubility of PANI-Colla complex makes it practically possible to coat culture 
dishes with a layer of uniform thin film, which is also in favor of good cell supporting 
capability. In addition to attachment, a better neuronal growth and differentiation were 
observed with the PC-12 cells on PANI-Colla surface. Upon addition of NGF for 72 h, 
the cell differentiation on PANI occurred but rarely. In contrast, neurons adhered on 
PANI-Colla surface showed vivid differentiation and neuronal network formation 
tendencies, evidenced by the formation of prolonged interconnected neurites. Compared 
with PANI, PANI-Colla shows enhanced capability of sustaining primary nerve cells and 
the necessary support for cells growth that are critical for regeneration. The promoted cell 
adhesion and differentiation on PANI-Colla surfaces suggest an improved bio-
compatibility of this new conducting material. 
 
6.4. Conclusions 
In order to develop new materials for a variety of biotechnology applications, 
research has been focused on preparing biocompatible conducting polymer materials. In 
this study, based on template guided chemical polymerization method, PANI-Colla 
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complex was synthesized by pre-aligning aniline monomers around the collagen fibrils 
followed with an in-situ low temperature chemical polymerization under acidic condition. 
PANI-Colla complex was obtained with improved biocompatibility and water solubility 
in comparison to PANI control sample synthesized in the absence of collagen. The 
intermolecular forces between PANI and collagen such as hydrogen bonding play an 
important role in the formation of entwined fibrillar complex structure. The existence of 
such interaction is confirmed with IR spectroscopy studies. Similar to most of composite 
materials, PANI-Colla preserves characteristics from both components. Its electroactivity 
is controllable through reversible doping/de-doping process, and it is water soluble under 
acidic conditions as is collagen. As expected, the new material shows improved 
biocompatibility in comparison to PANI, which has been demonstrated with attachment, 
variation and differentiation studies of neuron precursor cells on polymer coated surfaces. 
With improved biocompatibility and controlled conductivity, PANI-Colla will be 
used as a scaffold material for tissue engineering application. The effect of electrical 
stimulus on cell variation and differentiation will be evaluated with the hope of ultimately 
using electrical signal to stimulate controllable neural tissue regeneration. The materials 
also offer some yet unexplored opportunities towards the fundamental research of 
structure-property relationship of biomacromolecules, as well as a variety of 
biotechnological applications, such as biosensors, electronics and diagnostic tools. The 
enhanced solubility of PANI-Colla complex in water is advantageous for material 
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processing and device fabrication. Electro-spinning PANI-Colla nanofibers will be 
explored following similar procedures for electrospinning of collagen70 and PANI.71 
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Figure 6-1. Schematics of biologically templated synthesis of PANI-Colla complex. 
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Figure 6-2. The protonation and redox reactions between the various forms of 
polyaniline. 
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Figure 6-3. UV-Vis absorption spectra of chemical polymerized PANI-Colla complex 
reaction mixture at day 2 to day 5 (a)-(d), in comparison with UV-Vis absorption 
spectrum of PANI polymerized for 5 days (e). 
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(a)  (b)  (c)  (d) 
 
 
Figure 6-4. Comparison photographs of (a) PANI as-synthesized suspension and (b) 
Redispersed PANI in 0.01 M acidic acid vs. (c) PANI-Colla as-synthesized suspension 
and (d) PANI redispersed in 0.01 M acidic acid. The PANI as-synthesized reaction 
mixture (a) is a slightly brownish green color solution with dark green precipitate. 
Dispersion of precipitate of (a) in acidic acid aqueous solution forms a suspension, which 
settles in a few minutes. In contrast, the as-synthesized PANI-Colla (c) is green solution 
with dark green precipitate. Re-dispersed in acidic acid aqueous solution under sonicating, 
PANI-Colla complex forms green color solution (d). 
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Figure 6-5. FT-IR spectra of (a) collagen, (b) PANI and (c) PANI-Colla complex. 
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Figure 6-6. FT-IR comparison spectra of (a) a physical mixture of polyaniline and 
collagen vs (b) PANI-Colla complex. 
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Figure 6-7. UV-Vis absorption spectra of PANI-Colla complex in aqueous solution at 
various pH: (a) 13.0 (b) 10.5 (c) 6.6 (d) 4.7, and (e) UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 
aniline collagen mixture in water at pH 4.7. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 6-8. Comparison AFM images of (a) collagen and (b) PANI-Colla complex. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 6-9. Comparison images of attachment and differentiation of PC-12 cells on 
tissue culture dishes coated with (a) PANI-Colla and (b) PANI under culturing conditions 
for 72 h. The bright globular features in the pictures are cells poorly attached on substrate 
surface and suspending in the medium. In comparison with PANI coated surface (b), 
PANI-Colla coated substrate (a) exhibit significantly improved cell affinitive property 
with less globular features observed. Precursor neuron cells adhered on PANI-Colla 
surface also showed vivid differentiation and network formation tendencies, evidenced 
by the formation of prolonged interconnected neurites after cultured for 72 h. In contrast, 
the cell differentiation on PANI occurred but rarely under the same conditions. 
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Chapter 7.  Synthesis and Characterization of Aniline Derivative Modified 8-
Hydroxyquinoline Ligands and Their Metal Complexes 
 
7.1. Introduction 
As an attractive alternative for new generation flat panel displays, organic light 
emitting devices (OLEDs) have attracted a lot of research interests due to their potentially 
lower cost and simpler manufacturing process, along with compatibility with flexible 
substrates.1-3 In addition, OLEDs offer excellent performance characteristics for electro-
optical applications, such as high brightness and contrast, wide viewing angle, a full 
range of colors and low operating voltage.4-6 The greatest advantage of organic light 
emitting materials is their ability to tailor molecular structures to serve specific 
functionalities.7,8 Specifically, by structural modification of light emitting materials, the 
electroluminescent emission can be fine-tuned to a selected spectral region. Also small 
molecular organic compounds can be designed to preferentially transport either electrons 
or holes. 
To obtain new metalloquinolates as potential electroluminescent materials, two 
aniline derivatives substituted quinoline ligand compounds, N,N’-bis(N,N-dimethyl-4’-
aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-ketoquinoline (Figure 7-1, 1a) and N,N’-bis(4’-
aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-ketoquinoline (Figure 7-1, 2a), were successfully 
synthesized with highly conjugated structure.9 N,N-dimethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine and 
1,4-phenylenediamine moieties were introduced, respectively, onto the 5 and 7 positions 
of 8-hydroxyquinoline ring through chemical oxidation reactions. The ligands were 
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prepared and purified as substituted 8-ketoquinolines. Prior to the coordination with 
metal ions, the ligands were reduced by a palladium catalytic hydrogenation. With the 
ligands at their reduced state, aluminum(III) and copper(II) complexes were prepared and 
characterized (Figure 7-1(3) and (4)). 
 
7.1.1. Light Emitting Diodes 
Before a detailed discussion of new materials syntheses, a brief introduction of 
light emitting diodes will be provided here. In some semiconducting materials, free 
electrons in the conduction band can recombine with free holes in the valence band and 
release photons in the process. This phenomenon is called electroluminescence.10-12 
Operated based on this process, in a light-emitting diode (LED) a great number of charge 
carriers (electrons and holes) are constantly injected, from two opposing directions based 
on their charge type, into an inorganic or organic semiconductor in the presence of an 
external circuit. Light is emitted as the consequence of recombination of electrons and 
holes along with relaxation radiative decays. The color of the light depends on the energy 
gap of the semiconductor materials in the active region of the LED. LEDs are widely 
used in displays such as digital clocks, advertising panels and digital meters. 
The electroluminescence phenomenon was first discovered from inorganic 
materials in 1936, when Destriau et al. observed high field electroluminescence from a 
ZnS phosphor powder dispersed in an isolator and sandwiched between two electrodes.13 
In 1960s, inorganic semiconductors based LEDs became commercially available.14 
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Materials that were generally used for inorganic LEDs are semiconductor crystals from 
groups III and V of the periodic table such as gallium arsenide phosphide denoted as 
GaAsP, gallium phosphide denoted as GaP, gallium aluminum arsenide denoted as 
AlGaAs and so forth.15 Developing highly efficient materials and technologies for 
devices, which can emit over the entire color range, especially blue color is a major focus 
of current inorganic LED research.16 
Electroluminescence from organic materials was first observed for anthracene in 
1963.17 However, building practical LEDs from an organic electroluminescent solid 
remained a challenge until 1987 when Tang and coworkers successfully demonstrated an 
efficient and low-voltage OLED based on vacuum-deposition of thin layers of small 
active organic molecules.18 Subsequently, Burroughes et al. showed that polymeric thin 
films could also be employed for use in efficient electroluminescent devices.19 Since 
these early discoveries, tremendous efforts have been devoted to improve the 
performance of OLEDs such as life time and efficiency, and to develop new materials for 
flat panel display applications.20 The first OLED displays based on tris(8-
hydroxyquinoline)-aluminum (Alq3)/diamine heterojunction monochrome emitting 
became commercially available in 1996.21,22 In comparison to inorganic semiconductors, 
organic materials offer great advantages. OLED materials are less expensive to produce 
and they can be processed more conveniently. Layer thickness of less than 100 nm can be 
achieved through vacuum deposition or spin coating techniques. With organic materials, 
devices can be fabricated with large display area with lithographic pattern. One of the 
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greatest advantages of organic materials is the tunability of their emissive color by 
structural modification. Even blue and white LEDs, which were rarely achieved with 
inorganic materials, have been effectively developed with organic semiconducting 
materials.23-25 In all, demonstrated with excellent performance characteristics such as 
high brightness and contrast, full color range, wide viewing angle and low operating 
voltage, OLEDs are gaining more and more acceptance in the flat panel display industry. 
 
7.1.2. Structure of Organic Light Emitting Diodes 
Schematically described in Figure 7-2, an OLED consists of a series of 
sequentially-deposited organic thin films sandwiched between two electrodes. One of 
these two electrodes is transparent and usually deposited on a glass substrate in order to 
observe the light emission. Generally, an indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass is used as 
the anode. Electroactive metals with low work functions, such as Al, Ca, Mg and In, are 
used as cathodes in order to ensure an efficient electron injection. When operated under 
an electric field, electrons and holes are injected and migrated from the contacts toward 
the organic active layer, forming electron-hole pairs (excitons) that recombine radiatively 
to emit light. 
Single organic layer device is the simplest OLED configuration, which consists of 
only an electron transporting or hole transporting organic layer (ETL or HTL, 
respectively) between an anode and a cathode. This charge transporting layer also serves 
as the electroluminescent layer (LL). In this type of device, the manufacturing process is 
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relatively simple due to the single layer structure. However most of the organic molecules 
exhibit different mobility of electrons and holds. Excitons usually form in the vicinity of 
one of the electrode-organic interfaces, where the nonradiative exciton recombination is 
enhanced.26 As a consequence, the life time and efficiency are limited. 
The luminescence efficiency can be significantly improved in heterojunction 
OLEDs fabricated by sequential deposition of two or more organic layers.27 In single-
heterojunction devices, LL functions as one transporting layer (i.e., ETL or HTL), and 
another transporting layer is fabricated for the carriers with opposite charge (i.e., HTL or 
ETL). In a double-heterojunction OLED, ETL, LL and HTL are fabricated as discrete 
layers. This structure renders a further control of carrier mobility. These heterojunction 
structures provide the opportunity to select transporting layers with proper mobility and 
confine the carriers in LL, where radiatively recombining exactions are formed. They 
also allow individually optimize the materials used for electroluminescence and carrier 
transport.  
Another approach to shift the recombination zone toward the center of LL, is to 
synthesis new oligomers and polymers with proper charge affinity for a balanced charge 
injection.28 Compared to the enormous potential variety of organic compounds, the 
number of luminescent molecules presently available for OLEDs is relatively small. It is 
also noticed that, unlike the situation for inorganic semiconductors such as silicon, 
controlled doping of organic molecular thin films to adjust polarity of carrier transport 
has not been convincingly demonstrated. Molecular structure modification therefore has 
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been explored as a direct and effective way to new materials with improved luminescent 
and conducting properties. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate structure modifications of 8-hydroxylquinoline, 
the ligand compound of Alq3 complex, through chemical substitution reactions in hoping 
of obtaining new luminescent materials with improved carrier mobility. 
 
7.1.3. 8-Hydroxyquinoline-Metal Complexes 
Being generally considered as excellent emitting and electron transporting 
materials, 8-hydroxyquinoline-metal complexes have been extensively studied as model 
compounds for practical OLED displays.29-33 The first successful high-performance 
OLED was demonstrated using Alq3/N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(3-methylphenyl)-1,1’-
biphenyl-4,4’diamine (TPD) single heterostructures.18 In a Alq3/TPD device, Alq3 serves 
as both LL and ETL.34 Holes are injected from TPD into Alq3. The hole mobility of TPD 
is of the order of ~10-3,35 while in Alq3 the electron mobility is ~10-4 cm2V-1s-1 with hole 
mobility at least two orders of magnitude lower.36,37 The small hole mobility of Alq3 
results in a short diffusion length of ~30-100 Å.38 Therefore, excitons are formed in a 
region near the ETL-HTL interface known as “recombination zone”. The existence of 
such a working zone results in a low EL efficiency, and limits the LL thickness of 
optimal devices. Several groups have reported significantly increased EL efficiencies 
with multilayer configurations. These approaches derived benefit from either depositing a 
thin layer of organic hole blocking materials such as oligothiophenes39-41, or fabricating a 
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layer of materials such as copper phthalocyanine,42 and polyaniline,43,44 on to the anode 
surface to facilitate improving the hole injection efficiency. 
As previously mentioned, structure modification also provides great opportunities 
to obtain new materials with improved properties. However, there have been relatively 
few studies on substituted metalloquinolates, which may exhibit strong 
photoluminescence and improved carrier mobility.45-48 Metalloquinolates methyl 
derivatives were used as an electron transporting and hosting material in a highly 
efficient dye-doped multilayer OLED.49,50 The synthesis of sulfonamide substituted 
metallo-8-hydroxyquinolines has been reported.51 As compared to the unsubstituted AlQ3 
and ZnQ2, these materials exhibit increased solubility in nonpolar solvents, and their 
strong luminescence is blue-shifted. 
An ideal LL material would be bipolar, allowing transporting of both holes and 
electrons. The recombination of charge carriers would then occur in the whole volume of 
the luminescent layer with high efficiency. Bipolar emitting materials not only improve 
the performance of OLEDs, but are likely to simplify the packing process of the device 
with single layer structures as well. In this study, we proposed to introduce electron-
donating aromatic amine side groups such as aniline derivatives, onto 8-
hydroxyquinoline ring. With highly conjugated structure, the new metalloquinolates may 
exhibit enhanced hole transporting ability as compared to the unsubstituted ones. 
Moreover, the 1-4-phylenediamine derivative side chains offer the opportunity to 
chemically control the oxidation state of the molecule.52-54 It would be greatly interesting 
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if we could fine-tune the carrier transporting by controlling the oxidation state of the 
materials. As to the emitting properties, these substitutes would narrow the band gap 
between the HOMO and LUMO, and therefore have measurable effects on the 
electrophotonic spectra.55 It is also anticipated that the addition of bulky side chains to 
metalloquinolates should lead to better thin film formation by reducing the tendency of 
aggregation and crystallization, a philosophy which has guided the design of charge 
transport agents in multilayer electro-optical devices.56 
 
7.2. Experimental 
Two aniline derivatives modified 8-hydroxyquinoline ligands were prepared by 
chemical oxidation-addition reactions of 8-hydroxyquinoline with N,N-dimethyl-1,4-
phenylenediamine and 1,4-phenylenediamine, respectively, followed by hydrogenation. 
 
7.2.1. Materials 
1,4-Phenylenediamine (97%, Aldrich), 8-hydroxyquinoline (99%, Aldrich), N,N-
dimethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine (97%, Aldrich), aluminum isopropoxide (99.99%, 
Aldrich), copper (II) acetate (98%, Aldrich), palladium (10 wt%, on active carbon, 
Aldrich) benzene (99.8%, anhydrous, Aldrich) and potassium peroxide (99.7%, Fisher) 
were all used as received without further purification. Sodium phosphate (monobasic, 
anhydrous, Sigma) and sodium phosphate (dibasic, heptahydrate, Sigma) were used to 
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prepare phosphate buffer solution. Ethyl alcohol (dehydrate, Pharmco), was used as 
cosolvent in the synthesis of ligands. 
 
7.2.2. Synthesis of N,N’-bis(N,N-dimethyl-4’-aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-
ketoquinoline (1a) and N,N’-bis(4’-aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-ketoquinoline 
(2a) 
The aniline derivative modified quinoline ligands were prepared by a chemical 
oxidation reaction. A typical synthesis procedure to 1a is as follows: to a 500-ml three-
neck round bottom flask, 8-hydroxyquinoline (1.5 g, 0.010 mol), 300 ml phosphate buffer 
(pH 8.0, 0.1 M) and 30 ml ethanol were added. The flask was placed in a 75 °C oil bath. 
The suspension was magnetically stirred for about 30 minutes till a complete dissolution 
was achieved. In a 100-mL beaker, another reactant, N,N-dimethyl-1,4-
phenylenediamine (2.9 g, 0.021 mol), was dissolved in 30 ml buffer (pH 8.0, 0.1 M). To 
ensure the homogeneity of the solution, 30 ml ethanol was added as cosolvent. The 
resultant reddish-purple solution was poured into the flask as one portion followed by 
dropwisely addition of the oxidant solution, potassium persulfate (4.1 g, 0.015 mol) in 
100 ml pH 8.0 buffer. With vigorous stirring, potassium persulfate solution was added 
into the reaction mixture at about 1 drop/sec. The reaction mixture was kept stirred for 3 
h at 75 ˚C. The dark blue precipitate was filtered through a Buchner funnel under a 
reduced pressure. Upon drying at ambient temperature for 24 h under vacuum, 2.4 g 
crude product was collected in the yield of 59 %. After recrystallization in toluene twice, 
1.3 g target ligand compound was obtained as dark blue crystals. Mp 228-229 ˚C. 1H 
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NMR (250 MHz, DCCl3) δ (ppm): 8.95 (1H d), 8.91(1H d), 7.61(1H t), 7.11(1H d), 
7.08(1H d), 7.03(1H d), 7.00(1H d), 6.86(1H s), 6.78(1H d), 6.75(1H d), 6.72(1H, d), 
6.69(1H d), 3.00(6H s), 2.95(6H s). IR (neat cm-1) 3327, 1648 1593, 1518, 1352, 1295, 
1244, 1165, 1139, 1080, 1011, 947, 811, 722, 686, 605. Exact Mass calcd for C25H25ON5 
(M+): 411.2059; found: 411.2059. Anal. Calcd for C25H25ON5: C: 72.99; H: 6.08; N: 
17.03; O: 3.89; found: C: 73.42; H: 6.05; N: 16.72; O: 3.81. 
Following the similar procedure, ligand 2a was prepared by a reaction with 8-
hydoxyquinoline and 1,4-phenylenediamine as starting materials. Mp 259 – 260 ˚C. 1H 
NMR (250 MHz, DCCl3) δ 8.93 (1H d), 8.89(1H d), 7.63(1H t), 7.00(1H d), 6.96(1H d), 
6.89(1H d), 6.85(1H d), 6.76(1H s), 6.75(1H d), 6.70(1H d), 6.69(1H, d), 6.65(1H d), 
3.73(2H, br), 3.68(2H, br). IR (neat cm-1) 3430, 3350, 3202, 2200, 1657, 1599, 1518, 
1340, 1284, 1164, 1086, 1012, 826, 720, 614. Exact Mass calcd for C21H18ON5 (M++H): 
356.1511; found: 356.1497. Anal. Calcd for C21H17ON5: C: 70.99; H: 4.82; N: 19.71; O: 
4.50; found: C: 71.43; H: 5.01; N: 18.56; O: 5.00. 
 
7.2.3. Syntheses of Complexes 
These ligands can be used to prepare various new complexes by reaction with 
different metal ions. In this study, aluminum(III) and copper(II) ions were used to 
demonstrate the versatility of this synthesis. To coordinate with metal ions, the keto 
group of the ligands was reduced to a hydroxyl group prior to the complexation reaction. 
A palladium catalytic hydrogenation strategy was employed to accomplish this reduction. 
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The reduction of ligands can be easily visualized by the color of the solution, which 
turned gradually from dark blue to yellow brown. As a typical procedure to prepare 
tris(N,N’-bis(N,N-dimethyl-4’-aminophenyl)-5,7-amino-8-hydroxyquinolato)aluminum 
(3a), ligand 1a (0.25 g, 0.60 mmol) was dissolved in 50 ml anhydrous benzene in a 100-
ml round-bottom flask under hydrogen atmosphere. As catalyst, 0.030 g palladium on 
active carbon was added. With hydrogen continuously bubbled, the reaction mixture was 
refluxed with stirring for 4 h. The resulting solution was yellow brown. Aluminum 
isopropoxide (0.041 g, 0.20 mmol) was then added in one portion. A reddish color was 
immediately visible. The reaction mixture was kept stirred at reflux for 1 day. The 
resultant solution was deep reddish purple with precipitates. In a nitrogen box, reaction 
mixture was filtered through a Gooch crucible. Reddish purple precipitate was collected 
and rinsed with benzene. To remove the palladium/carbon catalyst powder, the 
precipitate was re-dissolved in methylene chloride and filtered. The filtrate was collected 
and concentrated. Powdery reddish purple solid was collected and dried under vacuum to 
give 0.24 g of 3a in a yield of 85 %. Complex 3b was prepared through the reaction of 2a 
and aluminum isopropoxide with similar procedures. The product was obtained in a yield 
of 72 %. 
Copper(II) complex was prepared by the reaction of ligand 1a (0.082 g, 0.40 
mmol) and copper(II) acetate (0.036 g, 0.20 mmol) following the similar procedures to 
the aluminum complexes. The reaction offers a yield of 78 %. All complexes were 
characterized by mass spectroscopy with satisfactory results.  
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7.2.4. Instrumentation and Characterization 
Infrared (IR) spectra of KBr powder-pressed pellets were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer 1600 FTIR spectrometer. The 1H-NMR spectra were measured on an IBM Bruker 
AM 250 FT-NMR spectrometer with chloroform-d3 as solvent. Mass spectra were 
obtained with a VG ZAB-HF high resolution mass spectrometer. UV-Vis spectra were 
recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 2 spectrometer. Melting points were measured using 
a MEL-TEMP melting point apparatus and were uncorrected. Elemental analysis was 
carried out by Micro-Analysis Inc. 
 
7.3. Results and Discussion 
Two highly conjugated aniline derivatives modified quinoline ligands (i.e., 1a and 
2a) were prepared by chemical oxidation-addition reactions of 8-hydroxyquinoline with 
N,N-dimethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine and 1,4-phenylenediamine, respectively. The 
synthesis is depicted in Figure 7-3. Potassium persulfate was used as the oxidant. The 
reaction was held at 75 °C for 3 h. Retaining such a relatively high reaction temperature 
is in favor of obtaining the product in good purity and of the additions onto both 5 and 7 
positions.57 The ligands were obtained as substituted 8-ketoquinolines, of which the 
compositions and structures were characterized by mass spectra, elemental analysis, IR, 
and 1H NMR spectroscopy. 
Both as-synthesized ligands were blue powder. After recrystallization 1a was 
obtained as blue crystals and gave apparently satisfactory elemental analysis and exact 
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mass measurement. While attempting to recrystallize 2a was not very successful. The 
exact mass measurement is consistent with calculated molecular weight. The elemental 
analysis, however, exhibits slight discrepancies with theoretical values. The difficulty of 
purifying 2a probably results from the relatively higher reactivity of its primary amine 
end groups, in comparison with the tertiary amine in 1a. 
The 1H NMR spectra of ligand 1a and 2a in chloroform-d3 are shown in Figures 
7-4 and 7-5. Apart from the aromatic multiplets at 6.69~ 6.78 ppm and 7.00~ 7.11 ppm 
arising from the protons in two benzene rings, two sets of multiplets can be seen at low 
field. The doublets at 8.91 ppm and 8.95 ppm are assigned to the protons H2 and H4, 
which have similar chemical shift and are both coupled to H3 in quinoline ring. The signal 
at 7.61 ppm area is the triplet of H3 in quinoline ring. The positions of H2~4 were further 
confirmed by spin decoupling experiments. Decoupling spectra were shown as the 
insertion of Figure 7-4. When the H2 and H4 area was irradiated, the signal of H3 
collapsed to the expected singlet. A similar, but mirror image situation was found in H2 
and H4 area when H3 was irradiated. Decoupled H2 and H4 presented as singlet due to 
their similar chemical shift. The narrow singlet at 6.86 ppm is expected from the proton 
H6 in quinoline ring. When comparing the NMR spectrum of 1a (Figure 7-4) with that of 
2a (Figure 7-5), there is a noticeable difference in the high field resulted from the 
different end groups of the side chains. In the spectrum of 1a, the protons from -CH3 
appear as two narrow singlets at 2.95 and 3.00 ppm whereas for ligand 2a the end group 
protons are from -NH2 and therefore present two broad overlap singlets at 3.70 ppm area. 
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The absence of the proton from the -NH- in the 7 position substituting side chain is 
because either the proton fast exchanges with water or the signal is too broad to be 
observed. 
The IR spectra of two ligands are compared in Figure 7-6. In general for both 
ligands, the characteristic band at 1590 cm-1 arises mainly from both C=N and C=C 
stretching of the quinoline unit, and the band near 1504 cm-1 is attributed to the C-C 
aromatic ring stretching vibration of the benzenoid diamine unit. The strong absorption at 
1650 cm-1 associates with C=O stretching vibration of keto group on quinoline ring. The 
aromatic C-H stretching exhibits a characteristic sharp peak at 3320 cm-1. The structure 
difference between 1a and 2a can be distinguished from IR absorption in high energy 
region. The aliphatic C-H broad band at around 2860 cm-1 is clearly observed from the 
spectrum of 1a, which has -CH3 as end groups. In the contrast, the primary amine groups 
in 2a exhibit the typical N-H stretches at 3170 cm-1 and 3400 cm-1. The absence of the 
strong O-H stretching band at 3200-3600 cm-1 further confirms the keto structures for 1a 
and 2a. 
The formation of keto quinoline is anticipated due to the presence of oxidant in 
the synthesis. The keto form aniline derivative modified quinoline ligands can be easily 
reduced to hydroxyl form through hydrogenation. However, it was noticed that in the air 
the keto ligands (e.g., 1b) undergo oxidation and regenerate their keto forms (e.g., 1a). 
This reversible process may affect the synthesis and properties of obtained complex 
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compounds, since we noticed that only hydroxyl ligands can coordinate with metal ions. 
This re-oxidation process was in-depth studied with UV-Vis spectroscopy. 
Due to the structure similarity between ligands 1a and 2a, the former was used as 
the example compound to study the re-oxidation reaction. A similar situation was also 
observed with 2a. The solution of 1a in benzene is dark blue. After hydrogenation, fully 
reduced 1b in benzene exhibits a characteristic yellowish color. When exposed to air, the 
solution gradually changes the color back to blue which is indicative of the oxidation of 
1b. This distinctive color change from 1b to 1a allows us to monitor the oxidation 
process of 1b with UV-Visible spectroscopy. Figure 7-7 shows a series of UV-Vis 
spectra of 1b obtained at different exposing time. The spectrum of pure 1b exhibits two 
strong absorption peaks at 290 and 330 nm, along with a relatively weak and broad one at 
420 nm. These bands are attributed to π-π∗ transitions of conjugated ring system with the 
presence of a hydroxyl group. During oxidation, the peaks at shorter wavelength 
attenuated and blue shifted. A new band associated with the benzoid to quinoid excitonic 
transition gradually developed at around 600 nm due to the formation of 1a. As a 
function of reaction time, the UV absorbance at 330 nm, 420 nm and 600 nm were 
recorded and shown in Figure 7-8. It can be clearly observed that the absorbance at 330 
and 420 nm decreases with the oxidation time while the absorbance at 600 nm increases 
with time. To further study the kinetics of this re-oxidation transformation, the reaction 
order was evaluated based on the change of UV absorbance at 600 nm during the reaction. 
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The absorbance at 600 nm is the characteristic of 1a and can be correlated with 
the concentration of 1a by applying Beer’s Law: A = ε b c, where A is referred to the 
measured absorbance, ε is a constant of proportionality call the molar absorptivity or 
molar absorption coefficient, and b is the path length.58 In our measurement, we keep b 
constant at exactly 1.00 cm, so the expression reduces to A = ε c. Table 7-1 summarizes 
the absorbance of a series of solutions of 1a with different concentrations at 600 nm. 
Constructing a plot with the concentrations on the x-axis against the corresponding 
absorbance on the y-axis we can determine ε, which is the slope of the best straight line 
through the points. The UV absorbance at 600 nm of a series of 1a solutions at different 
concentration was measured and summarized at below. The Beer’s Law calibration curve 
was shown in Figure 7-9, from which ε was found to be 12.58 mM-1·cm-1. 
Once the molar absorptivity of 1a was obtained, the concentration of 1b during an 
oxidation reaction from 1b to 1a was derived and plotted in Figure 7-10 based on Figure 
7-8(c). An assumption was made that 1b was completely oxidized to 1a when the 
absorbance at 600 nm is stabilized. The insert of Figure 7-10 shows the linearity between 
logarithm of concentration of 1b and elapsed reaction time, which suggests that this 
reaction is first order, or most likely pseudo first order due to the excess amount O2 
compared with the relatively low concentration of 1b. It is plotted in Figure 7-10 the 
theoretical trace of concentration as a function of oxidation time in a first order reaction. 
The experimental curve reasonably approximates the theoretical one up to about 80 % 
conversion. 
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To prevent the re-oxidation of the ligand during the complexation reaction, 
hydrogen was continuously supplied as protection atmosphere. The ligands in the reduced 
form were successfully coordinated with different metal ions, such as aluminum and 
copper. As the result, 8-hydroxyquinoline derivative-metal complexes were obtained as 
inert salts, which have been defined as necessary form for complex emitting materials 
used in organic EL devices.59 The fresh-prepared aluminum and copper complexes were 
all reddish-purple powder and soluble in most of organic solvent. The mass spectra of 
aluminum complexes of 1a and 2a were sampled in Figure 7-11 and 7-12. For both 
complexes, the mass spectrum exhibits three distinctive peaks at masses equal to ligand 
(L), L2Al and L3Al. In comparison with the L and L2Al peaks, the height of L3Al peak is 
relatively low, especially in the case of ligand 2a. The pattern that two strong peaks at L 
and L2Al are of about the same height, highly suggests that these two peaks result from 
the fragmentation of complexes (L3Al). Similar mass spectrum pattern were observed for 
copper complexes. 
These complexes are stable when stored under nitrogen atmosphere, while once 
being exposed to air, especially in solution, the complexes gradually change the color to 
deep blue, which is the characteristic of the keto quinoline ligands. The stability of the 
complexes was studied with mass spectroscopy. The mass spectrum of the sample stored 
under nitrogen for two weeks (Figure 7-13, bottom) resembles the same spectroscopic 
pattern as the fresh-prepared sample with three peaks at L, L2Al and L3Al. The complex 
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L3Al dissociated to free ligand (L) in 2 h when exposed to air in solution (Figure 7-13, 
top). 
Both UV and mass spectroscopy measurements indicate that the complexes 
prepared with the new ligands are not stable in air, probably resulting from the instability 
of the hydroxyl form of substituted quinolines. Due to this unfavorable phenomenon, the 
electrophotonic properties of the new metaloquinolate are still under investigation at 
present time. 
 
7.4. Conclusions 
Two highly conjugated aniline derivative modified 8-hydroxyquinoline ligands, 
N,N’-bis(N,N-dimethyl-4’-aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-ketoquinoline and N,N’-
bis(4’-aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-ketoquinoline, have been synthesized and fully 
characterized with mass spectroscopy, elemental analysis, NMR, Infrared and UV-
Visible spectroscopes. After introducing aniline derivative side groups onto quinoline 
ring, new ligands were obtained in their keto forms, which can be easily reduced to 
hydroxyl forms with platinum catalyzed hydrogenations. Exposed to air, the hydroxyl 
quinolines show strong tendency to be oxidized back to keto quinolines. The kinetics of 
these oxidation reactions was spectrophotometrically studied with UV-Visible 
spectroscopy. The reaction was found to be approximately a first order reaction. 
With these new ligands, aluminum and copper complexes were prepared as 
potential electroluminescent materials. The structures of the complexes were confirmed 
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with mass spectroscopy. By introducing the highly conjugating structures to ligands, the 
new complexes were proposed to exhibit improved charge transporting properties in 
comparison with unsubstituted 8-hydroxylquinoline. The charge transporting properties 
may be furthermore adjusted by controlling the oxidation state of the molecules. Even 
though we were not able to reveal the electrophotonic properties of these complexes due 
to their instability in air, the feasibility of obtaining new ligands and metaloquinolates 
through molecular design was demonstrated. 
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Table 7-1. The UV absorbance at 600 nm of a series of 1a solutions at different 
concentration. 
 
 
Concentrationa 
(mM) 
Absorbance at 
600 nm 
0.04 0.519 
0.08 1.0273 
0.12 1.5049 
0.16 2.0239 
 
a The solutions were prepared using benzene as solvent. 
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Figure 7-1. Structures of new ligands and their metal complexes. 
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Figure 7-2. Schematic cross-sectional diagram of an OLED. 
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Figure 7-3. Synthetic scheme for ligand 1a and hydrogenation reaction of ligand 1a to 
ligand 1b. 
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Figure 7-4. NMR Spectra of ligand 1a. Inserts: (a) H2 and H4 irradiated, (b) H3 
irradiated. 
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Figure 7-5. NMR Spectrum of ligand 2a. 
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Figure 7-6. FT-IR spectra of (a) ligand 1a and (b) ligand 2a. 
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Figure 7-7. Representative UV-Vis spectra for ligand 1b in toluene after oxidation 
with air for various reaction periods: (a) 1, (b) 4, (c) 7, (d) 10, (e) 13, (f) 16 min. 
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Figure 7-8. During air oxidation: 1b → 1a, UV absorbance at (a) 330 nm, (b) 420 nm 
and (c) 600 nm measured as a function of time. 
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Figure 7-9. Molar absorptivity calculation curve plotted based on UV absorbance at 
600 nm of ligand 1a at different concentrations. 
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Figure 7-10. Plot of concentration of 1b versus reaction time (a) based on UV 
measurement, (b) for first-order reaction with the same initial concentration. Insert: linear 
plot for a first-order reaction - natural logarithm of concentration of 1b versus reaction 
time. 
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Figure 7-11. Mass spectrum of aluminum complex 3a. 
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Figure 7-12. Mass spectrum of aluminum complex 3b. 
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Figure 7-13. Mass spectra of aluminum complex sample, 3a, stored under different 
conditions. Top: dissolved in acetone for 2 h; Bottom: powder under nitrogen for 2 weeks. 
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Chapter 8.  Concluding Remarks 
 
This dissertation has been focused on the synthetic process development, 
characterization and applications of novel nanostructured, electroactive and bioapplicable 
materials. This work consists of two major areas. One is nanostructured porous materials. 
In this study, using the newly developed nonsurfactant templating sol-gel method, we 
have further demonstrated its outstanding versatility, including various synthetic routes 
using different novel templates, controllable product morphologies such as spheres and 
monoliths, and fine-tunable product compositions. In addition the proposed synthetic 
pathway and obtained products are “biofriendly”. Another theme of my research was to 
investigate electroactive materials and their various applications with an emphasis on 
biocompatible electroactive materials. The biofriendly property of these materials has 
been demonstrated by preliminary cell growth studies. Therefore, the objectives of this 
dissertation have been achieved. 
These two topics are further summarized in detail in the following sections. 
 
8.1. Nanostructured Materials 
Novel nanostructured sol-gel materials and composites have been developed with 
tailored properties, such as structure, morphology, composition and functions. The 
versatility of the nonsurfactant templated sol-gel method has been studied and 
successfully demonstrated with carefully designed synthetic conditions including 
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template selection, pH and composition. The convenient synthesis as well as the well 
defined structures and physicochemical properties render the nanostructured materials 
great suitability for a wide range of potential applications, such as functional coatings, 
chemical and biological sensors, drug delivery devices, etc. 
Thermal sensitive compounds were demonstrated as a new category of 
nonsurfactant template functioning as pore structure directing agent as well as providing 
opportunities to a convenient template removal with low temperature thermal treatment. 
Benzoin was selected as an example of thermal sensitive compounds due to its thermal 
instability and good solubility in pyridine solvent. Template containing silica materials 
have been synthesized through acid-catalyzed sol-gel reactions of a silicon alkoxide (i.e., 
tetraethyl orthosilicate) in the presence of benzoin with varied concentrations from 20 to 
60 wt %. Due to the characteristic thermal decomposition of benzoin, more than 90 wt % 
of the template can be effectively removed from the silica matrix when heated at 150 °C 
for 6 h under a reduced pressure (<1 mmHg). Nitrogen sorption and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) characterizations reveal that the mesoporous materials obtained after 
the template removal possess a three-dimensional network of interconnected wormlike 
mesopores. The pore parameters are adjustable by simply varying the template 
concentration. By controlling the heating temperature and duration, adjustable partial 
template removal can be achieved, which provides us necessary information to establish 
the insightful correlations between template distribution and pore structure. 
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In contrast to the conventional high temperature calcination for template removal, 
which usually involves temperatures of 500-600 °C, thermal sensitive compound 
templated method affords the possibility to obtain mesoporous materials with a thermal 
template removal at much lower temperature. The usefulness of the process therefore can 
be extended to applications wherein the materials involved are thermally instable, such as 
biomolecule immobilizations and coatings on metal or polymer thin film substrates, etc. 
It is expected that a wider range of thermal sensitive or photo sensitive compounds could 
be used as nonsurfactant templates aiming at the development of more convenient 
synthetic route under ambient conditions. 
Demonstrating the versatility of the template species is just one of aspects to 
explore the many advantages provided by nonsurfactant template pathway. For example, 
it would be desirable to gain the morphology control over the porous materials. While 
most of the previously reported mesoporous materials prepared with nonsurfactant 
templated method were powders, monolithic materials or thin films, this is the first time 
mesoporous spheres were prepared with a nonsurfactant template. The synthesis route is 
closely related to the nonsurfactant template sol-gel pathway to prepare mesoporous 
silica monoliths. A proper amount of basic catalyst, NH4OH, provides the necessary pH 
during the sol-gel reactions for the desired morphology. The obtained silica nanoparticles 
exhibit well-defined spherical shape and uniform size with the diameter of around 420 
nm. Demonstrated with fructose, nonsurfactant templates can be easily removed from as-
synthesized template-silica composites by water extraction at ambient temperature. After 
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the removal of template, the silica well retained the spherical shape, and similar to the 
monolithic materials prepared with nonsurfactant templates, exhibit mesoporous 
characteristics. To a certain extent, the porosity of the silica nanospheres can be fine-
tuned by adjusting the template concentration in the starting sol mixture. With both the 
mild, convenient synthetic process and the well-defined morphology and nanostructure, 
the obtained mesoporous spheres are suitable for further investigation as the matrix 
materials for biosensor and drug delivery applications. 
Besides porous materials with different morphologies, nonsurfactant templating 
pathway can be also used to prepare nanocomposites. With a colloidal gold sol as second 
sol component, mesoporous gold-silica porous nanocomposites have bee prepared. The 
synthesis procedures are based on the nonsurfactant templated pathway by producing 
homogeneous sol-gel solution in the presence of templates to obtain the final dried gel 
monoliths. After a one-step template removal and gold annealing calcination, 
nanocomposites were obtained with nano-sized gold particles randomly dispersed 
throughout the silica matrix. The materials exhibited typical mesoporosity, which is 
affected by gold concentration arising from combined effects of “co-templating” and 
“space occupying”. While offering good confinement, the transparent silica matrix 
presents no appreciable effect on the optical properties of gold nanoparticles. The 
composites exhibit unique size-dependent characteristics of gold nanoparticles, such as 
plasmon resonance and Raman surface enhancement effect. Incorporating high surface 
area and the high porosity of the silica framework with the optical and physical/chemical 
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properties of gold nanoparticles makes the materials good candidates for promising 
sensing and catalyst applications. In collaboration with the researchers in US Army 
Research Laboratory, these materials are under active studies for fabricating new 
chemical and biological sensors to test for contamination in soldiers’ water supplies. The 
preliminary results indicate that with surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, the sensing 
of 10 ppm cyanide ion in water with our gold-silica mesoporous nanocomposites can be 
achieved in a timescale of minutes. A more detailed description of this study will be 
included in Ms. Kate Ong’s Ph.D. dissertation in Dr. Yen Wei’s group at Drexel 
University. 
Nanostructured organic-inorganic thin films have been fabricated on mica and 
glass slide substrates by solvent casting and self-assembly of vinyl modified silica 
nanoparticles. Formation of covalent interactions between organic and inorganic 
nanophases was achieved by a photo-initiated free radical polymerization with a 
relatively high conversion. Most areas of the nanocomposite films have multilayer 
structure of low-dimensional close packing of silica particles, while a portion (about 10 
%) of the thin films exhibits monolayer array of nanoparticles with short-range local 
ordering. The optimization of ordered structure formation of the nanocomposite thin film 
should be further studied. As an extended study, porous silica nanoparticles prepared via 
our nonsurfactant templated pathway have been assembled on glass substrate surface. 
The particle films exhibit monolayered structure with partial hexagonal arrangement, 
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which depends on size distribution. These films are of interest due to their potential in 
optics, barrier coating and sensor applications. 
8.2. Electroactive, Bioapplicable Materials 
A biological templated synthetic pathway has been developed to improve the 
biocompatibility and processability of conducting polymers for the biological 
applications. The chemical initiated polymerization of aniline monomer is carried out in 
an acidic aqueous environment in the presence of collagen fibrils. The incorporation of 
polyaniline with biomaterials such as collagen renders the material significantly 
improved biocompatibility and water solubility in comparison to PANI control sample 
synthesized in the absence of collagen. Electroactivity of the complex is controllable 
through reversible doping/de-doping process. The attractive forces between aniline 
monomer and collagen, such as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, van der 
Waals attractions, and hydrophobic interactions, may play important roles in the 
formation of entwined PANI-Colla complex. The existence of such interactions is 
confirmed with IR spectroscopy studies. Demonstrated with attachment, variation and 
differentiation studies of neuron cells on PANI-Colla coated culture dishes, the new 
material shows improved biocompatibility, as expected, in comparison to PANI. Binding 
of this electroactive polymer with a biological material provides opportunities towards 
studying the fundamental structure-property relationship of biomacromolecules, and 
developing novel intelligent scaffold materials, biosensors and electronics.  
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In an effort to obtain new electroluminescent materials for organic light emitting 
diodes (OLED) applications, two highly conjugated aniline derivative modified 8-
hydroxyquinoline ligands, N,N’-bis(N,N-dimethyl-4’-aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-
ketoquinoline and N,N’-bis(4’-aminophenyl)-5-imino-7-amino-8-ketoquinoline, have 
been synthesized. The obtained ligands exist in their keto forms, which can be concluded 
based on the characterization with mass spectroscopy, elemental analysis, NMR and IR 
spectroscopy. The compounds can be easily reduced to hydroxyl forms by hydrogenation. 
Upon exposure to air the hydroxyl quinolines can be oxidized back to keto quinolines. 
The kinetics of these oxidation reactions was spectrophotometrically studied with UV-
Vis spectroscopy. The reaction was found to be approximately a first order reaction. The 
metal complexes were prepared with new ligands in their hydroxyl forms. It was found 
that these new complexes are not stable in air, especially when dissolved in solvent. With 
the introduction of conjugated side groups onto the 8-hydroxylquinoline ring structure, 
the charge transport ability of the materials should be improved. Even though we are not 
able to measure the electrooptical properties of the new materials so far, the feasibility of 
obtaining new ligands and metaloquinolates through molecular design was demonstrated. 
Further structure optimization is needed to improve the stability of the materials. 
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Appendix A.  Stimuli-Responsive Polyphosphazenes as Controlled Drug Delivery 
Matrix Materials 
(An Independent Research Proposal Defended and Passed On May 03, 2001 in Partial 
Fulfillment of the Requirement for the Ph.D. Candidacy) 
 
A.1. Abstract 
Biocompatible polymer matrix delivery system shows many advantages for 
controlled drug delivery, such as sustained release, effective conservation of drug 
activeness and adjustable controllability from various polymer architectures. 
Polyphosphazene, as a relatively new biodegradable polymer, has been widely studied as 
drug delivery matrix material. This polymer has an inorganic backbone that is 
biocompatible over time and able to degrade to harmless small molecule products: 
ammonia, phosphate, and water. Using polyphosphazene, the delivery system can be 
made bioerodible to avoid surgical removal of the device after use, and the degradability 
can be tailored to respond to different physiological environmental condition by 
appropriate choice of substituted side chains. 
The objective of this proposed research is to investigate the modification of 
biodegradable polyphosphazenes with stimuli-responsive polymers and to further 
evaluate these materials as matrices for controlled drug delivery system, especially for 
pH and/or temperature sensitive drug release. In this proposed study, conformational 
changeable polymers as stimuli-responsive modifiers are either grafted onto 
polyphosphazene backbones as side chains or crosslinked to form interpenetrating 
polymer networks (IPN) with polyphosphazenes. Having the stimuli-responsive material 
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as sensor units, the biodegradable polyphosphazene matrices are to be constructed as 
living bodylike systems with functions of sensing the signal caused by disease, such as 
temperature or pH change, judging the magnitude of the signal, and then releasing the 
drug in direct response. These delivery systems are distinguished from the conventional 
polyphosphazene drug delivery systems in two ways: fast site-specific delivery and 
multi-pulsatile release responsive to external physical stimuli. The physical and chemical 
properties of stimuli-responsive polyphosphazenes are to be studied. The matrix delivery 
systems are to be prepared and evaluated for biodegradable controlled release. 
 
A.2. Introduction 
A.2.1. Controlled Drug Delivery 
Controlled drug delivery and drug release systems, as the name implies, are 
devices designed to disseminate a drug when and where necessary, and at the proper dose. 
An ideally controlled drug delivery and release system should be capable of optimum 
response to the disease with minimum side-effects, sustained release, and prolonged 
efficiency. The majority of drugs used during the last few centuries for treatment of 
human diseases have been small molecules. Since the early 1970s, polymeric drug 
delivery systems have attracted much more research interests. The polymeric systems 
depending on their chemical basis and physical design can be classified into three 
categories: 1) polymeric drugs,1 which are polymers having biological activity; 2) 
polymeric prodrugs,1 which are prepared by covalently conjugate polymers to drugs; 3) 
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biocompatible polymer matrices,2 which physically combine with established drug and 
work only as vehicles for delivering the drug to the body. 
Most of the drug delivery systems currently being commercially used are 
produced with polymer matrices. This technique shows many advantages from the view 
point of controlled delivery. In a matrix delivery system, the drug is trapped within the 
polymer. There are mainly two release mechanisms, which might both be in effect in the 
same delivery system.2 In diffusion controlled release the drug dissolves or diffuses from 
the polymer matrix, while in polymer erosion controlled release, the polymer has to first 
dissolve or disintegrate. In either case, the release of the drug is greatly affected by the 
chemical/physical properties of the matrix. So the control over the drug release could be 
achieved through appropriate selecting and designing of the polymer material. Another 
major advantage is that in this type of delivery system, the drug is simply encapsulated 
within the polymer matrix with no chemical bonding and remains in a biologically active 
form. As soon as being released from the polymeric matrix, the drug can immediately 
exert its effect upon the body. Its biological effect is the same as that when used alone 
and could be predicted based upon its release rate. The polymer matrix delivery approach 
also provides a sustained delivery. Either through a diffusion or polymer erosion 
mechanism, the release of the drug to the physiological environment is extended over a 
longer period than if the drug is used in its native form. 
A variety of polymers, especially those biodegradable, are being used in the 
polymer matrix drug delivery system. These include aliphatic polyesters,3 
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polyanhydrides,4 polyorthoesters,5 polyaminoacid,6 and polyphosphazene.7 Among these 
materials, polyphosphazene as a novel biodegradable “inorganic polymer”, has attracted 
much research interests. 
 
A.2.2. Polyphosphazene 
Polyphosphazenes are a class of polymers with backbones consisting of 
alternating phosphorus and nitrogen atoms. The repeating unit in polyphosphazenes is 
shown in Figure A-1,8 where the side groups, R and R’, can be organic, inorganic or 
organometallic. Interests in these polymers rely on the fact that, compared to other 
biodegradable polymer materials, polyphosphazenes are easier to be manipulated with 
different side groups. In addition, their physical and chemical properties are greatly 
affected by the nature of the side groups. Therefore, polymer with a wide range of 
properties can be obtained by appropriately choosing side chain groups.9 The possibility 
to obtain polyorganophosphazene with different tunable properties makes those polymers 
potentially useful in many fields, ranging from pharmaceutical, industrial to agricultural 
applications. 
 
A.2.2.1. Synthesis of Polyphosphazenes 
Two different fundamental routes to synthesize substituted polyphosphazenes are 
shown in Figure A-2.10 Method one starts from substitution reactions of the chlorine 
atoms on hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene to prepare phosphazene cyclic trimers with 
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different side groups. By ring-opening polymerization of these small cyclic trimers, 
polyphosphazenes with different substituents can be obtained. 
Many new materials have been prepared through this direct synthesis.11 However, 
the steric hindrance effect greatly limits the variety and the amount of the substituent on 
polymer chains.12 To solve this problem, an alternative two-step reaction sequence was 
developed by Allcock and his co-workers in 1980s.13 This synthesis route involves the 
preparation of poly(dichlorophosphazene) and a sequential substitution reaction of 
chlorine atoms. In the first step, poly(dichlorophosphazene) as highly reactive 
macromolecular intermediate, can be prepared by several different methods. The most 
effective route to high molecular weight poly(dichlorophosphazene) is via the ring-
opening polymerization of the cyclic trimer, hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene at 250 °C in 
the molten phase or in solution. This reaction gives a polymer with a broad molecular 
weight distribution, but with an Mw near 2,000,000, which corresponds to approximately 
15,000 repeating units per chain. More recently, a room-temperature, living cationic 
condensation polymerization of Me3SiN=PCl3 method has also been developed through 
collaboration of Allcock and Manners.14 This reaction yields narrow molecular weight 
distribution polymers, with excellent control of the molecular weight and access to block 
copolymers. The second step in the synthesis of Allcock’s method involves the 
replacement of the chlorine atoms by reactions with different organic or organometalic 
groups. Typically, an average of 30,000 chlorine atoms per molecule could be replaced at 
this stage as the result of high reactivity of the P-Cl bond. Based on this macromolecular 
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substitution reaction, several hundred different polyorganophosphazenes have been 
synthesized. Most of the current industrial important polyphosphazenes are made by this 
method. 
 
A.2.2.2. Applications of Polyphosphazenes in Controlled Drug Delivery 
As a relatively new biodegradable polymer, polyphosphazene as drug delivery 
material has been widely studied. Compared with other drug delivery matrix materials, 
polyphosphazene shows particular advantages because it has an inorganic backbone that 
is biocompatible over time15 and that degrades to harmless small molecule products: 
ammonia, phosphate, and water.16 The system can be made bioerodible to avoid surgical 
removal of the device after use, and the degradability can be tailored to respond to 
different physiological environmental conditions by appropriate choice of substituted side 
chains. Many results show that the delivery systems designed with this material can 
accommodate a large variety of drugs including small drugs and macromolecules.17 
Release study has been explored with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
polyphosphazene.18,19 The former ones are usually studied for polymer matrix erosion 
and diffusion release systems, while the latter ones are used to prepare hydrogel matrices 
after being crosslinked. 
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A.2.3. Stimuli-Responsive Polymers 
Stimuli-responsive polymers are a class of materials whose structure and 
properties change with external chemical and/or physical stimuli such as variation of pH, 
light, and temperature.20 They are also called intelligent polymers. One category of the 
most interesting stimuli-responsive polymers is conformational changeable polymers. 
These materials can change their conformation from free extendable polymer chains to 
aggregated globule form reversibly as function of the external conditions. Some typical 
examples are poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAAm),21 polysilamine,22 poly(acrylic 
acid),23 and poly(N-acryloyl glycine).23 These polymers usually have one or two 
functional end groups, through which the polymer could be grafted onto surfaces, 
membranes24 and matrices as well as conjugated with biomolecules25 to fabricate 
“intelligent devices” for separation, purification, chemical valve and drug delivery 
applications. The basic concepts for some applications are illustrated in Figure A-3.20,24 
 
A.3. Proposed Research 
The objective of this proposed research is to investigate the modification of 
biodegradable polyphosphazenes with stimuli-responsive polymers and to further 
evaluate these materials as matrices for controlled drug delivery system, especially for 
pH and/or temperature sensitive drug release. In this proposed study intelligent materials 
as stimuli-responsive modifiers are either grafted onto polyphosphazene backbones as 
side chains or crosslinked to form interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN) with 
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polyphosphazenes. Obtained materials are physically mixed with therapeutic agent to 
fabricate the delivery systems. Having the stimuli-responsive material as sensor units, the 
biodegradable polyphosphazene matrices are to be constructed as living bodylike systems 
with functions of sensing the signal caused by disease, such as temperature or pH change, 
judging the magnitude of the signal, and then releasing the drug in direct response. They 
are distinguished from the conventional polyphosphazene drug delivery systems in two 
ways: fast site-specific delivery and multi-pulsatile release responsive to external 
physical stimuli. 
 
A.3.1. Theoretical Considerations 
When designing a controlled drug delivery system, one might borrow ideas from 
the natural feedback systems. There exist many natural feedback systems in human body. 
One example is hormonal control system, which is critical to maintain regular body 
activities.26 The release of hormones from endocrine glands is controlled by, among other 
factors, specific signals such as the concentration of messenger hormones, the power of 
biological electric current, and the body temperature. Similar to this, an ideally controlled 
drug delivery system should be able to sense the signal caused by disease, and 
correspondingly release the drug. 
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A.3.1.1. Signal 
Temperature and pH are two of the triggering signals of the most interests for 
controlled drug delivery systems. The use of temperature as a signal is justified by the 
fact that the body temperature often deviates from the normal temperature (37 °C) as a 
symptom of disease accompanying by fever. This deviation can be a useful stimulus that 
activates the release of drugs from temperature sensitive drug delivery systems. Using pH 
as triggering signal, drug delivery systems could be designed to release the therapeutic 
agents at specific sites, because the variation in pH occurs naturally in some areas of the 
human body. For example, the pH in the stomach is about 2 and it goes up above 7 in 
small intestine through which most absorption takes place.27 The pH-triggered system 
could also be used for tumor specific delivery due to the fact that the pH around tumor 
cells is lower than that around normal cells.28 
 
A.3.1.2. Proposed Intelligent Drug Delivery Systems 
In this proposed study, proper temperature or pH sensitive conformational 
changeable polymer is chosen according to the specific triggering signal and incorporated 
with polyphosphazenes as sensing unit. For example, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) can 
be used to prepare temperature-sensitive polyphosphazene matrix materials and 
poly(acrylic acid) might be a good candidate for pH-sensitive modification. The stimuli-
responsive polymer can be either grafted onto polyphosphazene main chains through 
various side chain reactions, or crosslinked to interpenetrate through a pre-formed 
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polyphosphazene network. Studies indicated that although the transition properties of the 
intelligent material could be modified by homo-copolymerization with other monomers,29 
when being grafted onto surfaces or interpenetrated with a second polymer,30,31 the 
transition properties were not greatly affected by such structure changes. Combining 
tunable biodegradability and stimuli-responsiveness, the obtained novel matrix materials 
are to be explored for temperature and/or pH controlled drug delivery. 
Different from conventional polyphosphazene drug delivery matrices, which are 
generally controlled by drug diffusion and polymer erosion, this proposed drug delivery 
system may release the drug through a different “squeezing” mechanism (Figure A-4).32 
In this  proposed drug delivery system, the stimuli-responsive  groups sense  the variation 
of the external physiological condition (i.e., signal), and change their conformation from 
free extendable coils to compact globules. This change in turn stimulates the collapse of 
the entire polymer network. By the contraction of the polymer matrix, an outflux is 
caused and the drug is “squeezed” out. Through the squeezing mechanism, the system is 
expected to execute a more rapid release responding to the signal change. The 
conformational change of the grafted side chains can be achieved in a time scale of 
minutes.33 The degradation study of polyphosphazenes with different substituents showed 
that varying the number of hydrophilic side groups resulted in a wide rang of degradative 
lifetime. The polymer could degrade on the order of hours or years. Such variation in 
degradative characteristic provides the possibility to formulate the proposed release 
system based primarily on “squeezing” mechanism other than erosion. Moreover, the 
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conventional polyphosphazene delivery systems only respond to external conditions once, 
since they are usually activated by “erosion” of the polymer matrices. Once the polymer 
degradation is started, the releasing of the active content is rather abrupt and cannot be 
stopped. This is not in favor of an ideally controlled drug release. Using the proposed 
stimuli-responsive polyphosphazene delivery system, the drug release is induced by the 
reversible structural change of the sensing units. When the triggering signal changes back 
to the normal state, the polymer matrices regain the expandable form and the drug release 
is correspondingly slowed down. Thus, a feedback regulated multi-pulse drug release 
might be achieved due to the reversibility of the conformational change responding to the 
external condition. After delivery, the biodegradable polyphosphazene matrix degrades 
into small molecules and water-soluble side chains, which are harmless and easy to be 
eliminated from body. 
Stimuli-responsive material modified polyphosphazenes provide a broad spectrum 
of possible biodegradable matrix materials for controlled drug delivery. A variety of 
intelligent materials sensitive to the desired triggering signal are available as sensing unit 
candidates. Moreover, the drug release profile could be adjusted by molecular 
architecture design. For a grafting modified polyphosphazene system, the more/longer 
graft side chains, the more quickly it responds to the environmental change.34 Many 
factors might contribute to stronger contraction of matrices with more/longer graft side 
chains. Attractive force among dehydrated graft chains is enhanced for gels with 
many/long graft chains due to their larger molecular weight. Hydrophobic aggregation of 
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matrix is readily formed due to the entanglement of the long chains. In the 
interpenetrating network, two crosslinked sub-networks are physically entangled. Release 
profile could be adjusted through the rational design of the composition of 
polyphosphazenes and stimuli-responsive polymers. An optimum composition should be 
adapted for a desired release rate. 
To better decipher this system, a specific temperature sensitive polyphosphazene 
release system to be developed base on this strategy is discussed here. As noted, poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAAm) is one of the representative temperature sensitive 
polymers.35 This material exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) around 
normal body temperature in aqueous environment. The polymer chains hydrate to form 
expanded structures below the LCST. However, above the LCST, they dehydrate to form 
compact structures. PIPAAm with various end groups, e.g., -NH2 and -OH, are available 
for grafting. The reaction can be done through the replacement of the chlorines on the 
polyphosphazene main chains (Figure A-5). The obtained system delivers drugs through 
a temperature-controlled “squeezing” effect, as follows. As temperature increases, the 
PIPAAm grafted polyphosphazene matrix shrinks rapidly and expels drugs out; when the 
temperature drops back, the system reforms the expandable structure and suspends the 
drug release. This cycle is repeatable corresponding to the variation of temperature. 
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A.3.2. Experimental 
The synthesis of both polyphosphazenes and stimuli-responsive polymers has 
been extensively studied and is not described here in detail. Instead, modification of the 
polyphosphazene matrix materials, formulation of the release system, release and 
degradation studies are discussed below. 
 
A.3.2.1. Modification 
As noted, modification of polyphosphazenes with stimuli-responsive polymers 
could be realized through grafting or interpenetrating technique. Stimuli-responsive 
polymers with proper end groups, such as -NH2, could be grafted onto polyphosphazene 
main chains by substituting chlorine atoms. Interpenetrating networks can be prepared 
from polymerizing the second monomer or crosslinking the second polymer in the 
presence of pre-crosslinked polyphosphazene network. 
 
A.3.2.2. Formulation 
Polyphosphazenes can accommodate many different drugs, from small molecules 
to macromolecules. For the release study purpose, a small molecule model drug, p-
nitroaniline, is to be incorporated with the matrices to fabricate the delivery system. The 
release of this model drugs can be readily monitored spectrophotometrically at its 
absorption maximums, a wavelength of 380 nm.18 
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The delivery system can be made in virtually any shape or size, depending upon 
the physiological environment of use. The system can be shaped and sized for oral, ocular 
and anal insertion, for skin patches, or for parenteral insertion or injection. For the 
insertion and patch applications, a commonly used method is to cast the solution mixture 
of polymer and drug.18 In an appropriate solvent, e.g., THF, drug and polymer are 
dissolved. The mixture is then cast in a pre-cooled mold and air dried till no detectable 
weight-changes.36 For the injection purpose, the system would be in the form of powder 
in which each particle is small enough to fit through a syringe tip. In this case, the system 
could be prepared as microspheres by spray drying or emulsion/solvent evaporation 
techniques.37 
 
A.3.2.3. Degradation Study 
Degradation study is carried out in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer solutions at pH 
7.4 under stirring. The specimens with known weight are immersed in the buffer solution 
at 37 °C. After each time interval with a specific length, samples are recovered and freeze 
dried to constant weight. Percent degradation is calculated based on weight loss of each 
sample. 
 
A.3.2.4. Release Study 
For the release study, samples are placed in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer 
solutions (pH 7.4) at 37 °C under stirring. Buffer solution is frequently removed and 
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replaced with fresh buffer using syringe in order to maintain the “sink” conditions. At 
preset time points, step-wise signal changes, e.g., variation of temperature and/or pH, are 
exerted to the release medium by replacing the buffer solution. For each signal period, the 
buffer solution is sampled at least 10 times. Using p-nitroaniline as model drug, the 
amount of released therapeutic agent in the sample solution can be readily evaluated with 
UV-visible spectrometer by observing the absorbance at 380nm. Other analysis methods, 
such as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) might also be used according 
to specific drugs. 
 
A.3.2.5. Instrumentation and Characterizations 
To better understand the structure-property relationship, characterization of 
stimuli-responsive material modified polyphosphazenes needs to be carried out. 
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is to be used to characterize the 
presence and chemical change of the functional groups in stimuli-responsive 
polyphosphazenes. For example, the absorption peak at 3300 cm-1 due to the presence of 
amine groups can be used to monitor the graft reactions. FT-IR is particular useful in 
studying the properties of interpenetrating network of polyphosphazenes and stimuli-
responsive polymers, such as the physical interaction of the two networks. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is an effective tool to study the chemical 
structures of grafted polyphosphazenes. Proton and 13C NMR can be used to confirm the 
substitution reaction since all the signals are attributable to the moieties presented on the 
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phosphazene main chains. Further information about the stoichiometry and sequence of 
different side chains bonding to phosphorous atoms can be obtained by the study of 31P 
NMR spectrum. 
Light scattering technique and viscosity measurement can be employed to 
determine the molecular weight of grafted polyphosphazenes. The molecular weight 
distribution is to be measured with size exclusive chromatography (SEC), which may 
also be used preparatively to obtain narrow molecular weight fractions. 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or differential thermal analysis (DTA) is 
to be used to evaluate the thermal properties/transitions of the modified 
polyphosphazenes. The thermodynamical and mechanical properties of 
polyphosphazenes, as matrix materials, can be obtained by thermal mechanical analysis 
(TMA). 
Scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) are 
useful tools to characterize the surface morphology of the delivery system. The surface 
characterization and analysis are particularly valuable in evaluating how well the 
polymeric matrices react to the physiological environment. 
 
A.4. Ph.D. Thesis Research 
My thesis research is concentrated mainly on developing new nanocomposite and 
nanoparticle materials via sol-gel reactions for potential sensor and catalyst applications. 
Works have been focused on the synthesis and characterization of the mesoporous hybrid 
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materials, organic-inorganic hybrid nano-composite materials, and mesoporous 
nanoparticles. Other work also includes synthesis and characterization of electroactive 
materials and electroluminescent materials. All the works differ substantially from this 
proposed research. 
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Figure A-1. Repeating unit in polyphosphazenes. 
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Figure A-2. Two fundamental routes to synthesize substituted polyphosphazenes. 
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Figure A-3. Applications of materials modified with stimuli-responsive polymers for 
separation/purification, membrane valves, and bioactive molecules. 
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Figure A-4. Release mechanism for grafted stimuli-sensitive polyphosphazene 
matrices. 
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Figure A-5. Preparation of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) modified polyphosphazene as 
temperature sensitive delivery matrix material. 
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Appendix B  Electrochemistry Measurements of Aniline Derivative Modified 8-
Hydroxyquinoline Ligands 
 
B.1. Experimental 
The electrochemical measurements were performed in acetonitrile (MeCN) 
solutions (thermostatted at 25 °C) with a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS-100A) 
electrochemical analyzer. The three-electrode assembly comprised a working electrode, 
an Ag+ (0.01 M AgClO4, 0.1 M tetraethylammonium perchlorate, MeCN)/Ag reference 
electrode, and a Pt-mesh auxiliary electrode. The working electrode was a Pt wire or a Hg 
on Au one for voltammetry and a Pt disk for rotating electrode polarography. The 
supporting electrolyte was 0.1-0.2 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 
(TBAPF6). The concentration of solution of ligand 1a and 2a was 1.4 mM and 1.6 mM, 
respectively. 
 
B.2. Results 
The electrode polarograms and cyclic voltammograms of ligands 1a and 2a are 
shown in Figures B-1 to B-8. The electrochemistry of ligand 1a and 2a clearly shows 
quasireversible reductions in MeCN with Hg on Au electrode (Figures B-2 and B-6). The 
oxidation of ligand 1a contains two reversible processes (Figure B-4), while the oxidation 
of ligand 2a also contains two processes with the first one irreversible (Figure B-8). 
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Figure B-1. Rotating disk (Hg on Au) polarogram (2400 rpm) of ligand 1a in MeCN. 
Scan Rate = 50 mV/s. 
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Figure B-2. Cyclic voltammogram (Hg on Au, negative potential region) vs. Ag/Ag+ of 
ligand 1a in MeCN. Scan Rate = 100 mV/s. 
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Figure B-3. Cyclic voltammogram (Pt wire, negative region) vs. Ag/Ag+ of ligand 1a 
in MeCN. Scan Rate = 100 mV/s. 
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Figure B-4. Cyclic voltammogram (Pt wire, positive region) vs. Ag/Ag+ of ligand 1a 
in MeCN. Scan Rate = 100 mV/s. 
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Figure B-5. Rotating disk (Hg on Au) polarogram (2400 rpm) of ligand 2a in MeCN. 
Scan Rate = 40 mV/s. 
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Figure B-6. Cyclic voltammogram (Hg on Au, negative region) vs. Ag/Ag+ of ligand 
2a in MeCN. Scan Rate = 100 mV/s. 
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Figure B-7. Cyclic voltammogram (Pt wire, negative region) vs. Ag/Ag+ of ligand 2a 
in MeCN. Scan Rate = 100 mV/s. 
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Figure B-8. Cyclic voltammogram (Pt wire, positive region) vs. Ag/Ag+ of ligand 2a 
in MeCN. Scan Rate = 100 mV/s. 
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